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ABSTRACT
The Aesthetics of the Modern: Art, Education, and Taste in Egypt 1903-1952
Dina A Ramadan
This dissertation explores the ways in which an educational mission was central to the
conceptualization, production, and consumption of the category of modern art in Egypt during
the first half of the twentieth century. It is structured as a series of four case studies, each
offering a rereading of a moment that has been repeatedly highlighted in the literature as a
turning point in the development of modern art but that remains unexamined.
Chapter One is a study of a fatwa by the leading Islamic reformer, Muhammad ‘Abduh,
which is considered to be his declaration of support for representational art. In a close reading of
this understudied text, I demonstrate the ways in which this fatwa has been misinterpreted and
misappropriated; ‘Abduh never mentions “art” [al-fann] specifically but instead discusses the
merits of pictorial representation [al-taswir] as a form of visual knowledge, a useful tool for
preservation and learning. Chapter Two focuses on the establishment of the School of Fine Arts
in Cairo in 1908. Relying on largely unexamined material, I describe and analyze the prevalent
discourses that shaped the kind of education that the school offered, the perceptions its founders,
faculty, and students had of its role, and ultimately the role of modern art and the artist within
Egyptian society.
The second half of the dissertation attends to the reception and consumption of art
through the development of art criticism [al-naqd al-fanni] and the role of journals in educating
Egyptian audiences. Chapter Three is a study of and Sawt el-Fannan [The Voice of the Artist,
1950-2], “the first monthly magazine for the fine arts.” I focus here on the writing of art history

and criticism as a means of educating Egyptian eyes to see and appreciate in a specific set of
ways. The notion of taste [dhawq] and its complex social and moral functions demonstrate that
what is at stake here is something much larger than an aesthetic sensibility. Chapter Four
examines Al-Tatawwur, a journal published by al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya [Art and Freedom] in
response to André Breton and Diego Rivera’s 1938 manifesto “Towards a Free Revolutionary
Art.” Al-Tatawwur professes a commitment to “protecting the freedom of art and culture.”
However, this often seems in tension with their almost militant educational and political mission.
Throughout these four cases a series of recurring concerns emerge. First, painting and
sculpture are presented as important first and foremost because of the ways in which they can be
useful or beneficial. Their uses differ from chapter to chapter however each group approaches
artistic production through the prism of function and benefit. Secondly, in each situation we find
ourselves at a moment of crisis, in which a particular group feels threatened and thus attempts to
reach out a larger public, as a means of reasserting their position and reaffirming their relevance.
Repeatedly, artistic production seems to be the most appropriate way of doing this. The third
central theme of this dissertation the educational quality and potential of the fine arts; despite
their seemingly varied positions, the writers and thinkers I discuss attach an educational function
to artistic production. There seems to be a unanimous agreement on the stakes, despite political
orientation: the struggle is a civilizational one, and art is the barometer for progress.
In tracing the establishment and development of modern art in Egypt, this dissertation
offers a set of innovative perspectives and engages with a number of different fields of inquiry
related to the cultural and intellectual history of Egypt. While a literary and linguistic Nahda, has
been the subject of much study, the existence and importance of a visual Nahda has been largely
absent.
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Introduction
The visionary prince returned from the capital of light [Paris] filled with ambitions and dreams
he aspired to achieve at home and initiate a modern state to be compared to major world
countries. He laid the foundations for the School of Fine Arts to act as a lighthouse of creativity.
The ambitious step coincided with the establishment of Misr Banque, Cairo University, and the
National Sporting Club (al-Ahli) which were planned to realise a national economic, scientific,
literature, social and sports renaissance in society. The School of Fine Arts (now the Faculty of
Fine Arts) largely contributed to deepening aesthetic values and upgrading artistic taste in
Egyptian and Arab societies. The school’s brilliant graduates pioneered the Egyptian art
movement. Their admirable achievements were manifested in Egypt and the Arab countries as
well. In the meantime, the fine arts constituted a perfect example of collective action that sought
to deepen a sense of belonging and team spirit.
Professor Mohamed Mekawi
Dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts, 20081
A significant part of the research for this dissertation was conducted in 2008, during the
centennial celebrations of the establishment of the School of the Fine Arts in Cairo, often
considered the first school of its kind in the Arab world.2 According to the prevalent narrative of
Egyptian art history, 1908 signifies more than just the founding of an institution for art
education; it heralds the birth of “al-fann al-hadith” [modern art] or “al-funun al-jamila” [the
fine arts], two terms used interchangeably, and with none of the distinctions of the western art
historical tradition.3 Over the course of the year, the air and press were filled with nostalgia for
the Ruwwad, the pioneering generation responsible for instigating al-nahda al-fanniyya [artistic
revival] of the early-twentieth century. Studies of Egyptian art history have historically taken
1908 as their departure point, even while recognizing the pre-existence of artists and artistic
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production. This continues even within the contemporary context, in which the school is one of
several institutions offering art education in Egypt, and no longer exclusively responsible for
producing generations of pioneers. The majority of artists, art critics, and historians (of differing
generations) that I encountered during my fieldwork took this date as their sacred point of origin.
Immediately striking is that the beginnings of Egypt’s modern art movement are so inextricably
linked to the founding of an educational institution; this, I argue, frames understandings and
expectations of artistic production for the following decades and in fact to this day. The multiple
and complex connections between art and education, in their varied articulations, are therefore
the primary concern of this dissertation.
I begin here with the quote by the Dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts––taken from the
catalogue accompanying the large-scale retrospective exhibition,4 al-Funun al-Jamila fi Mi’at
‘Am [The Fine Arts in a Hundred Years], organized by the Ministry of Culture––for two reasons:
first, it encapsulates the central narrative that was reiterated during the centennial celebrations,
and second, it demonstrates the degree to which this narrative highlights and reproduces, almost
identically, the century-old discourses in circulation since the school’s establishment. Mekawi’s
contribution is one of four short introductory texts all of which, despite their brevity, remind us
to be cautious of what Pierre Bourdieu has called “the deceptive certainties of the language of
celebration.”5 This dissertation is intended as a reexamination of some of these “certainties.”
Mekawi’s story begins with a “visionary prince” who, inspired by a trip to Paris, returns filled
with “ambitions and dreams” of realizing the “modern state” at home. This inspiration leads to
4
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the founding of the school, one of many institutions similarly invested in a multifaceted
“renaissance in society.” The school subsequently plays a critical role in “upgrading artistic
tastes” in Egypt and the region at large, due primarily to the achievements of its “brilliant
graduates.”
Mekawi’s brief narrative highlights a number of the points that are central to this
dissertation: to begin with he emphasizes the role of Prince Yusuf Kamal in the school’s
founding, then he situates the institution within a broader network of elite national(ist) initiatives
from this period, and finally he stresses the larger significance of “deepening aesthetic values
and upgrading [the] artistic taste” of Egyptians. The school acts as a “lighthouse,” steering
Egyptians towards a national taste, while accentuating the individual’s “sense of belonging.” The
fine arts are framed as a guiding force, an idea further reiterated by the then Minister of Culture,
Farouk Hosni, who remarked in his contribution to the catalogue that “this historical exhibition
should represent a statement asserting that we are following the right path.”6 Similarly, Sabri
Mansour, the exhibition’s organizer, asserted that “the fine arts ushered the Egyptian nation into
a modern society appreciating the influence of civilization and progress.”7 All three authors are
unequivocal in the connection they make between the fine arts and civilizational progress. That
these three authors echo the same set of beliefs is not terribly surprising; what is perhaps most
striking in the dozens of surveys of modern Egyptian art is the almost flawless consistency that
can be traced in the narrative they present from the early-twentieth century onward.8 Equally
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notable is their tendency to highlight particular moments as formative or definitive in the
development of this “artistic revival,” while never offering a close examination of these critical
junctures. This dissertation therefore offers a corrective to the prevalent narrative on modern
Egyptian art, by taking seriously the moments that it identifies as foundational or groundbreaking
and revisiting them for closer analysis.
Literature produced within the field of Egyptian art history––whether in Arabic, English,
or French––falls primarily into two categories: surveys that offer a chronological narrative,
concerned with mapping artists and artistic movements, and works that focus on a single artist
and his/her personal biography and output. Within the former category, Rushdi Iskandar, Kamal
al-Malakh, and Subhi al-Sharuni’s Thamanun Sana min al-Fann (80 Years of Art) is a
foundational text and offers one of the most comprehensive overviews, tracing the changes of
Egyptian art from one generation [jil] to the next, with the establishment of educational
institutions and particular political events––such as the 1952 revolution or the Naksa of 1967––
being highlighted as moments of significant rupture in aesthetic sensibilities.9 Subsequent works
in English have relied heavily on this text, for example Wijdan ‘Ali’s Modern Islamic Art:
Development and Continuity (1997) and Liliane Karnouk’s Modern Egyptian Art 1910-2003
(2005).
While there might be slight organizational variations, most of the scholarship largely
mirrors this structural model; the narrative adheres to national (and nationalist) lines, with the
authors moving from generation to generation, identifying a similar set of artists and artworks.
For example, sculptor Muhmud Mukhtar (1891-1934) usually warrants his own chapter, the
9
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Ruwwad generation is grouped together, while their Alexandrian counterparts are treated
collectively. The initial golden age of the 1910s and 1920s is followed by a period of stagnation,
a move away from classical academism, and the development of abstract expressionism and
surrealism. Early art historians tended to rely on more personal memories and a more anecdotal
style: in his Tarikh al-Haraka al-Fanniyya fi Misr ila ‘am 1945 (The Art Movement in Egypt
until 1945, 1986), Muhammad Sidqi al-Jabakhanji draws on conversations with the artists of his
generation. Later generations of art historians, particularly those who entered the field during the
Nasserist era, were more likely to display skepticism of the elite’s monopoly over modern
Egyptian art in its early years and thus frame their arguments within a more nationalist socialist
discourse. Notable examples of this approach include Izz al-Din Najib’s Fajr al-Taswir al-Misri
al-Hadith (The Dawn of Modern Egyptian Painting from 1900-1945, 1985) and al-Tawajuh alIjtima‘i li-l-Fannan al-Misri al-Mu‘asir (The Social Orientation of the Contemporary Egyptian
Artist, 1997).11 The most recent of these surveys, published to coincide with the centennial, is
artist Mustafa al-Razzaz’s al-Fann al-Misri al-Hadith: al-Qarn al-‘Ushrin [Modern Egyptian
Art: The Twentieth Century, 2008] which extends to include artists producing within the
contemporary context.
Looking at the titles of much of this literature, we see a resounding celebration of new
beginnings and trailblazing visionaries. Ruwwad meaning pioneers is term that appears time and
again.12 For example, Badr al-Din Abu Ghazi’s Ruwwad al-Fann al-Tashkili (The Pioneers of
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the Fine Arts, 1985) and al-Funun al-Jamila fi Misr: Jil min al-Ruwwad (The Fine Arts in
Egypt: A Generation of Pioneers, 1975), Mukhtar al-‘Attar’s Ruwwad al-Fann wa-Tali‘at alTanwir fi Misr (The Pioneers of Art and the Vanguard of Enlightenment in Egypt, 1996) and
‘Afif al-Bahnasi’s Ruwwad al-Fann al-Hadith fi al-Bilad al-‘Arabiyya (The Pioneers of Modern
Art in the Arab Countries, 1985) which takes a more regional approach. Individual members of
this pioneering generation are also the focus of specific studies; art historian and former Minister
of Culture, Badr al-Din Abu Ghazi has perhaps been the most prolific in this field, producing
works on Raghib ‘Ayad, Yusuf Kamil, Mahmud Sa‘id as well as a seminal study on his uncle
Muhmud Mukhtar.
This is by no means an exhaustive survey of the literature of the field, however it is
demonstrative of the nature of the existent scholarship, particularly in Arabic, most of which
involves narration and celebration, but lacks in serious critical engagement and any form of
references or citations. Individuals are highlighted and recognized for being enlightened or
appreciative of the arts. However, their actions are never considered in a larger sociopolitical
context, reminding us that there a very few fields of study “in which the glorification of “great
individuals’, unique creators irreducible to any condition or conditioning,” is more common or
uncontroversial.”13 Little, if any, attention has been paid to mapping “an artistic field” as
understood by Bourdieu, “a field of forces, but [it is] also a field of struggles tending to transform
or conserve this field of forces.”14 This dissertation attends to artistic practices in Egypt in the
early decades of the twentieth century as “the field of cultural production,” a network of
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“forces,” individuals and institutions engaged in “struggles” that shape their field in different
ways.
To date serious academic research on Egyptian artistic production, modern or
contemporary, remains rather sparse. This dearth is perhaps made all the more glaring in light of
the unrelenting (and often ill-informed) interest on the part of international curators and art
institutions in the region.15 However, in recent years, there have been some notable exceptions.
Within the field of art history, Nada Shabout’s Modern Arab Art Formation of Arab Aesthetic
(2007) offers an important corrective to some of the problematic ways in which western art
historians have approached the study of art from the region. She specifically addresses “the
formation and development of distinct modern Arab aesthetics, particularly in contrast to the
Islamic,”16 with a primary case study focused on the Iraqi context. Shabout argues that the term
“Arab art” is more accurate than its “Islamic” predecessor as it indicates “the secularization of
traditionally religious societies and the deliberate implementation of a newly invented
consciousness in the modern era, when Arabs began thinking about themselves as specific
national entities.”17 While we certainly see shifts in the early-twentieth century, such debates of
categorization do not reflect the preoccupations of Arab, or at least Egyptian, artists and critics
but instead are very much grounded in the concerns of western art historians and curators. Within
writings about art in the first decades of the twentieth century, we see these terms being used
interchangeably, and in discussions about preferable sources of influence or inspiration––
15
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particularly at a time when the contours of this “Egyptian” identity were still in flux––rather
than as a nomenclature for modern artistic production.18
That is to say, this discourse of “Arab” versus “Islamic” is a contemporary one, external to the
historical sources and superimposed in response to the limited approach of Western art history
and its supporting structures.19
More pertinent to this project is Patrick Kane’s The Politics of Art and Culture in Modern
Egypt: Aesthetics, Ideology and Nation-Building (2013) in which he studies both artistic and
literary production in relation to the political climate of early-twentieth century Egypt. Kane
focuses particularly on the role and influence of peasant struggles against capitalist agriculture
and the question of nationalism as “a reconfiguration of the capitalist domination of productive
relations.” While Kane’s study certainly highlights the relationship between aesthetics and
ideology within the Egyptian context, artistic production is often presented as merely reflective
of the sociopolitical context rather than involved in its very production. In my dissertation I have
tried to consider how various groups or individuals approach the field of artistic production as “a
field of forces” and “a field of struggles,” as a means to shape and influence their surroundings,
and often secure their position. I am therefore interested in the artistic field as involved in
shaping the sociopolitical conditions rather than reflecting them.
More contemporary in focus, Jessica Winegar’s Creative Reckonings: The Politics of Art
and Culture in Contemporary Egypt (2006), approaches the topic through “an ethnographic
exploration of the art world in Egypt” during the Mubarak years, a period during which we see a
18
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burgeoning of the scale and activities of the Ministry of Culture. Winegar pays particular
attention to the different “art interlocutors” and demonstrates the persistence of “the nation” as
the main “cognitive frame” and the question of “authenticity” [asala] as the central concern for
art producers in Egypt. She is also concerned with the role and function of the artist in
contemporary Egypt, namely what it means socially to be an artist. In a much broader survey,
Samia Mehrez’s Egypt’s Culture Wars demonstrates the ways in which of the contemporary
cultural field continues to be a site of contestation, a site where larger sociopolitical tensions are
often played out. The origins of such preoccupations and frameworks can be traced to the earlytwentieth century; as I demonstrate in the following chapters, questions of nation and identity are
central to conversations about the fine arts from the outset.
By and large, scholarship on the Middle East has neglected artistic and aesthetic practices
as socially, politically, and culturally formative sites worthy of examination. In this dissertation I
situate the study of modern art in Egypt at the intersection of several fields of inquiry. For
example, there has ben a growing interest amongst scholars in the study of the role of
educational institutions and the development of academic disciplines in the production of
knowledge. In her The Great Social Laboratory Subjects of Knowledge in Colonial and
Postcolonial Egypt (2007), Omnia El Shakry examines the way the social sciences, particularly
anthropology, develop and how Egyptian academics “translate” western fields of knowledge to
produce indigenous academic fields. Similarly, Donald Malcolm Reid, in his Whose Pharoahs?:
Archaeology, Museums, and Egyptian National Identity from Napoleon to World War I (2002),
focuses on Egyptology as museology fields of struggle between foreign and Egyptian experts,
20
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ultimately with an interest in defining Egyptian identity. However, little attention has been
given to the artistic and aesthetic training of Egyptians as being part of a similar set of processes.
There has also been a growth in scholarship that focuses on the Nahda, with a specific
interest in the development of new subjectivities and identities. Stephen Sheehi’s Foundations of
Modern Arab Identity (2004) is an examination of Arab intellectuals’ development of a literary
modernity. In it, Sheehi identifies a constant tension between experimentations in form and
language and the notion of “lack” or “failure” as being fundamental to the formation of this new
subjectivity. Samah Selim’s study of the intersection between the development of the Arabic
novel, representations of the rural and the transformation of Egyptian identity, The Novel and the
Rural Imaginary in Egypt, 1880-1985 (2004) draws our attention to a similar set of contradictory
governing paradigms––namely positivism and romanticism––as being central to formation.
Studies of the intellectual and cultural articulations of the late-nineteenth century Arab
Nahda have remained almost exclusively focused on the movement as a literary one. Despite the
involvement and interest of key figures in the role of artistic production in the making of a
modern society, histories of Arab intellectual thought rarely take discussions of art or aesthetics
into account. This dissertation calls for a thicker reading of this period, one that brings together
overlapping narratives, and finds a place for the visual within nahda studies; it seeks to write the
history of Egyptian art into the larger history of the Nahda.
The process of researching this project has been fundamental to shaping my
understanding the place of artistic production as part of the larger narrative of Egyptian cultural
and intellectual history. Throughout the dissertation I draw upon a wide range of sources in
Arabic, French, and English including state records from the Egyptian National Archives,
personal archives, press material, correspondences, interviews, and memoirs. The multi-sited
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nature of my research opens up questions about how one writes a history of art in the absence
of any system of collecting and cataloguing dedicated to the visual arts, while also considering
how the location of these different sites implicates artistic production in the larger political and
socio-economic networks of the period. As such this project intentionally straddles a number of
fields of study in order to demonstrate how fluid and multi-faceted conversations about art were
at this time.
In each of the following chapters I take on a particular case study, focusing on moments
that have been generally highlighted in the existent narrative, in the attempt to offer a more
nuanced reading. Chapter One, “In Defense of the Fine Arts?: Rereading Muhammad ‘Abduh’s
Fatwa,” therefore focuses on the oft-referenced 1904 article by the Imam Muhammad ‘Abduh,
entitled “al-Suwar wa-l-Tamathil wa-Fawa’iduha wa-Hukmuha” [Images and Statues, their
Benefits and Legality]This article is considered Abduh’s fatwa in defense of representational art
and as such the imam’s intervention is repeatedly identified as marking a shift in ‘Islam’s’
position on the issue. Yet despite its importance, the fatwa is rarely examined in detail, instead
references are made to the same specific passage, often quoted out of context. A closer reading
not only reveals a misinterpretation and misappropriation of the text, but also foreshadows an
approach to artistic production that focuses on its benefits and uses.
Chapter Two, “The Making and Educating of the Egyptian Artist,” examines a second
foundational moment: the establishment of the School of Fine Arts. Similarly celebrated but
severely understudied, I approach the school as part of a broader set of educational initiatives of
this period in which western artistic practices are ‘translated’ to produce an indigenous modern
art. This process of translation, the process by which the founders and faculty of the school
determine the kind of art Egyptians should be producing, is part of determining an Egyptian
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identity at a moment of flux. Literature produced by and about the school centers on the
capacity of Egyptian students to produce modern art and the kind of artwork they should be
producing. This desire to define what constitutes modern Egyptian art, artist and subject reflects
an understanding of the relationship between art and education in which the former is at the
service of the latter.
While the first half of the dissertation centers on the production of art and artists, the
second half is concerned with the reception and consumption of art through the development of
art criticism [al-naqd al-fanni] and the role of journals in educating Egyptian audiences.
Chapter Three, “The Message of Art and Good Taste”: Art Criticism and Sawt elFannan,” focuses on Sawt el-Fannan [The Voice of the Artist, 1950-2], the journal consistently
referenced in the subsequent literature of the field as “the first monthly magazine dedicated to
the fine arts.” As such, I argue that Sawt el-Fannan is involved in the production and articulation
of both the parameters of the field of art history and criticism and its significance. Throughout its
pages, the journal repeatedly asserts a mission, that of educating Egyptians to better see and
appreciate. Such a training should ultimately result in a refined public aesthetic sensibilities, one
that reflects bourgeois tastes. I consider the ways in which “art and cultural consumption are
predisposed, consciously and deliberately or not, to fulfill a social function of legitimating social
differences.”21 I am particularly interested in the notion of taste or dhawq, and how through the
complex social and moral connotations of the word, taste comes to reflect something much larger
than an aesthetic sensibility.
Chapter Four, “In Defense of Art: The Conflicting Missions of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriya,” is
concerned with a very different kind of journal in terms of its political agenda, aesthetic outlook,
21
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and general approach but one equally invested in the educational capacity of art. Al-Tatawwur
[Evolution, 1940-2] was published by al-Fann wa-l-Hurriya [Art and Freedom], an
interdisciplinary artists’ collective formed in response to André Breton and Diego Rivera’s 1938
manifesto “Towards a Free Revolutionary Art.”
Throughout its pages al-Tatawwur pledges to “protect the freedom of art and culture.”
However, this often seems in tension with their almost militant educational and political mission.
Ultimately the commitment to “free art” is contingent on this art playing a particular educational
function in society. Whether calling for political action or attempting to improve national taste,
both journals understand the consumption and appreciation of artistic production as means to an
end, fundamental to the development of the nation, and a crucial step on the road to civilization.
There are several threads that can be traced throughout the seemingly separate case
studies that make up the four chapters. Firstly, starting with ‘Abduh’s fatwa on pictorial
representation, painting and sculpture are presented as important first and foremost because of
the ways in which they can be “useful” or “beneficial.” Their uses differ from chapter to chapter;
whether its to document reality with great accuracy, to create a sense of national unity, refine
tastes, or project a political message, each group approaches artistic production through the
prism of function and benefit. Secondly, in each situation we find ourselves at a moment of
crisis, in which a particular group feels threatened and thus attempts to reach out a larger public,
as a means of reasserting their position and reaffirming their relevance. Artistic production seems
to be the most appropriate way of doing this. This brings us to the third central theme: the fine
arts are most fitting for this task because of their educational quality; despite their seemingly
varied positions, most of the writers and thinkers I discuss attach an educational function to
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artistic production. Finally, there seems to be a unanimous agreement on the stakes, despite
political orientation: the struggle is a civilizational one, and art is the barometer for progress.
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Chapter One
In Defense of the Fine Arts?: Rereading Muhammad ‘Abduh’s Fatwa.
Introduction
In 1903, Muhammad ‘Abduh (1849-1905), who was Egypt’s Grand Mufti from 1899
until 1905, embarked on an extended trip to Europe that concluded with a visit to Sicily. During
his travels ‘Abduh visited monuments, museums, churches, cemeteries, botanical gardens,
archives, and libraries. Readers followed the imam’s adventures through a series of articles in the
form of anonymous letters addressed to al-Manar [The Lighthouse], the journal edited by
‘Abduh’s close friend and associate Muhammad Rashid Rida (1865-1935). In his letters ‘Abduh
reflected on the many things he saw during his travels; he was particularly impressed by the
museums he visited.
By far the most quoted of ‘Abduh’s writings from this trip is an entry entitled “al-Suwar
wa-l-Tamathil wa-Fawa’iduha wa-Hukmuha” [Images and Statues, their Benefits and Legality]
which has generally been considered his fatwa in support of representational art. In it he directly
addressed the question of image-making and idolatry, assuring readers that if they were to
approach an imam with questions regarding the issue, specifically
the hadith “those people who will be the most tortured on judgment day are the painters”
and others which are in the sahih, he will probably say to you that this hadith came
during the days of paganism. Images were taken up during this time for two reasons: the
first was distraction and the second was to seek blessing from the image of whichever of
the righteous figures is depicted. The first [reason] religion detests and the second Islam
came to wipe out. The painter is in both cases a distraction from God and a facilitator of
polytheism. If these two obstacles are removed and the benefit pursued then the depiction
of people is the same as the depiction of plants and trees or objects.22
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Just over a century later, in April 2006, Egypt’s Grand Mufti ‘Ali Gom‘a at the time
issued a fatwa that “declared as un-Islamic the exhibition of statues in homes,” basing his
decision on the very same hadith cited by ‘Abduh in the above quote.23 Outrage ensued, and
‘Abduh’s fatwa was immediately recalled and referenced in response. Novelist and former editor
of Egypt’s leading literary magazine Akhbar al-Adab, Gamal al-Ghitani reflected the view of
many within cultural circles that ‘Abduh’s fatwa had “closed the issue, as it ruled that statues and
pictures are not haram (forbidden under Islam) except idols used for worship.”24 This most
recent example points to the enduring importance of ‘Abduh’s fatwa within the narrative of
Egyptian (and to a great extent Arab) art history. The fatwa is cited as marking an important
shift, “clos[ing] the issue,” at least on the level of institutional orthodoxy, with a prominent
figure like ‘Abduh reinterpreting Islam’s long-standing position on representational and
figurative art once and for all.
However, despite being particularly emphasized in the historiography as a turning point,
‘Abduh’s fatwa remains a remarkably understudied text. While the literature of the field of
Egyptian (and Arab) art history is in resounding agreement as to the importance of ‘Abduh’s
intervention—Egyptian art historian Samir Gharib, for example, has “no doubt that this fatwa
played an important role in supporting the fine arts itself [al-funun al-jamila] and artists and
encouraging research in art [al-fann] and writing about it”25—the details of this intervention are
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skirted over with extreme brevity, and what limited discussions exist are disappointingly
similar in their simplicity. Ultimately what we are offered is a series of wholesale celebrations of
‘Abduh as “one of the most enlightened men of the Muslim religion”26 and “a connoisseur of the
arts [dhawwaq li-l-fann], [and] a lover of artistic creativity [‘ashiqan li-l-ibda‘].”27 This chapter
readdresses the dearth in critical engagement with a text that is considered as formative as
‘Abduh’s. Rather than dismiss the dominant narrative as merely limited, I offer a reading that
incorporates and utilizes the existent historiography and its presumptions as a point of departure
for understanding the full extent and implications of ‘Abduh’s intervention. Since much of the
writing on the fatwa focuses on ‘Abduh as “a connoisseur of the arts,” I suggest we take his
connoisseurship seriously and consider the nature and framing that inform his admiration, while
examining some of its underlying assumptions.
This chapter begins by outlining the ways in which ‘Abduh’s fatwa has been presented in
the existent literature on Egyptian and Arab modern art as a means of understanding its place and
significance, both historically and more recently. Previous scholarship has largely neglected or
underplayed the fatwa’s specific connections not only to ‘Abduh’s larger revisionist program but
also to the particular set of travel writings of which it is a part. I suggest that considering the
fatwa as a piece of travel writing alongside other texts from the Sicily trip allow us to better
understand ‘Abduh’s intervention and the conditions that inspired it. As is well documented, the
first exhibition of Orientalist painters in Egypt took place at the Cairo Opera House in 1891 and
was sponsored by Khedive Isma‘il (r.1863-1879), fifteen years prior to the publication of
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‘Abduh’s fatwa. The exhibition was attended by a number of dignitaries who, along with the
khedive, purchased several works.29 Thus, figurative and representational art had increasingly
become part of Egypt’s visual landscape by the early-twentieth century, particularly given the
almost ubiquitous erection of commemorative statues in Cairo, Alexandria, and other major
cities that began as part of Khedive Isma‘il’s modernization and urban planning projects.
However, it was mostly foreign artists that undertook these commissions; it was not until the
establishment of the School of Fine Arts that Egyptians began producing such works on a wide
scale, perhaps making it necessary that such practices be addressed and legislated on. Scholars
have suggested that ‘Abduh had the future of the school in mind when issuing his fatwa and that
this was his response to “popular and religious factions [who] considered an art school to be
antithetical to the principles of Islam.”30 This is quite possible as discussions surrounding the
importance of the school predated its establishment; “the idea of an art school was contemplated
alongside that of a university.”31 However, ‘Abduh never directly mentions the school and
therefore considering the fatwa as immediately related is an assumption at best. On the other
hand, we do know that he chose to address the matter while traveling in Sicily. The significance
of this point is substantive to the formulation of the argument within the fatwa. The second part
of the chapter will therefore attend to the fatwa as part of this travelogue. Approaching the fatwa
in this way allows us to understand the logic that informed it as well as revealing its broader
significance.
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The larger part of this chapter is devoted to a return to the text of the fatwa, a text that
reveals a more complex narrative than has been previously acknowledged. By taking a closer
look at the fissures and absences within ‘Abduh’s argument, it becomes evident that a moment
which has been exclusively presented in the literature of the field as one of expansions in the
understanding of artistic production and its role in Egyptian—and as ‘Abduh himself states
several times Muslim—society is actually far more complicated and restrictive in nature than has
previously been considered. (Throughout these writings ‘Abduh is very fluid in his use of
“Muslim,” “Arab,” or “Egyptian” both when addressing his audience and when identifying his
subject matter.) That is to say, rather than merely celebrating ‘Abduh’s fatwa as a gesture toward
the acceptance and inclusion of representational art, “a historic stand in defense of Islam and arts
[al-funun] and beauty [al-jamal],”32 it is more productive to pay closer attention to exactly how
this “defense” was articulated. Upon closer examination it becomes evident that ‘Abduh’s
acknowledgement of the merits of pictorial representation is inseparable from, one could say
limited to, their “benefits.” (Throughout this chapter I refer to the “images and statues” of the
fatwa collectively as “pictorial representation” rather than “representational art” or “fine arts,” as
is the case in existent scholarship, to stress the very specific nature of ‘Abduh’s engagement with
the subject matter. At no point does the imam refer to these forms of representation as “art” of
any sort, a point that cannot be over emphasized and should be central to an understanding of the
workings of this fatwa.) The acceptance of pictorial representation cannot be read separately
from ‘Abduh’s larger ijtihad project to “reform Islam by regulating its doctrines and ridding it of
all that was seen as superstition and myth (“innovation”) in favor of its “reasonable” and rational
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message.” The issuing of this fatwa is more nuanced than simply the freeing of art and artists
from the shackles of tradition as has previously been assumed. Instead the fatwa presents a very
specific understanding of pictorial representations and legislates a new and different set of
restrictions that approach them first and foremost as “one of the best tools for learning.”34 As
such it is possible to recognize the ways in which the fatwa has been both simplified and
misappropriated and made to say something about representational art that it in fact never said.
Understanding ‘Abduh’s intervention as multilayered is a crucial step in a reassessment of one of
the earlier moments of the foundational narrative of modern Egyptian art, and a move away from
the teleological discourses of progress and liberation in which the narrative has been grounded.

II: Art, Islam and the Imam
It is difficult, if not impossible, to tackle the subject of ‘Abduh’s fatwa without
recognizing that one is walking into a minefield of Orientalist fascination; Islam’s position vis-àvis the graven image is a subject that has long captured the western imagination, and indeed
continues to do so.35 Debates surrounding the subject involve a number of positions, most of
them apologist in nature, and range from seeking to prove the existence of some representational
and figurative elements in earlier Islamic art, to emphasizing the sophistication of abstract art
(while pointing to western arts’ eventual move away from the representational), to lamenting the
33
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historic restriction on pictorial representation while celebrating the progressive stance against
such restrictions.36
This chapter does not seek to address concerns regarding Islam’s historic in/compatibility
with figurative and representational art forms, or the persistence of such hostility in the
contemporary moment. Nor does it attend to the validity of ‘Abduh’s arguments regarding
pictorial representation from the standpoint of shari‘a law.37 Rather my concern here is with
understanding ‘Abduh’s formulation of his argument, the rhetorical maneuvers he employs to
make his case, and how these may serve as indicators of his broader interest in the subject.
Approaching ‘Abduh’s intervention as one that solely diminishes the previous restrictiveness of
Islam—as much as the literature of the field does—is very much in line with the Orientalist
fascination in that it privileges representational art forms and adheres to a narrative of historical
progression which posits their inclusion as an inevitable, naturalized next step; that such a move
could be restrictive or limiting in its own right is never considered.
The Nahda narrative regarding the fine arts in Egypt (and the larger Arab world) certainly
falls victim to such assumptions as Nada Shabout explains in Modern Arab Art explains: unlike
the literary movement which considered the Nahda to be a moment of revival, within the realm
of the visual arts there was “basically a total Westernization process.”38 There was an insistence
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on the part of Arab intellectuals that the failure of Arab art to develop along the same lines as
its European counterpart was one of “the main reasons for their cultural deterioration” and as
such they “affirmed the superiority of European art.”39
Advancement along European lines was largely reduced to the prevalence of
representational art forms. Even in the earliest writings on the fine arts, the narrative of Arab
“cultural deterioration” in the face of the superiority of European art appears repeatedly: an 1923
article in al-Hilal on painting opens with the following summary: “Western fine art is
distinguished, since the time of the Greeks until now, from Arab art by three characteristics and
they are “drama,” or “the theatrical story,” “drawing” and “sculpture.” There is no one who does
not know the reason for the lack of drawing and sculpture in Arab art. For Islam was fanatical
about the unity of God and searched for all the ways of preventing believers from returning to
idolatry…”40 Arab art is distinguished from its western counterpart first and foremost through its
“lack” and limitations. Attending to these prior limitations becomes just one of the many ways in
which Muslim theologians and intellectuals sought to “reform Islam” to make it better suited to
the ways of modern life. Islamic art historian Stephen Vernoit neatly summarizes which
reproducing this narrative of progress and development in the following:
…with the exception of the fundamental issues of idolatry and the lawfulness of images,
discussions about the visual arts did not really preoccupy Muslim scholars, jurists or
theologians; inquiry into the nature of art was in this respect a manifestation of the more
secular preoccupations of Europe. Nevertheless, there were some significant
developments during this period that provoked a reassessment of the traditional position.
They included the introduction of new forms of mechanical reproduction, i.e. typographic
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printing, lithography, and photography; the introduction of new practices in education
and science; and the new notion of the evolutionary history of civilization.41
It is in the face “significant developments” during the nineteenth century that Muslim scholars
are pushed to consider a subject neglected for centuries as largely one of the “secular
preoccupations of Europe.” They begin to reconsider the “traditional position,” one that given all
the changes mentioned above seems ill-suited and outdated.
Egyptian scholar Muhammad ‘Imara echoes this long silence on questions pertaining to
the visual arts in his al-Islam wa-l-Funun al-Jamila [Islam and the Fine Arts]. While much of
‘Imara’s text attends to Islam’s position vis-à-vis music, on which there seems to be a great deal
more debate, the book concludes with a final short chapter on drawing, painting, and sculpture.
This section begins with the quotations from Qur‘an and al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya [the Prophet’s
practices], and references some early theological debates. There is then a sudden transition from
the eleventh to the nineteenth century (the period of disinterest in such questions) and onto
‘Abduh’s intervention. In a section entitled “In the Modern Era” ‘Imara opens with the following
introduction:
When the school of religious renewal and revival began removing from Islamic thought
the dust of periods of stagnation and civilizational regression- the Ottoman dynasty- we
find the most prominent engineer of this renewal, the sheikh imam Muhammad ‘Abduh,
knocking on that door through his ijtihad and renewal. He announces Islam’s sanctioning
of the fine arts [al-funun al-jamila] calling attention to the role of the visual arts [funun
al-tashkil]- drawing, sculpture, painting- their beneficial and indispensable role in
recording the traces of life and preserving them and refining tastes and senses and
bringing mankind closer to the attributes of perfection.”42
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Nowhere in his fatwa does ‘Abduh use either the term al-funun al-jamila [the fine arts] or
funun al-tashkil [the visual arts], as ‘Imara claims. Both ‘Abduh’s omission of these terms and
‘Imara’s inclusion and insistence on them is extremely telling. ‘Imara is certainly not alone in
this embellishment, which demonstrates the consistent misappropriation of the fatwa within the
narrative of modern Egyptian (and Arab) art.
In a chapter on the School of Fine Arts, the authors of the compilation al-Haraka alFanniyya fi Misr [The Artistic Movement in Egypt] present an almost identical narrative:
We must not forget in this case that what was needed for the aforementioned school to be
established in terms of a significant gesture carried out by the late imam the sheikh
Muhammad ‘Abduh, who occupied the position of the Grand Mufti of Egypt at the time
when he issued a fatwa in which he declared lawful the practice of drawing [al-rasm] and
painting [al-taswir] and urged an interest in the subject of the fine arts [al-funun aljamila]. This gesture put an end to what had troubled thoughts in terms of the claim of the
prohibition of drawing [al-rasm] and painting [al-taswir] and sculpture [al-naht], the
religious staidness and constraint propagated by the Ottomans. 43
Similarly, in one of the most recent surveys of modern art in Egypt, painter and critic
Mustafa al-Razzaz identifies ‘Abduh as part of a group of “enlightened religious men” who
played a crucial role “in establishing an awareness of the importance of an interest in the arts [alfann] and teaching the fine arts [al-funun al-jamila], considering it one of the main entry points
to civilization [al-tamdun] and progress [al-taqaddum].”44 This group, this “new kind of
religious men,” included Rifa'a al-Tahtawi (1801-1873),45 Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (1838-97)46
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and, ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Kawakibi (1849–1902) who alongside other members of the nascent
Egyptian bourgeoisie began to push Egypt in the direction of progress.48 Ultimately “these
rational fatwas [al-fatawa al-rashida] supporting the necessity of art [al-fann] in the life of a
society were started by the sheikh Muhammad ‘Abduh, the Grand Mufti of Egypt and it is these
fatwas that played a part in opening the way for the artistic renaissance [al-nahda alfanniyya].”49 Al-Razzaz then briefly summarizes ‘Abduh’s argument in the fatwa, paying
particularly attention to “the profound importance of these museums” in preserving objects from
the past, including paintings and drawings.50
While this is by no means an exhaustive list of references, these examples highlight both
the repeated presence of the fatwa within writings on modern Egyptian (or Arab) art, and the
striking consistency with which such references occur.51 (In fact so compelling is ‘Abduh’s
intervention that it has reached beyond the art historical narrative; in her novel Map of Love
spanning almost of century of Egyptian history, Ahdaf Soueif recreates a fictional account of
conversations surrounding the founding of the School of Fine Arts in which ‘Abduh plays a
Press, 1995), 67-83. For a closer examination of his role in educational reform specifically see Timothy Mitchell,
Colonising Egypt (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1991), 87-89.
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crucial role.) In examining these frequent references, we are able to identify a number of
motifs that appear in some or all of them. Firstly, the descriptions of ‘Abduh reiterate that as a
new kind of religious man, he was able to seamlessly combine both an enlightened world view
and a commitment to religious belief. Consequently, not only does he not oppose the fine arts,
but in fact “the imam converses about art [al-fann] as someone who understands and appreciates
it.”53 Juxtaposed against this “prominent engineer of [this] renewal” is “the dust of periods of
stagnation and civilizational regression,” namely the Ottoman rule, a period of “religious
staidness and constraint.”54 Time and again ‘Abduh is described as having bravely conquered
this stagnant past by “knocking on [the] door” of revival and renewal and finally ending the
“troubled thoughts” regarding painting, drawing and sculpture. Finally, several authors rightly
point to some of the main concerns expressed by ‘Abduh in the fatwa: ‘Imara for example
identifies the imam’s interest in pictorial representation as “beneficial and indispensable” tools of
preservation, improvement and progress, al-Razzaz specifically mentions his focus on the
importance of museums, while Vernoit calls the fatwa “a plea for the preservation of artifacts for
their historical value.”55 However, even while identifying these central concerns, these narratives
elide crucial questions. What are the implications of conflating discourses of education and
preservation with ideas about artistic production? What can these implications tell us about the
broader significance of the fatwa?
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III: Decadence, Nahda, and Civilization
The above narratives are all dependent on the problematic teleology of historical
progression, one based on the antinomy cultural decadence/cultural renaissance. Indeed, if
anything they quite accurately reflect ‘Abduh’s own analysis, his conception of history and the
nature of change. ‘Abduh was certainly not alone in his adoption and use of categories originally
formulated by European Orientalists. Reinhard Schulze has argued that intellectuals willingly
accepted this idea that “the eighteenth century had been decadent and used it to legitimate their
own cultural production (renaissance/nahda).”56 He points to the interdependence between the
concepts of decadence and revival; the former justifies the need for the latter.57 I would add here
that Nahda ideas were not formulated against “cultural decadence” alone; the sense of stagnation
or deterioration on a “civilizational” level as mentioned in several of the above examples was
indeed more prevalent. Of course, this narrative was not exclusive to those thinking about artistic
production; it was a salient concern amongst Arab intellectuals beginning in the nineteenth
century. Joseph Massad tells us that Arab writers battled over the cause of the Arab “decline”
and “producing the account of the Arab “cultural” past,” often at the expense of other possible
narratives.58 “The scope and the terms of this ongoing battle, since the late nineteenth century to
the present, continued to be civilizational in nature.”59 Recognizing the centrality of this
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“intellectual battle” to Arab thinkers during this period helps us better situate ‘Abduh’s travel
writings and by extension the fatwa. His reflections on his travels to Sicily certainly demonstrate
an acceptance of the thesis of “decline,” and subsequent commentaries on his fatwa (even the
most recent ones) demonstrate the long lasting influence of this paradigm.
Much has been written about ‘Abduh’s philosophy and thinking as well as his essential
contribution to the ‘modernization’ of Islam in the later nineteenth century.60 I would like to
point to a few specific intellectual currents that were particularly influential during this period.
These currents helped shape ‘Abduh’s philosophy, his perception of history, and his project of
ijtihad; they are certainly pertinent to travel writings from Sicily. Talal Asad’s critical
assessment of Orientalists renditions of the term ijtihad is particularly instructive here. As Asad
puts it Orientalist have understood ijithad as “the exercise of free reason, or independent opinion,
directed against taqlid (the unreflective reproduction of tradition) and in the cause of progressive
reform.”61 Asad points to ‘Abduh and Rida’s reliance on the precedence of Ibn Taymiyya, the
medieval theologian who himself utilized ijtihad, as an example of the invocation of a centuriesold tradition rather than some sort of refashioning of the tradition for modern day use.62 “That
tradition does not consist in employing the principle of universal reason. It provides specific
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material for reasoning—a theological vocabulary and a set of problems derived from the
Qur’an (the divine revelation), the sunna (the Prophet’s tradition), and the major jurists (that is,
those cited as authoritative) who have commented on both—about how a contemporary state of
affairs should be configured.”63 In other words Asad is reminding us that ijtihad is certainly not a
new or “modern” process and not one solely formulated in response to the Enlightenment; it is
very much a part of the tradition rather than apart from it. While ‘Abduh and Rida are in
conversation with Enlightenment understandings of modernity, they are also drawing on a
tradition that has a particular set of “material for reasoning.” Taking Asad’s criticism seriously
means resisting reading ijtihad as a wholesale adoption of European ideals, and recognizing it as
a much more complex process that engages with European thought selectively and utilizes the
“tradition” in the process of reform. In the case of Abduh’s fatwa, this approach to ijtihad is
invaluable as it urges us to resist the assumption that ‘Abduh is subscribing to some secular
understanding of artistic practice. Indeed as we shall see the reasoning comes from within the
tradition itself, rather than from without.
When tracing the key influences on Nahda intellectuals like ‘Abduh, Massad echoes
Asad’s assessment of their selective and simultaneous deployment and rejection of Orientalist
tradition.64 Massad points specifically to responses to Darwinism as an example of this pattern.
While biological Darwinism might have met with resistance, social Darwinism found great
traction amongst Arab intellectuals. For example, ‘Abduh’s mentor al-Afghani, propagated a
“social Darwinism [that] was shared by most Arab intellectuals of the period” and debated on the
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pages of Arabic journals, particularly the science monthly al-Muqtataf [The Digest], well
before Origins of the Species was translated into Arabic in 1918.66 Marwa El-Shakry points out
that it was largely through popular commentary about the works rather than the author’s writings
themselves that readers learnt about Darwin’s ideas; it was primarily through Herbert Spencer’s
theories of evolution that social Darwinism was presented.67
However, it was not Darwin alone who commanded such influence: Timothy Mitchell
identifies French social scientist and philosopher Gustave Le Bon (1841-1931) as “probably the
strongest individual European influence in turn-of-the-century Cairo on the political thought of
Egypt’s emergent bourgeoisie,” particularly his focus on accounting for the difference between
advanced and backward societies, and how to account for the difference within a society between
the mass of its people and the elite.”68These questions were to become extremely compelling to
Arab intellectuals as they began writing their own Orientalist historiography. Le Bon’s La
civilisation des Arabes Arabic translation was well received for its praise of Arab contribution to
civilization and widely referenced by Arab writers such as Jurji Zaydan (1861–1914) who
himself went on to capture the history of Islamic civilization through popular historical novels.69
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‘Abduh grappled with the problem of the rise and fall of civilizations over the course of his
intellectual life. He approached the problem from various angles ranging from Francois Guizot’s
L’Historie de la civilization to Ibn Khaldun’s Maqaddima.70 This epistemological framing
shaped his response to the question of cultural decadence or decline in the Muslim/Arab world, a
question that remained pressing throughout his travel in Europe.

IV: An Insightful Traveler’s Observations
‘Abduh’s travel writings first appeared in the 20 December 1903, issue of al-Manar
under the title of “Balarm Siqilliya: Mulahazat Sa’h Basir” [Palermo Sicily: An Insightful
Traveler’s Observations]. These particular set of writings were born of a rerouting; ‘Abduh had
to return to Egypt through Italy rather than the usual Marseille route. It is as a result of this
changed itinerary that ‘Abduh begins to write his travelogue. We know that the imam was no
stranger to European travel; following the failure of the ‘Urabi revolt, ‘Abduh was sentenced to
three years in exile and along a number of other exiled Egyptians relocated to Paris where alAfghani was living at the time.71 By the 1890s, after his return to Cairo, ‘Abduh enjoyed regular
holidays in Europe.72 Hourani comments that “he went to Europe whenever he could, to renew
himself as he said, and because it revived his hopes that the Muslim world would recover from
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its present state.” However, there is clearly something noteworthy about this particular trip, a
connection ‘Abduh makes to an Arab past in Sicily that he wishes to share with his readership.
Each of ‘Abduh’s entries was a lengthy, multi-part exposition that often extended over ten pages
of the journal and took the form of a travelogue in which the imam commented in varying detail
on things of note throughout his trip. Each piece was peppered with a combination of historical
commentary and the sort of cultural anthropology that had become increasingly popular amongst
Arab writers throughout the nineteenth century, and that ‘Abduh was probably most familiar with
from the writings of al-Tahtawi, who recorded his impressions of Paris during the five year stay
there (1826-1831) in his famous Takhlis al-Ibriz fi Talkhis Bariz, a sort of Description de
l'Egypte in reverse.74 Similar to al-Tahtawi, ‘Abduh’s writings are not composed merely of
praise but include moments of severe criticism and involve as much commentary on the current
state of affairs in his home country as reflections on the new places he is experiencing for the
first time.
‘Abduh’s “observations” come with a tone of informality, they are laid-back yet
informative. The combined casualness of the mulahazat [observations] with the acute
attentiveness of the sa’ih basir [an insightful traveler] reflect the particular note that the author
was trying to strike. The entries are thoughtful and thought-out, with a specific message in mind.
Yet ‘Abduh’s relaxed delivery, his weaving of historical commentary with advice for fellow
travelers and some of the banal details of his travel and accommodations, prevents a heavy
didactic quality from prevailing. The anonymity of the traveler (although it is likely that readers
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recognized the author as the imam) further ensures the maintenance of this tone. In other
words, ‘Abduh presents himself as a fellow explorer, another tourist on the road but one more
informed than most. While this may be his first exposure to these particular destinations, he is a
seasoned traveler with a discerning eye. This perhaps makes him the most fitting guide; he
balances the authority that is often so crucial to travel writing, as the reader is led through a new
geography by a knowledgeable escort, with a tone that allows the reader to feel that they could
be making this journey themselves. The significance of this tone emerges again when we return
to the fatwa itself.

V: “Where are these Arabs?”
In his first letter to al-Manar ‘Abduh is presented with two itineraries through Italy and
his subsequent explanation for his chosen travel route reveals something of his underlying
preoccupations during the trip. ‘Abduh explains that the first itinerary would have taken him to
Palermo followed by Naples, where he would have stayed for four days before moving on to
Messina, his final stop before heading back to Alexandria. The second, however, would have
taken him to Palermo where he would spend five days before going directly to Messina. Initially,
‘Abduh states his preference for the first option explaining that it would have allowed him “to
see many cities and great monuments that would have expanded my knowledge a great deal. .
.”76 However, he ultimately opts for the second route, explaining that he had been informed by a
friend that “Palermo was the capital of Sicily, and it has Arab monuments that would be
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important for an Arab to see and two libraries neither of which lack in old Arabic books.” It
is here that we first become aware that ‘Abduh’s European travels have another dimension. He is
not only in search of personal revival and inspiration in the cities he visits, he is also consciously
experiencing his travels as an “Arab,” looking to make connections with the sites he tours and
some aspect of an Arab past.78 As such, it is crucial that we approach the fatwa within the
context of this particular set of travel writings. The pretext for writing is framed by a clearly
articulated hope that what he will gain from his trip is not just knowledge about the European
other, but more importantly knowledge about himself and his past, as an Arab, or at times as a
Muslim.
Throughout his travels in Sicily ‘Abduh highlights to his readers a past Arab influence,
while mourning the state of Arabs today. He occasionally offers some general descriptions of the
sites he visits, but the more focused attention is on the Arab past or present. For example, Abduh
begins an extended entry on the Convento dei Cappuccini by saying that there is no reason to
talk about al-ma‘bad [area of worship] for it does not differ from any other. He swiftly moves on
to the school which, among other things, teaches languages, including Arabic. He then focuses
almost entirely, for several pages, on the pedagogical method and approach of a monk from
Aleppo, Gabriel Maria, who teaches Arabic at the monastery (although he does turn to the
cemetery briefly at the end of the piece).79 Arabic is taught in the monastery primarily as tool for
proselytizing and this strikes a cord with ‘Abduh on several levels. Firstly, he is fascinated by the
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idea that there is an established track where proselytizing is taught in a structured manner.
(This appeals to ‘Abduh’s constant concern with education, which I will discuss in greater detail
later in this chapter, as well as the envisioned role of al-Manar, on which I will elaborate
shortly.) Secondly, the monk’s approach focuses on functionality and accessibility, in other
words simplifying the structures of the language so that the students are able to gain what they
need from it quickly and with ease. Again the absence of such an approach in teaching Arabic to
Arabs is striking to ‘Abduh and he laments the complicated path that they must take to their
language. The imam’s visit to the Capuchin Monastery provides for a succinct example of how
he approaches these sites, that is first and foremost he is there to learn lessons that directly
pertain to, and can benefit, the Arab world. His interest in other aspects of these sites is rather
limited at best. His later entry regarding his visit to the aforementioned libraries, is similarly
telling: ‘Abduh promptly requests the index for their Arabic holdings, and shows little concern
for the rest of the collections.80 His curiosity extends only to what he can learn about his
ancestors while visiting these sites; Sicily becomes for him no more than a point from which to
trace this particular past and he wishes to do so as a means to understanding the present as he
sees it.
The nature of his interest is most evident during his visit to San Giovanni degli Eremeti.
He comments on how this building used to be a mosque and was turned into a church by Roger
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II of Sicily after the Norman invasion. The layers that make up this church speak to the rise
and fall of civilizations that so intrigues ‘Abduh. He discusses the Norman conquest as a time of
stability for Muslims, when they were able to continue living in Sicily, practicing their religion
respected and undisturbed despite the fact that “many mosques were torn down so that their
beautiful columns could be moved to the churches that were renovated during this period.”82 For
‘Abduh, this destruction of mosques does not translate into an act of aggression or disrespect, for
“when this Norman entered the city he embraced the ideas of its Arabs population and did not
look down on the what he found in terms of forms of knowledge..”83 However, according to
‘Abduh’s narrative, the Arabs were far more tolerant in their conquests, “despite the greatness of
their authority and the extent of their rule in Sicily, you notice from this that the Arabs—even if
many of them have strayed from God’s command––had the spirit of the Muslim religion in many
of their actions.”84 They therefore abided by their religion’s prohibition of the destruction of
churches if they posed no threat to the state, and instead protected the churches and did not use
them to build their own places of worship and showed no desire for retribution against those who
have acted otherwise towards them.85 ‘Abduh presents us here with an idealized image of a time
long passed, and ultimately ends this series of reflections by asking his reader: “Where are these
Arabs?” Through this question ‘Abduh is signaling to what he sees as the loss of “Arabness,” an
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Arabness not defined by ethnic origin but rather one based “morals and [their] spiritual life”––
perhaps something similar to what Le Bon would consider to be a people’s soul or psyche––
leaving us with nothing but ghosts in their place.86 We are once again reminded of the motivating
impulse behind ‘Abduh’s writing; his travels primarily follow the course of his Arab ancestors,
and in retracing this route, the imam is trying to understand some the reasons for “cultural
decadence” that has befallen the Arab present. Through these travel writings ‘Abduh is not only
moving through space, physically, from one site to the next; he is also trying to move,
accompanied by this readers, back through time in the hope of excavating a particular Arab past.
‘Abduh’s writings were not the only pieces of this nature included in al-Manar; they are
in fact part of an ongoing conversation taking place regularly on its pages. This genre of travel
writing that involved readers contributing by reporting back on their own travels in countries
with a significant Muslim population or historic presence was quite popular in the journal. This
suggests that there was an understanding of the traveler as having something of an ambassadorial
role, part of an envoy concerned with spreading the message of al-Manar and reporting back on
the situation of Muslims worldwide. (Here we are reminded of ‘Abduh’s earlier interest in the
education of proselytizers that he witnessed at the Capuchin Monastery). ‘Abduh’s question
“Where are the Arabs” (or more accurately the Muslims) therefore reflects a concern that alManar readers would have been familiar with and in fact shared. For example in a letter entitled
“Sir Alyun Sa’h Muhib l-il-Manar” [Sierra Leone: By a Traveler who Admires al-Manar], the
writer tells of his efforts to find subscribers to the journal in every country he visits and the
responsibility he feels both to spread al-Manar’s teachings and to inform readers of the situation
of the Muslims he meets who are separated from “the Muslim East” by “great distances and a
86
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loss of religious protection.” Articles discussing “Islam” in locations as close to al-Manar’s
headquarters as Syria and as far as China or Russia made regular appearances in the journal,
constantly pushing the presumed limits of its readership and geographical reach, in an ever
expanding ‘meanwhile,’ to borrow from Benedict Anderson.88
The inclusion of such pieces reflects al-Manar’s expansive understanding of its
constituency, its “imagined community”––we see glimpses of this in ‘Abduh’s seamless
switching between his concern for Arabs specifically and a much larger pan-Islamic project,
modeled on al-Afghani’s ideas––as well as how both ‘Abduh and Rida conceived of the press as
central to this mission.89 As editor of the leading Egyptian chronicle al-Waqa’i‘ al-Misriyya, and
the founder and editor of al-‘Urwa al-Wathqa, ‘Abduh can be seen as “a man of the new
medium” and “one of the fathers of the Muslim Arab religious press.”90 For him the newspaper
was an invaluable tool of guidance, spreading knowledge to the common people. Similarly, Rida
saw the goals of the press as teaching, preaching, promoting good, and warning against evil with
the aim of reaching the larger Muslim community by “drawing the map of the country they have
to traverse, showing them its roads, passes and sources.”91 Al-Manar played a central role in their
collective project and no doubt in the larger project of Islamic modernism. Rida launched alManar in 1898, one year after he moved to Cairo to collaborate with ‘Abduh. He continued to
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publish the journal regularly until his death in 1935. ‘Abduh started contributing to al-Manar
in 1902.92 Over the years the journal covered a wide range of subjects from religious reform to
education to current events and even literary criticism; it also reached and influenced a
tremendously broad international readership.93 I will discuss what this meant for fatwas in
particular later in this chapter. My point here is that reading ‘Abduh’s fatwa as part of this kind
of travel writing alerts us to the fact that it is involved in this larger mission expressed over an
expanding geography of time and space. ‘Abduh’s Sicily travelogue was written in Italy,
published in Cairo, then disseminated to Muslims readers worldwide. Like much of the travel
writing from this period, it is part of a conversation between the Arab/Muslim world and Europe
but also between the past and the present, making the journey to Muslim Sicily and back again.
Approaching the fatwa with this map of connections in mind rather than reading it in isolation
allows us understand the larger discourses which shaped it, and helps us make better sense of
what ultimately appears to be its primary concern, the role of preservation in the production of
knowledge.

VI: Conservation and Illustrations
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In the March 18, 1904 issue of al-Manar, immediately preceding the fatwa, ‘Abduh’s
entry is entitled “Dur al-Athar wa-Basatin al-Nabat” [Museums and Botanical Gardens]. In it he
catalogues in great detail the sheer variety of the contents of the museums and gardens he has
visited. He begins by praising the Sicilians for having learnt an important lesson from “their
brothers, the people of northern Italy and the rest of Europe,” “the preservation of relics, old and
new,” usually in museums.94 That he credits northern Europeans with having influenced the
Sicilians in such practices is immediately noticeable and quite significant for elsewhere in his
travel writings ‘Abduh is very critical of the habits and behavior of the people of Sicily––their
laziness, their boisterousness, their constant attempts to swindle tourists––and repeatedly
wonders where they inherited such character traits, insisting that they could not possibly be
leftover from the time of the Arab conquest.95 However qualities he deems positive, such as this
insistence on the importance of preservation such qualities, he immediately attributes to “their
brothers” from the north.
He then goes on to detail the objects that make up such museum collections; it is not
exclusively older relics (of which they keep everything) that are included; contemporary history
is catalogued, even if it is just through a sample or specimen.96 For example, the museum in
Palermo contains a detailed model of the present day city, complete with its churches, gardens
and hills, all in their natural colors. Similarly there is a model of the city’s theater made of wood.
In contrast in these recent additions, the collection includes a Sicilian Muslim woman’s clothing
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including her veil. Thus we see an acquisition process that is expansive in its understanding
of what is valuable and worth investing in. By including objects from the present moment, there
is a very immediate engagement with the process of writing and recording history, an awareness
of the role of these objects in the formulation of history even as it is unfolding and thus
preservation becomes important. Here museums, as well as the palaces and churches ‘Abduh
mentions, are the key sites for the writing of national narratives.98
‘Abduh further elaborates on the make up of these collections:
People preserve all the artifacts found from their ancestors, objects, trees, and stones in
their museums. They do not spare any effort in preserving these things. So if you find the
name of something in a history book for example, or you are presented with a term in one
of the sciences that had a meaning in a previous era, you are able to find out the meaning
by examining [‘iyan] and inspecting [al-mushahada] and ascertaining [tahqiq] the
validity of the explanation and definition. For whatever the ancients used in the way of
instruments, tools, kinds of clothes, varieties of boats, and the like, you will find some of
them in one of the museums or palaces or churches or whatever the hell other places are
there.99
His fascination with the processes of collecting, archiving and cataloguing cannot go unnoticed.
Once again he is struck by the scope of these preservation projects, the expanse of what they
come to include and consider worth keeping from the natural to the man-made, from the historic,
to the scientific, to the domestic.
For ‘Abduh, such collections are valuable namely for their usefulness, for example they
are extremely helpful in the process of “determining historic and linguistic meanings.”100
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Problems arise when one looks up a word in a dictionary, but is not able to visualize the object
in question. In such cases these collections become crucial for bridging the gap when words fail.
Here ‘Abduh places a particular emphasis on the visual as being the best course to ascertaining
accurate meaning; both ‘iyan101 and al-mushahada102 reflect an attention to detail that involves
looking closely at an object. Whether it is in the writing of history or science, these methods are
central; ‘Abduh seems to be identifying a series of processes––preservation, examination,
inspection, definition––that are involved in forming a connection with the past, narrating it
through a range of objects left behind by predecessors. Here ‘Abduh’s attachment to a Comtean
positivism, which insists on observation as the only legitimate approach to investigation and
knowledge production, is evident.103 (The influence of Spencer’s notion that the only “useful”
knowledge was to be attained through science.)104 This is not surprising when we remember that
the social scientific thought was rooted in this epistemological approach, “based on the
inheritance of a Saint Simonian legacy in Egypt in the early nineteenth century.”105 However, it
is important to remember that, as Omnia El Shakry has argued, this positivism was never entirely
dominant but instead was coupled with a seemingly dichotomous romanticism that focused on
“the search for (national) origins, the overvaluation of the experience of nature, and [even] the
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notion of the social reformer as creative catalyst of social change…”
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‘Abduh’s interest in

the museological practices he encounters is an apt example of the influence of both approaches;
while he constantly insists on the importance of observational practices, his very interest in
embarking on a trip to Sicily is embedded in the discourses of “the search for (national) origin.”
Later in the same entry ‘Abduh visits the botanical gardens107 which he deems similarly
valuable in that they enable “anyone who wants to know something, to go and find it out with
their own eyes” by making use of the large collection of trees as well as the numerous illustrated
books on the subject. Once again, information is available in abundance and knowledge
accessible to those who seek it. ‘Abduh emphasizes the importance of these illustrations [suwar]
in contexts where one does not have access to the object itself, for without them it would be
impossible to know what the tree in question looked like for example one cannot find walnut
trees in Cairo. Without such illustrations “how would you come to know, and how would you be
able talk about this [walnut] tree if you were a writer, a poet, a doctor, a worker or an
intellectual,” ‘Abduh asks his reader.108 Both the illustrations and the trees themselves are
therefore able to answer questions, namely through visual representation, that cannot otherwise
be answered and therein lies their value.
This passage leads directly into the fatwa, therefore ‘Abduh’s treatment of these
illustrated books should alert us as to how to read his discussion of pictorial representation. In
much the same way as the museum collections, these illustrated volumes make an impression on
‘Abduh because of their centrality to the relationship between knowledge production and
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preservation. It is the accuracy of the drawings alone that gives them their value, making them
a close second to the original object itself. ‘Abduh’s privileging of the image over the written
word is noteworthy––recurring again in the fatwa itself––particularly because in his articulation,
he is exclusively interested in which medium can best service the purpose of knowledge
production and conversation. Again nowhere in this discussion does ‘Abduh comment on the
questions of art, artistic practice or aesthetics. His engagement with these illustrations is
technical, focused exclusively on precision and detail, with the ultimate concern being the body
of visual knowledge that they are a part of.
When reading ‘Abduh’s descriptions of these illustrations, one cannot help but think of
the influence of encyclopedic works such as the Description de l'Égypte (1809-1828) or Edward
William Lane’s An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians (1835) must
have had on the imam; both incorporated and made great use of detailed engravings alongside
their scientific or ethnographic research. Some 2000 artists accompanied Napoleon’s scientific
expedition to Egypt and first edition of the Description de l’Égypte eventually included 837
copperplate engravings. As for Lane, he began his professional career as an artist and engraver,
and had intended on publishing the drawings he made with his camera lucida as an eight-volume
work. However after failing to find a publisher with adequate printing techniques, he eventually
incorporated some of the illustrations into his ethnographic project.109 Images were therefore
central to Lane’s objective which Edward Said tells us was “to make Egypt and the Egyptians
totally visible, to keep nothing hidden from his reader, to deliver the Egyptians without depth, in
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Invaluable work has been done on the role of the visual or pictorial in the

production of Orientalist knowledge. What I wish to point out here is that as illustrations were
gaining traction as part of these Western methods of knowledge production, so too they were
influencing subjects within these colonial context. We are reminded here of ‘Abdel Rahman alJabarti’s (1753-1825) description in ‘Aja’ib al-Athar fi al-Tarajim wa-l-Akhbar [Al-Jabarti's
History of Egypt] of the houses taken over by the Napoleonic mission:
They gave over the Ibrahim Katakhda al-Sinnari’s house for a group of them. They were
the painters of everything. Amongst them “Arego” the painter and he paints pictures of
human beings in a way that appears to whoever sees them as if they were projected in
space, corporeal [three-dimensional], and about to speak. He even painted portraits of the
mashaykh, each of them alone in his office and other prominent figures. And they hung
these in some of the conference rooms in the palace of Napoleon Bonaparte’s army. And
another [painter] in another place paints animals and insects and another paints fish and
whales in by their species and names…”111
Immediately we notice that al-Jabarti is struck, much like ‘Abduh, by the accuracy of the images
these painters were producing as well as their being the “painters of everything.”112 What alJabarti’s response suggests is that from as early as the Napoleonic invasion, Egyptians were
coming into contact with European painters and becoming more familiar with the role of their
illustrations in projects of cataloguing and categorizing.
Moreover, conservation and preservation projects, supported by an expanding
institutional infrastructure, had been underway in Egypt since the mid-nineteenth century. The
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national archives were first established in Citadel in 1828. A growing interest in Egyptology in
Europe had prompted local interest, and the Egyptian Museum of Antiquities was set up in 1835
near the Azbakiyya quarter. In 1869, at the suggestion of Auguste Salzmann and Julius Franz,
two European architects in the awqaf, Isma‘il Pasha issued a decree on the preservation of
historic monuments.113 European audiences had become familiar with Arab art (through the
works of Pascal Coste, Jules Bourgoin, Prisse Avennes, and Owen Jones) and local enthusiasm
soon followed.114 The European-dominated council was founded in 1881 and set up the Museum
of Arab Art three years later in the mosque of al-Hakim in Cairo.115 The Greco-Roman museum
was established in Alexandria in 1892.116 The Giza Zoo, with its vast garden and onsite
taxidermist's building, that houses many endangered species and a selection of endemic fauna,
was opened in 1891. This list shows that the kind of conservation and preservation projects that
so fascinated ‘Abduh were being established in Egypt throughout the second half of the
nineteenth century, and that he probably had the future of such institutions in mind as he travels
through Sicily.

VII: Al-Suwar wa-l-Tamathil: A Fatwa without Fine Arts
With these connections in mind, I would like to begin looking at the fatwa, first through
its title. A serious examination of the fatwa’s title allows us to glean invaluable clues as how to
best approach the fatwa itself as well as the aspects, which may have been overlooked in
previous readings. With just four words ‘Abduh neatly framed the parameters of the discussion,
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however, despite the title’s brevity, we should not assume its simplicity. To begin with, the
title can be divided into two main parts, “al-suwar wa-l-tamathil” and “fawa’iduha wahukmuha.” The first half designates the subject of discussion, while the second points to the
particular aspects on which the fatwa will focus. There is something balanced, almost
symmetrical about these two parts. However, upon closer examination they betray some of the
tensions present in the text at large. What the title demonstrates is the coexistence of both an
opening up and a closing off of meanings, an attempt at being simultaneously expansive yet also
restrictive. This seemingly unsustainable contradiction is central to the mission of the fatwa and
how it functions.
In order to make such tensions more evident, we should start by unpacking each of the
coupled terms, beginning with the subject of the fatwa. “Al-suwar” draws on a whole range of
meanings, allowing it to be a somewhat flexible and all-encompassing designation. Translations
can include any of the following: pictorial representations, illustrations, images, pictures,
likenesses, figures, statues, replicas, copies, or duplicates.117 It is a fairly broad term with a range
of subtle differences in its meanings, a term that is not medium specific but rather emphasizes
the element of visual representation, a copying of an original that exists in the real world, or
“anything that is formed or fashioned figured or shaped after the likeness of any of god’s
creatures, animate or inanimate.”118 The material nature of the image is not stipulated, however,
there is an assumption of a relationship between two elements: an original and its representation.
Because of its range of meanings, it is possible to understand and translate al-suwar differently at
different moments in the fatwa (and elsewhere in ‘Abduh’s writings), depending on the varying
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degree of specificity that can be inferred from the text at that moment. This is in fact what
makes the term effective within the title; it allows ‘Abduh to be very broad in the description of
his subject matter. Therefore when referring to the title of the fatwa, I find that “images” best
captures this intended broadness. Al-tamathil [sculptured images or statues] neatly complements
al-suwar; by referencing three-dimensional objects it both adds an element of specificity while
also allowing for an expansion in the range of representations ‘Abduh is talking about.
The strength of the first half of the title seems to be its potential to be inclusive and to
allow ‘Abduh to draw on a wide range of examples. However, by electing to use such general
and broad terms ‘Abduh is simultaneously choosing not to use particular words. For example, he
opts for al-tamathil rather than al-asnam, since the latter has historically had connotations of
idolatry, an association he is eager to avoid.119 More striking however, is the complete absence of
the word fann [art] or funun [arts] in any form from the title. As I have mentioned previously
these words are also missing entirely from the body of the text; instead ‘Abduh uses a number of
other terms such al-suwar, al-taswir,120 al-rasm,121and al-nuqush122 when talking about pictorial
representation. Given the overlapping and multiple meanings of these terms, it is often difficult
to infer or ‘visualize’ exactly the form of pictorial representation that ‘Abduh is talking about.
(The only identifiable art that ‘Abduh mentions is a “rasm” by Raphael.) In the first paragraph of
119
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This lack

of specificity is indicative of the nature of ‘Abduh’s engagement with the forms of pictorial
representation he is discussing; his interest in them is based first and foremost on their
representational quality and its presumed accuracy. Further details, ones perhaps concerning the
particular nature or medium of the representation, details that might approach them as “art”
forms, is entirely absent. Therefore while ‘Abduh’s use of al-suwar and al-tamthil seems to
strive for broadness and inclusiveness, it in fact restricts the possibility of referring to fann or
funun jamila [fine arts]. From the title, the intentions of the fatwa become immediately clear; to
address pictorial representation on a technical level, in both its two and three-dimensional forms,
without addressing it as expressions of artistic production.

VIII: Between the Educational and the Legal
The second part of the title further emphasizes this demarcation while equipping us with
the paradigms through which to approach the objects of the fatwa; the title becomes more
specific as we are directed to focus on benefits [fawa’iduha] and legality [hukmuha] of pictorial
representation. Again, the range of meanings that ‘Abduh is accessing here is important. Fawa’id
[benefits] has connotations of utility, a sense that some sort of useful lesson can be learnt from
these forms of pictorial representation. Also implied is an educational merit or worth, one that
has a moral value, from which viewers can gain.124 Similarly, the term hukm draws on a variety
of meanings—judgment, decision, verdict, legal provision—all legal concepts but also there is
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the element of regulation that accompanies hukm. The relationship between the fawa’id and
the hukm further demonstrates this value judgment; the legality of these images and statues is
contingent on their benefits. In other words, the second half of the title establishes a structure
through which these forms of pictorial representation can be monitored or controlled through an
insistence upon and assessment of their potential to be beneficial as the prerequisite for their very
existence.
The combination of fawai’d and hukm is particularly significant when used by ‘Abduh.
These concepts––related to legality on the one hand and useful, moral lessons, or utility on the
other––bring together two key aspects of the imam’s career and lifelong concerns: the law and
education. ‘Abduh’s role as both an educator and a judge at a time when the fields of education
and law were undergoing tremendous change, change that ‘Abduh himself was often involved in
instigating, is reflected in the second part of the title. They also reflect key concerns of the time.
For example, the choice of the word fawa’ida brings up connections with wider
conversation about “useful” knowledge.125 The term naf’ [useful] had a lot of currency during
this period; in 1868, Jam‘iyyat al-Ma‘arif li-Nashr al-Kutub al-Nafi‘a [Society of Knowledge for
the Publication of Useful Books] was established by Muhammad ‘Arif Pasha, a graduate of the
Egyptian school in Paris. Mitchell suggests that “it was perhaps modeled on the Lord
Brougham’s Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, the organization set up to teach the
values of self-discipline and industriousness to the working class of England.”126 Mitchell
situates this society as part of a larger network—“the school, the political assembly and the
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What we see here is a connection being formed between useful knowledge and education, and
‘Abduh’s fatwa is certainly interested in both.
‘Abduh began his professional life as an educator: Hourani emphasizes that ‘Abduh saw
himself first and foremost as a teacher and a scholar: when he finished his degree in ‘alim in
1877 he started working as a teacher at al-Azhar but also offering informal classes in his home.
He then went on to teach at the newly established Dar al-‘Ulum which offered a modern
education for Azhar students who wanted to train to become judges and teachers.128Abduh’s
commitment to education, particularly Egyptian national education, went back to his earliest
articles in the 1880s in al-Waqa’i‘ al-Misriyya.129 Education, in its numerous forms, remained a
central concern for ‘Abduh and even after his appointment as mufti he continued to be involved
in both the establishment of private schools and teaching at the Azhar University.130
These were exciting times to be engaged in the field of education in Egypt. Educational
reform had been underway since the reign of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha who established a number
of Western style institutions and professional schools, as well as sending Egyptian students on
mission to Europe. Such policies continued to some extent under ‘Abbas (r.1849-54) and Sa‘id
(r.1854-63) however, it was Muhammad ‘Ali’s grandson, Isma‘il (r.1863-79) who undertook
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He established the Diwan al-Madaris (Ministry of Public

Instruction) in 1867 and combined it with the Ministry of Public Works under the directorship of
‘Ali Pasha Mubarak.132 Mubarak set up his offices in a palace on Darb al-Gamamiz in the center
of Cairo133 from which he oversaw an entire education complex. Through this network,
education, Mitchell tells us “was to be set up as an autonomous practice, spread over ‘the entire
surface of society,’ with a distinct purpose. The new schooling introduced earlier in the century
under Muhammad Ali had been intended to produce an army and the particular technicians
associated with it; schooling was now to produce the individual citizen.”134 Taking the Lancaster
school––with its focus on discipline and improvement of the individual––as a model, Mubarak
and al-Tahtawi developed a “civilian” school system, separate from the mosque and concerned
with a new understanding of taribya [education].135
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As for ‘Abduh’s own definition of tarbiya, it focused on “the necessary political role
of the intellectual, who would use as his particular ‘school’ the new organs of the press.”136 This
certainly makes sense when we see how ‘Abduh and other contributors uses the pages of alManar as a tool of education and guidance (as the name suggests) at a time when the role of the
press was becoming increasingly important, not to mention the ways in which tarbiya and ta‘lim
were central concerns of the journal from its earliest issues.137
The hukm reflects the imam’s legal career which came later in his life. Upon returning to
Egypt after a three-year exile to Beirut following the 1882 ‘Urabi revolt, ‘Abduh was not
allowed to resume teaching but was instead “appointed a judge in the ‘native tribunals’ which
marked the beginning of his public career, one that would continue until his death.138 In his
position as Grand Mufti ‘Abduh “could do something to reform the religious courts and the
administration of the awqaf, and his fatwas on questions of public concern helped to reinterpret
the religious law in accordance with the needs of the age.”139 The position of Grand Mufti of
Egypt held by ‘Abduh was a relatively new one, established in 1895 by Khedive Isma‘il140 and in
great flux during this period: changes in the role of the mufti in the later nineteenth century led to
not only to “greater institutionalization” but also to “a transference from one institution to
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It is particularly important to recognize that the nature

of fatwas themselves was also undergoing a number of different changes during this period.
Since fatwas were now being printed, they could reach a wider audience and therefore sought to
address an expanding range of issues. Such changes forced muftis to rethink their position and
consider ways in which to ensure their continued relevance: beginning with 'Abduh “successive
Muftis managed to make themselves heard in the new media and to re-define the office as
public-service post, giving spiritual and religious counsel to the whole of the Egyptian nation”
and beyond if we consider the geographical reach of al-Manar.142 In his Defining Islam for the
Egyptian State: Muftis and Fatwas of the Dar al-Ifta, Jakob Skovgaard-Petersen summarizes
these changes, in which al-Manar played a central role:
The relatively small size of a fatwa could have, and the number of issues introduced at
the time, made fatwas a convenient vehicle for communicating Islamic positions to a
wider audience. It is therefore no wonder that al-Manar from its first numbers published
fatwas on selected issues. Once again this was a major novelty. Not only did this mean
that the fatwa was spread all over the world, and thereby was a medium for the
unification of the Muslim world and the standardization of Muslim law and dogma, major
themes in Salafi thought; it has significant influence on the fatwas themselves as well.
From then on, the mufti was perfectly aware that he was not giving the fatwa to a specific
person, even if there was a single individual who had asked for it. The fatwa was not only
no longer oral, it was anonymous. The mufti was speaking with the authority of al-Manar
and the reader was receiving a fatwa in a case that he did not know before (and might be
completely hypothetical).143
With these transformations, the implications of fatwas changed. They became much more far
reaching, as muftis potentially addressed Muslims worldwide, rather than an individual. It is
important to keep this mind when reading ‘Abduh’s fatwa; he is providing a response to the issue
that will extend in reach beyond the Arab world, to an international audience.
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IX: The Fatwa’s Five Parts
At this point I would like to give an overview of the fatwa, thinking about how the text
works as a whole, but also the relationship between its different parts. The fatwa can be roughly
divided into five sections, and the progression of ideas and central logic are clearly indicative of
‘Abduh’s main concerns. Briefly stated, before looking at each part in greater detail, the sections
of the fatwa can be summarized as such: 1) collections and acquisitions, 2) poetry and drawing
as a means of preservation, 3) Islam’s position on images, 4) the benefits of preservation, and
finally 5) Arab/Muslim lack of interest in preservation. Looking at this breakdown it is obvious
that the third section on Islam and images, what is considered to be the hukm element, sits at the
center, making up about a third of the entire text. While it may seem that there is something of
build up to the hukm as the climax, the narrative structure of the fatwa betrays another focus; the
hukm is sandwiched between two sections of preservation [hifz], a theme that becomes
overwhelming and echoes ‘Abduh’s interest throughout this trip. If we are to recall the second
part of the title, divided as it is between the fawa’id and hukm, we notice that the former is
addressed throughout the fatwa while the latter is largely confined to a specific section. Read in
isolation the content and development of the fatwa might seem quite surprising. The middle
section aside, however, when read as part of ‘Abduh’s Sicilian travelogue it provides a
comfortable companion to the pieces that preceded it, and in it he merely continues and further
elaborates his previous conversation with readers.
‘Abduh opens the fatwa with a brief section, his reflections on how “these people,” by
which he means the Sicilians, “have a strange desire for the preservation of pictures [suwar]
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provides an almost seamless connection to his writing preceding the fatwa, “Dur al-Athar waBasatin al-Nabat,” in which he similarly marveled at the interest in preserving and cataloguing.
So great is the emphasis on acquiring such objects, says ‘Abduh, that a rivalry develops amongst
these people. As a result their prices increase dramatically so that “one piece of Raphael’s
painting [rasm] for example might be worth two hundred thousand in some museums.”145
Nonetheless these collections are considered important and “the older the heritage the more
valuable its worth and people desire it more.”146
The imam transitions into the second section by asking his readers why it is that these
people are so invested in collecting objects from their pasts, especially ones that involve pictorial
representation. ‘Abduh assures readers that this notion might seem foreign when in reality this is
not the case; the answer to this question can be found by thinking in terms of a more familiar
medium:
If you know the reason for your ancestors’ preservation of poetry, rendering it precisely
in divans and going to great lengths to record it, especially pre-Islamic poetry, and what
trouble the forefathers [may they rest in peace] went through collecting and organizing it,
then you are able to recognize the reason for a people’s preservation of these objects such
as pictures [al-rusum] and statues.147
Here ‘Abduh develops his comparison further, suggesting that in fact poetry and drawing are one
and the same thing: “Drawing [al-rasm] is the kind of poetry that is seen but not heard and
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Both have sought to

capture and record what he calls “people’s conditions in different ranks and communities’
conditions in different places what is worthy of being called ‘the divan of mankind’s societies
and conditions.’”149 He then focuses at length on benefits of drawing over poetry, for even
though they both record human experience, drawing, or the image, is able to convey a “truth”
that the written word is not capable of; whereas the exact difference between anxiety [al-jaza‘],
panic [al-faza‘], fear [al-khawf], and apprehension [al-khashiya] might be difficult to
immediately express in writing “if you look at drawing [al-rasm]—which is that silent poetry—
you will find the truth marked for you, for you to enjoy, just as your senses would delight in
looking at it.”150 Pictorial representation posses an accuracy that exceeds that of the written
word. This is not the first time we have seen ‘Abduh’s preference for the accuracy of images; his
earlier description of illustrations of the trees found in the botanical gardens comes to mind.
It is at this point that we find ourselves at the beginning of the hukm. In response to the
question of Islamic law’s judgment on such forms of representation, namely ones “depicting
human forms in their emotional reactions or physical postures,” ‘Abduh retorts: “I would say to
you that the painter painted and the benefit is unquestionable, undisputed. The idea of worship or
the exaltation of pictures or statues has been wiped from [people’s] minds.”151 Polytheism is a
thing of the past rendering “the depiction [taswir] of plants and trees or objects” harmless.
Ultimately, ‘Abduh’s position can be summarized by the following extracts:
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If these two obstacles [distraction from God and polytheism are removed and the
benefit pursued then depicting people is the same as the depiction of plants and trees or
objects. . .In general it seems to me that Islamic law is far from prohibiting one of the
best tools for learning after it has been established that it is not a threat to religion either
with respect to doctrine or practice. . . There is no doubt that they cannot couple this
belief with the belief in the unity of God but they can combine monotheism and the
drawing of images of people and animals for the fulfillment of scientific purposes and the
depiction of mental images.152
He does warn readers however about attempting to commit sins in a space housing images in the
hope that “the two angel scribes or the recorder of sins [katib al-sayyi’at]” would not follow
them into such places. But his is not the case, and God is watchful of you at all times. Here
‘Abduh voices his frustration at the concern over images “for which benefit [fa’ida] has become
evident” whereas there are a whole range of practices, such as saint worship, about which there is
no inquiry.
On this note ‘Abduh returns to the question of preservation and discusses extensively the
merits of preserving currency and measuring units from our predecessors that “estimate the
minimum amount of property liable to zakah tax” and “what must be given in zakah from the
crop yield after the changing of measures.” 153Despite the range of the examples he includes
here, most of them do not involve any form of pictorial representation.
‘Abduh ends the fatwa with a section in which he laments and berates readers for their
failure to fulfill the requirements of religion: “If you look what religion obligates us to take care
of you would find them innumerable and we do not preserve any of them. We neglect them like
those before us have neglected them.”154 Unlike the Europeans who not only collect and preserve
things from their past, but also from other cultures and civilizations, “we do not take an interest
152
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in preserving anything so we can retain its benefits for those who have not yet come,” and on
the off chance that something is preserved, there is no gratitude shown by its recipient.155 ‘Abduh
concludes the fatwa rather dramatically: “The gift of preservation is not a part of what we inherit,
instead what is inherited are the gifts of malice and resentment, which are passed on from fathers
to sons until they corrupt men and ruin countries. And those who possess these gifts will
encounter them on the edge of hell in the hereafter.”156
Through this brief summary of the contents of the fatwa, it might be evident that
‘Abduh’s tone here is also very much in line with his other travel pieces. That is to say there is a
similar casual, conversational style to the writing, an imagined back and forth as he addresses the
reader directly throughout, sometimes preempting concerns he may have: “Maybe you were
confronted with a question while reading these words,”157 or by posing a question he goes on to
answer: “Have you heard that we have preserved anything even other than paintings and
drawings despite our severe need to preserve a lot of the things our ancestors had?”158
Throughout the fatwa, as elsewhere in his travel writing, he continues to conceal his identity and
goes as far as referring to himself in the third person several times, presenting a hypothetical
response that could be offered by a mufti: “Either you understand the judgment yourself after the
case became clear, or you raise a question to the mufti.”159 This is not unexpected––we know
anonymity was a common feature of the printed fatwa––given the tone fatwas were taking at this
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time: “Contrary to the sermon, the fatwa was a dialogue, or at least the beginning of one, and
took as its point of departure the practical problems and worries of the believer.”160 We certainly
see this idea of “dialogue” in the way ‘Abduh engages his reader, and addresses possible
concerns in a very straightforward manner.
However, what is noticeably different and unexpected about ‘Abduh’s tone is that, at
certain points, it betrays an irritation or lack of patience which seem to increase as the fatwa
progresses.161 He ends his discussion of the merits of drawing over poetry as a means of
preservation with surprising bluntness: “If you understood anything from this, that was my hope.
But if you did not, I do not have the time to explain to you in any greater length than this.”162
This irritation seems to come about when he addresses the question of Islam and images. He
demonstrates an annoyance that the question was even raised for the response seems evident to
him, “nevertheless Muslims do not inquire except about that for which benefit (fa’ida) has
become evident, so as to deprive themselves of it.”163 What seems to annoy ‘Abduh the most is
Muslims’ inability to recognize benefit and usefulness, a limitation that only serves to hold them
back. This irritation seems specific to the fatwa, for the previous entry, which ‘Abduh seems to
enjoy conveying in copious detail the curious contents of museums collections, delving into the
endless possibilities of preservation.

X: Sun Pictures and Saint Worship
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Perhaps one reason for this lack of patience is that the issue had been recently
addressed in al-Manar in the February 3, 1904 issue. Under the section “Bab al-Su’al wa-lFatwa”––a section made up of responses to questions posed by readers––‘Abdel Karim Afandi
al-Mustafawi, a khatib and teacher living in Russia posed the following question on photography
or what he refers to as al-suwar al-shamsiyya [sun pictures]: “This photography [taswir] with a
special machine has become widespread in our time and we are required by our Russian
government to be photographed with this machine in some circumstances to prove our identities.
One aspect of this is that he among us who wants to be an imam in a mosque is required to
present his picture to a legal association in Ufa when he goes there to complete a test to prove
who he is. Does shari‘a law permit this or not, and what is the meaning of the hadiths that are
mentioned in prohibiting [al-nahy] this?”164 We are immediately struck by the pure practicality
of the question; ‘Abdel Karim Afandi al-Mustafawi is fundamentally concerned with the
logistics of day-to-day living as part of a Muslim minority in Russia. One is reminded here of the
most controversial of ‘Abduh’s fatwas, the “Transvaal fatwa” both in terms of the kind of issues
it addressed and the geographical distance it traverses.165
Given the anonymous nature of the response, we cannot be sure that ‘Abduh was the
respondent however, we are able to identify a similar approach and set of concerns in both. The
author begins reassuring the reader that the prohibition of pictorial representation is directed only
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at situations where “pagan worship” [al-‘ibada al-wathaniyya] is being practiced. While it is
true that the prophet prohibited pictorial representation, there were practices which he
emphasized more for example “exalting graves, and making mosques on them, lighting lamps
there, visiting them in the first place, or making his [the prophet’s] grave into a site of idolatry or
celebration.”166 While Muslims continue to adhered to the first prohibition––which the author
considers less urgent in a contemporary context––they continue, undeterred, in their exaltation of
graves, “even though the meaning of the prohibition is established and certain.”167 In fact, if
anything, “Muslims, in their actions, exceed others in what is prohibited to them.” This
comparison between pictorial representation and practices surrounding saints and saint worship,
particularly as related to the veneration of graves as holy sites, appears in the hukm section of
‘Abduh’s fatwa. He is dismayed at Muslims’ abstention from pictorial representation despite its
evident benefits, while they continue to pursue their attachment to the graves of saints, for which
there is none: “They do not ask for a religious ruling for what they do there [at the graves], in
terms of a variety of requests and supplications, and what they offer to them in the form of
money and objects.”168 In both instances we are reminded of Massad’s description of ‘Abduh’s
ijtihad as one that sought to “reform Islam by regulating its doctrines and ridding it of all that
was seen as superstition and myth (“innovation”) in favor of its “reasonable” and rational
message.”169 ‘Abduh tells us as much at the end of the hukm section: “There is no doubt that they
cannot couple this belief with the belief in the unity of God but they can combine monotheism
and the drawing of images [rasm suwar] of people and animals for the fulfillment of scientific
166
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Both in ‘Abduh’s

fatwa and the response to the question about al-suwar al-shamsiyya, the response is framed in
terms of harm versus benefits, in other words the danger once posed by pictorial representation
no longer exists, in fact it has been replaced by benefits that the reader is urged to recognize.

XI: Conclusion
Having examined ‘Abduh’s fatwa more closely, I would like to return to the five part
division I suggested earlier in the chapter and suggest that this breakdown allows us to better
identify the text’s central ideas. Previously I had separated the fatwa into the following sections:
1) collections and acquisitions, 2) poetry and drawing as a means of preservation, 3) Islam’s
position on images, 4) the benefits of preservation, and finally 5) Arab/Muslim lack of interest in
preservation. Each of these parts reflects one of ‘Abduh’s key concerns; it is possible to re-label
them as follows: 1) museums and museology, 2) accuracy of information, 3) benefits versus
harm, 4) the practical purposes of preservation and 5) the nature of Arab/Muslim civilization.
This breakdown reflects the main discourses which I have argued shaped ‘Abduh’s approach to
the question of pictorial representation. In examining his logic and arguments throughout the
fatwa, it is evident that he has next to no interest in fann or jamal as previous scholars have
claimed. Instead the question is one of producing, gathering and preserving knowledge; the
agenda is an educational one that draws on the benefits of the image in these processes. It would
therefore be a mistake to read ‘Abduh’s intervention as a celebration of fann or jamal. Instead it
demonstrated that pictorial representation can be very useful educational tool, a trope that I argue
will continue to inform thinking about artistic production in Egypt in the decades to come.
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Chapter Two
The Making and Educating of the Egyptian Artist
As for the authentic Egyptian movement [al-haraka al-misriyya al-asila], it started in
1908 when the Prince Yusuf Kamal took up the cause by establishing the School of Fine
Arts and when Egyptian youth attend this school to study the foundations of sculpture
and painting. . .171
I: Introduction
While most writing on the early history of modern Egyptian art acknowledges, to varying
degrees, the existence of art practices that they identify as “modern” prior to 1908, the
establishment of the School of Fine Arts (SFA)172 is consistently referenced in the historiography
as marking the real beginning of the development of an indigenous “authentic Egyptian
movement.” The founding of the SFA certainly indicates the institutionalization and
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professionalization of the modern art scene in Egypt; prior to its establishment aspiring
amateur artists––often trained and employed in other professions––studied with foreign mentors,
usually Orientalist artists living in Cairo or Alexandria, in their ateliers.173 With the opening of
the art school, the Egyptian artist, as a social and professional category174 is created and
following some of the graduates’ success––both locally and internationally––the modern
Egyptian art movement gains credibility and legitimacy. However, despite the constant emphasis
on the school as a significant juncture, a point of origin for the narrative of modern art in Egypt
within historical and critical writing, very little attention has been given to the workings of this
institution and its place in larger institutional networks and discourses of the period. The opening
quote of this chapter––in both its brevity and tone of praise––accurately captures the point of
emphasis and level of engagement of much of the historiography to date.
In this chapter I revisit May 12, 1908, the moment that officially marks the birth of
modern art in Egypt. However, rather than questioning the legitimacy of this chosen departure
point, I instead take it seriously as a formative moment, in an attempt to better grasp the ways in
which the school has influenced understandings of artistic production in Egypt for decades. I am
specifically interested in how this institution came into being, the prevalent discourses that are
likely to have shaped the kind of education it offered, the perceptions its founders, faculty, and
students had of its role, and ultimately the role of modern art and the artist within Egyptian
society. What is particularly significant about the SFA in Cairo is that––unlike other regional
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––it was considered an indigenous initiative, funded by members of the royal

family, and although staffed by foreign instructors they were notably not British. Therefore as an
educational and cultural institution it challenges our assumed binaries of colonizer and
colonized, native and foreign, and requires us to think seriously about the possibilities of a
complex liminal space between the two.176 Similarly, as a tuition-free establishment, “open to all
young people regardless of nationality or religion,”177 and requiring no previous experience or
training, the SFA drew a broad range of students, instigating certain changes between “the world
of art. . . and the world of political power” and becoming the nexus for a number of more
complicated sociopolitical interactions.178
This chapter begins by surveying the ways in which the SFA has been, and continues to
be, depicted in the literature of the field, paying specific attention to the representations of the
role of its founder and patron, Prince Yusuf Kamal (1882-1967). In an effort to move beyond the
one-dimensional engagement with the prince’s role, I work to situate the school and its
benefactor within the larger networks of education and patronage of early twentieth century
Egypt. While the personal profile of the prince clearly factors here, we also begin to recognize
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that the school was located––physically as well as ideologically––within a broader set of
conversations and negotiations between the royal family, a growing and increasingly
nationalistic middle class, and British colonial authorities.
In order to gain greater insight into the envisioned objectives of the school, and the kind
of education it sought to provide for its students, I look at previously unexamined material that
was intended to introduce the public to the institution and its mission. Immediately evident in
these texts is a road map, including the obstacles that must be overcome, for reaching the
ultimate and desired goal of modern Egyptian art. Also apparent is the degree to which ideas
about what constituted modern Egyptian art were informed by the conservation and preservation
projects that had been gaining momentum since the mid-nineteenth century.
In the final section of this chapter, I examine some of the critiques that arise during the
evaluation of the successes and failures of the SFA during the graduation of its first class (191013). Here I draw on unpublished reports and correspondences, most of which are written by key
figures within the institution itself but they also include a larger cultural community.179 These
discussions are twofold: first they focus on the capacity of Egyptian students to produce modern
art, and second they question the kind of artwork that is most desirable and beneficial for
students to be producing at this particular historical juncture. Ultimately, we recognize that the
SFA is not an institution merely concerned with educating young Egyptians in the techniques of
painting and sculpture. Instead we witness a concerted effort to strictly define, and later produce,
what constitutes modern Egyptian art. The anxiety to put forward such a definition, I argue,
comes from a desire to formulate a specific understanding of the relationship between art and
education in Egypt, an instrumentalizing relationship in which the former is at the service of the
179
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latter. In other words, a closer examination of the school reveals is that the institution is
fundamentally invested in how artistic production itself can function as a pedagogical tool for
society in the wider process of knowledge production.

II: Before the Beaux-Arts
Prior to looking at the details of the founding of the SFA, I would like to briefly point to a
few educational institutions that predated the school, both in Egypt and regionally, and can be
considered the precursors to the introduction of a fine arts education. Egypt was the first Arab
country to introduce some kind of formalized art education through a number of schools for art
and architecture. As mentioned in the previous chapter, beginning in the 1820s Muhammad ‘Ali
sent Egyptians to Europe to study and the emphasis of their education quickly shifted from
exclusively military subjects to engineering and medicine. Between 1835-6 Egyptians were sent
to study drawing, sculpture, and etching with the expectation that they would teach these skills
upon their return.180 However, this education was not considered a training in the fine arts per se,
but rather the acquisition of technical skills intended for applied arts practices and architecture,
in line with the sort of educational institutions that were being developed at the time. Madrasat
al-Handasa––the first institution to introduce Egyptian students to architectural studies––was
established in 1821 in Bulaq and was modeled on the system of the École Centrale des Arts et
Manufactures de Paris. It became Madrasat al-Muhandiskhana in 1834 but neither school
granted professional degrees in architecture, instead offering seasonal courses to train civil
180
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The School of Irrigation and Architecture was established in 1866 in ‘Abasiyya

and School of Applied Arts (al-Madrasa al-Fanniyya al-Sinna‘iyya) two years later.182
While the existent scholarship consistent emphasizes the European influence on the
development of the arts in Egypt, the role of Istanbul here should not be underestimated;
Muhammad ‘Ali and his successors often looked to trends in the Ottoman capital.183 For
example, it was as a result of changes in military training in the schools of Istanbul that courses
in drawing, painting, and perspective were first introduced into the curriculum across the
Ottoman Empire. The practice of commissioning large-scale portraits started regionally in
Istanbul, primarily under Selim III (r.1789-1807) and Mahmud II (r.1808-39).184 The latter also
introduced the tradition of hanging his portrait in government offices, military barracks, and
ships of war, a custom that continues to this day in public spaces across the Middle East. The
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Academy of Fine Arts, directed by the Orientalist painter Osman Hamdi Bey (1824-1910),

was finally opened in Istanbul in 1883 to train local and foreign artists and, much like its later
Egyptian counterpart, the Academy first relied on European instructors.
Many of the above practices were subsequently encouraged by Muhammad ‘Ali. For
example, Gaston Wiet’s Mohammed Ali et les beaux-arts, frequently described as the only book
“dedicated to a general perspective of the arts in this period,” includes portraits of Muhammad
‘Ali painted by European artists.186 However, as Doris Behrens-Abouseif has pointed out, the
practice of portraiture had a limited reach and a different meaning within the Egyptian context;
in contrast to Ottoman Turkey and Qajar Iran, it was largely “the European interest and curiosity
about Muhammad ‘Ali’s personality” that motivated such artistic depictions of him.187 “The
latter enjoyed this publicity, making himself available for interviews and gladly posing from
painters and daguerreotype-photographers.” However, without an art school to train local artists
in this tradition the production of such portraits “did not have any broad impact on the
indigenous arts” and they were mainly housed either in the royal collections or in Europe.188
By the late-nineteenth century there was a shift and we begin to see a growing interest
among the elite in western-style fine arts, particularly painting and sculpture. Orientalist painters
had become more established, with certain neighborhoods in Cairo––al-Kharanfash Street in al185
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Gamaliyya, the Azbakiyya Gardens, and Muhammad ‘Ali Street––becoming known as areas
where foreign artists lived and worked. (Guillaume Laplagne, the school’s first director, was one
such artist; he was living in Cairo, working on a sculpture of Prince Yusuf Kamal, and acting as
one of the French art counselors to the royal family when he approached the prince with the idea
for an art school.) The success of the first official exhibition of Orientalist painters place in the
Cairo Opera house in 1891 (as mentioned in the previous chapter) is often cited as the
culmination of this local enthusiasm for this particular western aesthetic.189
It is not long before Egyptians begin participating in similar exhibitions. The March 1897
issue of al-Muqtataf includes one of the earliest exhibition reviews to appear in the Arabic press
in Egypt. It in the author, Selim Haddad Effendi (himself a participant in the show) complains
that there were too many artworks for the space and bemoans the fact that to this day “the
government has not been concerned with establishing a large exhibition.”190 The request for a
review from Haddad by al-Muqtataf assumes a growing interest on the part of their readership in
the fine arts. Similarly, Haddad’s comments on the exhibition echo this; the volume of work
being produced and exhibited at such events was increasing, enough to warrant a demand on the
author’s part that the government assist with institutions to support this interest. We therefore see
that by the turn of the century steps had been taken that would lead to the founding of an art
school or as Egyptian art critic Mukhtar al-‘Attar put it, the establishment of the school was “a
logical result for previous efforts and the beginning of a long journey. . .”191
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III: Amir al-Funun
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Prince Yusuf Kamal is a slight man with a sensitive, intelligent face. He has a passion for
the arts and intends to personally fund the school if no other money can be found. ‘Where has it
all gone?’ he was fond of saying. ‘Look at the statues, look at the temples our grandfathers built.
Look at the mosques of the Fatmids, the book-binding and glass of the Mameluks–and now? The
Ottomans have a lot to answer for.’193
Ahdaf Soueif, Map of Love
That Laplagne approached Prince Yusuf Kamal with his proposal for the school was by
no means accidental; the prince was a fitting choice on multiple levels. Firstly, he obviously had
the financial means to support such a project: as the grandson of Ibrahim Pasha, he was one of
biggest landowners in Upper Egypt with 15,685 feddans194 to his name.195 Secondly, royal
patronage for educational institutions was becoming increasingly common during this period,
and the prince himself was committed to supporting a wide range of educational initiatives.196
The Egyptian University,197 which opened its doors only e few months after the SFA, is a case in
point; the royal family was very involved in the university’s establishment and had significant
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influence on the institution in its early years.
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Prince Yusuf Kamal himself donated 125

feddans of waaf land to the university, and in 1912 he joined its council and served briefly as the
rector between 1916-17. (It is worth mentioning that the histories of the SFA and the Egyptian
University are very much intertwined, particularly during their early years.199 However despite
these overlaps, the SFA continues to be almost entirely absent from studies of the development
of higher education and knowledge production in Egypt.200 As such, one of the concerns of this
chapter is to write the school into the larger history of modern education in Egypt.201) Thirdly,
the prince seems to have dedicated both time and money to a wide range of cultural interests. In
1922, he co-founded Jama‘at Muhibi al-Funun al-Jamila [the Art Lovers Society]. He had a
fondness for long hunting expeditions and old geography books. Himself an avid cartographer,
he is known for his a 14-volume mapping of Egypt and Africa, Monumenta Cartographica
Africae et Aegypti, which he published between 1926-1939.202 Additional publications included a
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multi-volume travelogue of his trip to the Indian sub-continent
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and Hallucinations

Scientifiques (1937), a study that focused on the Portolan charts, a type of early vellum sea chart
of the thirteenth century Mediterranean.
What is perhaps the most significant of the prince’s interests for our purposes is his
investment in the field of Arab art and architecture.204 He donated a large collection of his
acquisitions including jewelry, textiles, ceramic and wooden pieces to the Arab art museum.205
Prince Yusuf Kamal’s art collection is noteworthy in that it demonstrates that in early-twentieth
century Cairo it was not only the Europeans who were interested in collecting Islamic art.206 In
doing so it also challenges the widespread assumption that with the introduction of western art,
the local elite lost interest in “Islamic art” and that “Islamic masterpieces were transferred to
European museums and became inaccessible to Arab artists.”207 This is certainly not the case in
Egypt; the continued importance of and interest in what was referred to as “Arab” art will be
come apparent later in the chapter when we look more closely at the school’s mission.

IV: More than a Generous Gesture
In most writings on the history of modern Egyptian art, the establishment of the SFA is
203
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highlighted as something of a watershed moment, the event that marks the point of departure.
However, despite the repeated reference to the centrality of this institution, almost no attention
has been given to the details of this educational enterprise, its envisioned role, the kind of
educational experience it offered its students, and ultimately how it fit in with simultaneous
educational initiatives of this period. Instead, beginning with the earliest writings on Egyptian
modern art, Prince Yusuf Kamal’s role is cast in rather simplistic terms, focusing almost
exclusively on unequivocal praise for the patron’s “generosity” and farsightedness.208 Comments
by the poet Abdel-Rahman Sidqi, in an April 1920 review in al-Ahram of one of the first
exhibitions of Egyptian artists organized by the prince, capture the nature of responses to the
patron perfectly: “He founded the School of Fine Arts with his personal funds, thereby laying the
cornerstone of the edifice of our modern artistic revival. He alone paid all expenses and every
successive gesture of generosity was made out of genuine good-heartedness and natural
magnanimity. Today, his love for art inspired him to sponsor an exhibition of Egyptian artworks
to lift the spirits of the artists and encourage the organisers of this activity.”209 Similarly, in an
interview with al-Hilal, pioneering artists Raghib ‘Ayad (1892-1980)210 and Yusuf Kamil (18911971),211 are asked who could be considered responsible for the recent revival [nahda] in
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painting [al-taswir] and drawing [al-rasm] in Egypt. The artists––both graduates of the
school––responded that “without a doubt the credit for this revival goes to his Royal Highness
Prince Yusuf Kamal, for establishing the School of Fine Arts seventeen years ago. It is the first
school of its kind established in Egypt.”212 They go on to also acknowledge the director Laplagne
and Paul Forcella (who taught drawing and painting at the School) for their role in encouraging
the prince to pursue this endeavor but the prince’s influence takes precedent. Muhammad Hassan
(1892-1961),213 another member of the school’s first graduating class, also insisted on the
centrality of the institution and the prince’s instrumentality in the regeneration of Egyptian
culture: “Inevitably modern Egyptian arts [al-funun al-misriyya al-haditha] had patrons and
protectors during the first era of their appearance. His Highness Prince Yusuf Kamal––by
founding the School of Fine Arts––had made a wish, which had remained abandoned in the
nation’s heart, until this venerable prince stirred it up, come true. For he resurrected from it [the
wish] a lofty structure in a nation that gave birth to culture (anjabat al-thaqafa) and spread it
throughout the ancient world.”214
Repeatedly, in the above examples, we see Prince Yusuf Kamal as the key instigator of
an artistic renaissance; his benevolence resulted in art education for generations of Egyptians.
The school, “a lofty structure,” is stressed as being “the cornerstone of the edifice” of this
prolific painter, Kamil is known for his impressionistic style, and specifically his paintings of the Egyptian
countryside. For a study of his life and work see Badr al-Din Abu Ghazi, Yusuf Kamil (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-Misriyya
al-‘Amma li-l-Kitab, 1982).
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“modern artistic revival,” the physical manifestation of the resurrection of the nation’s
“abandoned” dream without which none of this would have been possible. Despite that fact that
some of Egypt’s most recognized artists––Mahmud Sa‘id (1897-1964),215 Muhammad Nagi
(1888-1956),216 and the Wanli brothers217––were not formally educated at the school but rather
were trained by European artists in their ateliers,218 particularly in Alexandria,219 the
establishment of the school and the existence of an institution exclusively dedicated training
artists, is repeatedly seen as fundamental to the success of a flourishing art movement.
While it is not my intention to undermine or minimize the role played by the prince,
financially or otherwise––he certainly contributed generously and repeatedly to the survival of
the school starting with the donation of a palace to house it continuing until it came under the
auspices of Wizarat al-Ma‘arif in 1927––I would suggest that approaching his involvement
exclusively through the prism of his personality, as an act reflective of his “genuine goodheartedness and natural magnanimity,” or Karnouk calls “a gesture of great largess,”220 limits the
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possibilities of understanding the school as part of the wider political and socio-cultural
networks of patronage that were developing at the time. It also encourages a reading that focuses
on the individual and premises the success or failure of the initiative on his behavior.221
Understanding the establishment of the school as a “gesture of generosity” on the part of one
wealthy nobleman minimizes its significance as an institution, allowing it to be read as no more
than a whimsical pet project on the part of an affluent patron that ultimately met with success.
Instead in striving to contruct an artistic field, as described by Bourdieu, it is imperative that we
“make a radical break with the substantialist mode of thought. . . which tends to foreground the
individual, or the visible interactions between individuals, at the expense of the structural
relations-invisible, or visible only through their effect-between social positions that are both
occupied and manipulated by social agents which may be insolated individuals, groups, or
institutions.”222 If we are to take the centrality and significance of the school seriously, as most
of the historiography suggests we do, a more critical engagement with the details of its
establishment, mandate, and functioning is needed, as well as a consideration of the benefits
embarking on such a project could have had for the prince.
Art historians Iskandar, al-Malakh, and al-Sharuni’s narrative of the early establishment
of the school is perhaps noteworthy as being one of the few examples in which an even mildly
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critical tone is introduced, providing us with an entry point from which a more complicated
narrative can be written.223 They suggest several theories to explain the patron’s enthusiasm and
support for the project, beginning with a possible economic incentive: the ever-increasing fees of
European artists led Egyptian elites to seek a more cost-efficient option and thus consider
creating a base of local artists with cheaper rates.224 However, perhaps more compelling is their
suggestion that there may have been more overt political strategizing involved. The latenineteeth and early-twentieth centuries saw the emergence of an urban, professional effendi, an
Egyptian bourgeois that was becoming increasingly influential, particularly within a growing
nationalist movement.225 With that in mind, “princes from royal family with an eye on the throne
tried to get closer to this [effendi] class by setting up projects that were connected to the sons of
the Egyptian bourgeois and would promote a positive image of them [the princes] to this class
that was at this time preparing to lead the Egyptian people. The establishment of the SFA was
Prince Yusuf Kamal’s attempt at this.”226 Here Iskandar, al-Malakh, and al-Sharuni are implying
that the prince might have been pragmatic at best, opportunistic at worst, in his motivations, and
that he agreed to be part of what he ultimately saw as “a historic event that would grant to a
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But rather than dwelling on the sincerity of

the prince’s intentions, I am more interested in the suggestion that the school was one in a series
of projects initiated by an increasingly vulnerable and besieged royal family, in the hope of
currying favor with an incipient but growing bourgeois, while attempting to assert their
continued significance and currency. We are therefore reminded that this is an institution that
should not be read in isolation but rather approached as part of larger changes in the
sociopolitical fabric of Egypt. However, rather than thinking of institutions such as the SFA as
being merely reflective of such transformations––as is all too often the case in studies of cultural
institutions and artistic production228––it is more instructive to consider them as productive,
instrumental in cultivating these transformations. In other words, Prince Yusuf Kamal’s
patronage of the school does not merely reflect the changes in social and political dynamics
between the royal family and the growing bourgeois, but was constitutive of the formation and
transformation of these relationships.

V: Indigenous Elites and the Struggle over Education
The prince’s profile, with his varied interests, allows us to understand his eager support
for the school within a broader context of Egypt’s indigenous nationalist elite’s desire to become
more directly involved in specific kinds of knowledge production. El Shakry has demonstrated
that in response to “colonial social-scientific enterprises,” Egypt’s educated elite “inaugurated its
own social-scientific program, in which both uniqueness (a precondition for nationalism) and
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educability (a precondition for progress) of the collective national subject…could be
demonstrated through ethnographies, field experiments, and social engineering projects––which
would remedy the imputed stagnation of Egyptian society.”229 Similarly, the concern for reviving
the arts was framed in terms of national interest and a desire for progress; the advent of modern
art was an experiment––comparable to those carried out by social scientists, and the parallels
with which will become more evident when we later examine the assessment of the ‘results’––
equally invested in remedying the “stagnation.” In this case the stagnation was creative and
aesthetic, caused by centuries of Ottoman oppression of art, and for which both “uniqueness” (or
Egyptian-ness) and “educability” were essential.
Institutions like the SFA and the Egyptian University were therefore part of what Magda
Baraka, in her history of the Egyptian upper class, has called “ahli [indigenous] activities,”
initiatives that start to gain momentum in the early decades of the twentieth century, particularly
following the Dinshaway incident.230 It is therefore not coincidental that both institutions were
established within months of each other, shortly following a series of important events, which
began with heightened anti-colonial sentiment after
Dinshaway,231 Cromer’s departure, Mustafa Kamil’s death, and the impact of international
financial crisis on the Egyptian economy. Baraka points to a growing public sphere in early
decades of of the twentieth century; Egyptians developed a series of economic and sociocultural
229
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“ahli (indigenous) institutions,” which functioned independent of the British-controlled state
machinery.232 Private landownership had increased significantly in recent years; indigenous
Egyptian notables and officials owned “31% of the privately-owned land by the turn of the
century” which increased by an additional 300,000-450,000 feddans between 1900 and 1906.233
Bearing in mind the degree to which education was a contested terrain in Egypt during the
British occupation, it is not surprising then that institutions such as the school and the university
would have been set up despite the British and therefore required and depended on private
funding. Given the resistance of the British to supporting educational projects, this became an
obvious arena in which the royal family could assert itself as the promoter and protector of
national(ist) interest.
Education was never one of Lord Cromer’s priorities and he allocated as little funding for
it as possible; by the early decades of the twentieth century less than 1% of the Egyptian state
budget was spent on education.234 On the one hand, based on his experience in India, Cromer
recognized that some degree of education made men easier to govern, however, “too much
education makes for an unwieldy, critical populace.”235 He therefore created an educational
system based on a two-tiered structure: the lower tier stressed basic literacy and mathematics for
the masses and the higher tier, available to a much smaller minority, created an educated class of
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While discussions had been in the works

since 1905, the Dinshaway incident “finally shook the university project loose.”237 Until he left
Egypt for good in 1907, Cromer continued to assert that he had nothing against the idea of a
university in principle. However, he simultaneously insisted on indefinite delays, and encouraged
“private Egyptian fund raisers to concentrate on elementary schools for the masses.”238 Cromer
clearly feared the potential an institution of higher education had for nuturing anti-British
nationalist sentiments.
While the SFA does not seem to have been as politically contentious as the Egyptian
University––both Karnouk and ‘Ali assert that while the latter was challenged by the British, the
former faced religious opposition239––we do find evidence, at least according to members of the
faculty, that the British were intent on gaining control of the school. In his memoirs, ‘Abbas
Hilmi II (1874-1944) (r.1892-1914) writes extensively on the problems of public education and
the establishment of the Egyptian University.240 He also mentions the SFA on several occasions
and voices his concerns about British interest in it: “Lord Kitchener maneuvered to bring the
College of Fine Arts under his control. I warded off this danger thanks to the French director, Mr
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outlines the risk as follows:
Our school of fine arts is under grave threat. It is coveted by Lord Kitchener, who has
said he wants this school.
If we come under the control of the government the school will be finished. The teachers
will be replaced by Englishmen and the pupils will learn nothing.
The only salvation would be for His Highness Prince Yusif Kamal to take us back into
the university of which he has just been appointed rector.
If our august master, His Highness the Khedive, would deign only to express the wish to
the Prince we would be saved, and the pupils and teachers would be eternally grateful.
Do you think, my dear, that you could place the state of affairs before His Highness while
assuring him of the ever deep and respectful devotion of your faithful.243
It is not entirely apparent from the above communication why exactly the school was “coveted
by Lord Kitchener.” One can only assume that it had become an institution of some cultural
capital by 1913, and that the British wanted to gain control over it by replacing the French and
Italian faculty with Englishmen (at least according to Coulon, who was clearly concerned about
losing his job). It is understandable why such an institution could have been frustrating to the
British government; we can certainly see “Napoleon’s long shadow”244 in the almost complete
monopoly of the realm of artistic production by Francophone influences, making it difficult for
the British to penetrate certain fields.245 Among the many manifestations of this was the school’s
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curriculum, which was closely modeled on the École des Beaux Arts in Paris. The preference
for French and Italian tutors can also be seen as a resistance to potential British dominance in
these fields, while still allowing for a western-style education. Coulon’s letter reveals something
of the place the school occupied in the educational landscape of the period. We witness an
element of collaboration taking place between the royal family (and patrons of the school) and
the foreign faculty against the British. The school’s position as an indigenous institution,
although one with a clear and intentional foreign influence, allows us to recognize a more
complicated space, one in which “the contradictions, ambiguities, and overlaps that often existed
between colonial and nationalist forms of knowledge production” are evident.246

VI: Locating the School
I would like to suggest that the chosen physical site––a palace belonging to Prince Yusuf
Kamal, 100 Darb al-Gamamiz247––further helps us situate it on the educational map of Egypt,
that is as an institution involved in the different forms of knowledge production. The choice of
Darb al-Gamamiz, an area in the Isma‘ilyya district of Cairo, is by no means coincidental; the
neighborhood had become “the cultural center”248 since the expansion of Cairo in the mid-
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When ‘Ali Mubarak, “the guiding hand in the educational policy of

Egypt,” became both Minister of Public Works and Minister of Education in 1867-68, he moved
“the offices of the schools, the Wakfs and the Public Works into the palace of Prince Mustafa
Fadil in order to facilitate his task of control. . . The palace in Darb al-Gamamiz soon became the
hub of the new educational movement through the enthusiasm and energetic policy of
Mubarak.”250 This educational complex grew quite rapidly especially with the opening of a
number of schools including a School of Administration and Languages, a School of Drawing
and a School of Ancient Egyptian Language, and in the same year.251 This was followed by
addition of an infirmary, a library, an amphitheater-style lecture hall and a school for teacher
teachers.252 Towards the end of Sa‘id reign, Mubarak himself moved there when he purchased a
house and used it as the base for his new contract building business.253
The location of the school is therefore indicative of the vision that the prince had for it as
part of an historic network of institutions responsible for changing educational practices and
producing new and modern disciplines and disciplinary practices in Egypt.254 The relationship
between urban planning and the production of new forms of disciplinary knowledge has been
observed in several different contexts. Partha Chatterjee has written of analogous developments
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in Bengal, many of which were taking place at similar or a slightly earlier moment. For
example he maps out for us an area that housed the massive Indian Museum, a building that soon
became the center of “an entire campus devoted to the pursuit of colonial knowledge.”255 This
campus complex housed a number of insitutions including the Geographical Survey of India, the
recently built School of Art and accompanying Government Gallery.256 Through Chatterjee’s
description, we see a network of institutions, what he refers to as the “citadels of science,” that
included museums, a gallery, and an art school all constructed within close proximity to each
other and a number of important municipal buildingd, their physical location mirroring the
anticipated conversations between them. The Indian museum in particular becomes “the nucleus
for an entire campus devoted to the pursuit of colonial knowledge,” placing museological
practices and artistic production at the center of knowledge production.
The comparison between the Indian and Egyptian colonial contexts is certainly not new.
It has been made in both studies of education257 and art and antiquities.258 But it has definite
limitations, namely that, as previously discussed, indigenous educational initiatives (in
conjunction with other foreign parties) such as the SFA do not neatly fit into the category of
“colonial knowledge” discussed by Chatterjee.259 However, I bring it up here as a reminder that
the choice of Darb al-Gamamiz as the location for the SFA should not be ignored as has been the
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case in previous scholarship. Instead it should encourage us to think of this institution as being
invested in a similar set of questions as its neighbors, questions that extend beyond teaching
students artistic techniques and are involved in larger ideas about indigenous knowledge
production. As will become evident in the following sections, the school’s faculty and founders,
through their articulation of its mission and curriculum, have a much more ambitious and
expansive project in mind.

VII: Art in “Civilized Nations”
For a better understanding of the school’s imagined mission and the ways it was intended
to functioned in its earliest years I would like to examine a catalogue distributed in 1911.260 The
occasion for the publication of this catalogue is not entirely clear however, it is possible that it
was produced to coincide with the exhibition of the school’s first graduating class held at the
Automobile Club in January of that year.261 The catalogue exists in Arabic and French
editions,262 and following a brief introduction, maps out the course of study for students
attending the school, with descriptions of different aspects of their training and the intended goal
of each.
The Arabic and French publication are almost entirely identical in content. However, the
Arabic text includes the following additional preface:
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Civilized nations [al-umam al-mutamaddina] became aware of the importance the fine
arts and what they can bring about in the refining of taste [tarqiyat al-dhawq] and the
love of beauty and perfection [habib al-jamal wa-l-kamal] to hearts so they established
schools for them [the fine arts], and formed societies…
When his royal highness Prince Yusuf Kamal saw that there was no trace of these fine
arts [al-funun al-jamila] in this country, his innate generosity compelled him to establish
a school which he called “the Egyptian School of Fine Arts” and which presents its
program to the children of Egypt today.263
With this supplementary introduction, there is an assumption that something extra is needed for
the Egyptian or speficially the Arabic reader, that certain points need further clarification,
namely the role and “importance” of the fine arts, their ability to “refin[e] taste” and nurture an
appreciation of “beauty and perfection” in the hearts of those “civilized nations” that appreciate
them. Immediately we are introduced to the logic that informs this entire endeavor: the presence
and appreciation of “the fine arts” is a marker of a “civilized nation.” Should a society be lacking
in the former, then membership to the latter is impossible. This explanation is essentially
intended to serve as a justification for the establishment of the school, promoting the benefits it
will bring to the society, and demonstrating how widely these benefits are acknowledged. This
clarification would of course be necessary given that, when the prince (and presumably others
before him) searched for examples of said fine arts, he discovered that “there was no trace of
[them] in this country.” In other words, not only do Egyptians not understand “the importance of
the fine arts” and the ways in which they can be beneficial to their society, it is quite possible
that they may not even recognize them or have any real sense of what they are, given their
complete absence from their society. [Presumably, despite the glaring absence of the fine arts in
Egypt, select few individuals including the prince himself, are aware of their existence and have
significant experience of them.]
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By extension, the omission of this paragraph from the French text emphasizes the
understanding that there is some information that only a certain readership is in need of; others––
namely French or Francophone readers––already possess this knowledge by virtue of belonging
to “civilized nations” where schools and societies have been formed to celebrate and promote the
fine arts. Through the presence or absence of this paragraph from the text a binary is created,
between “civilized nations” that have a history of art appreciation and the institutions to show for
it on the one hand, and uncivilized nations who do not and need to be educated in such practices
on the other. From the outset, the school is framed through a discourse of lack, primarily what
Egypt lacks in comparison to other “civilized nations,” and this is the prism through which it is
introduced to its audience. Here we see clear echoes of the social Darwinism that is so
constitutional to Nahda thought, and that was particularly prevalent in discussions of Egypt (and
the Arab/Muslim world’s) cultural stagnation as we have seen in the previous chapter. Stephen
Sheehi has argued that the concept of lack is in fact consistutive to modern Arab identity and
subjectivity.264 Here Prince Yusuf Kamal’s intervention is posited as an attempt, through
addressing this lack of “aware[ness],” to push Egypt on to the other side of the binary, so that it
may take its rightful place amongst the “civilized nations.”265

VIII: “A Taste for a National Art”
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Following this paragraph in Arabic, the introduction continues in both languages by
explicating the specific mission of the school as follows:
The goal of the school is to train [takhrij] artists skilled in painting [al-taswir], sculpture
[al-naht], architecture [handasat al-bina’], decoration [al-tazyin], ornamentation [alzakhrafa] and Arabic calligraphy [al-khutut al-‘arabiyya]. After the professors have
taught the students the conventional rules [al-qawa‘id al-istilahiyya] of each art, they will
make an effort to develop in them a taste for a national art [dhawq fann watani] that
would be expressive of the modern civilized Egyptian [al-mutamaddin al-misri alhadith]. This is thanks to what is available to them in terms of the wonderful examples
they see of Egyptian monuments and relics and what is also available to them of
examples from the peak of Arab art [al-raqi al-fanni al-‘arabi], this peak that reached the
highest point and most exalted position.266
Here we see the students’ education being divided into two separate conceptual components.
First and foremost, students at the school are there to learn a skill, or a set of skills; they must
become proficient in certain artistic techniques, and these are divided into five disciplinary
categories: painting, sculpture, architecture, decoration and ornamentation, and Arabic
calligraphy.267 The division of their training into the four areas of specialization––with the
obvious exception of the addition of Arabic calligraphy––is directly modeled on the pedagogical
approach of the École des Beaux-Arts and creates categories and divisions where perhaps none
previously existed.
Only after the students have mastered these “conventional rules” can the professors
attempt to introduce the second element into their education: “a taste for a national art.” In other
words, once the students’ technical skills have been honed, their teachers are encouraged to
guide them in introducing an ideological element into their work, developing their “taste” for a
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particular kind of “national art.” The two aspects of the school’s educational mission are
presented as separate, almost isolated from one another, or at least staggered, with a clear
hierarchy of priorities; the “taste for a national art” comes from without the training in
“conventional rules” and is only later introduced, once the main objective has been achieved.
Also implied is the need to “develop” an awareness and “a taste for a national art” is that this is
not something the students already posses, nor does it come to them naturally, despite being part
of their country’s heritage. These students therefore need to be trained both in the
(foreign/Western) fine arts tradition, and their own (indigenous/national) art. Their education
goes beyond a technical training, but also includes a very explicit shaping of their “taste” and
their relationship to and conception of their nation’s historical past. This is then further
complicated when one considers that the Egyptian students are being guided through the task of
developing their “taste” for their nation’s artistic heritage––a canon that is no doubt preselected––by foreign (namely French and Italian) instructors.
The prescription for the development of this “national art” is particularly telling and helps
us understand the ways in which the school’s identity, and by extension the cannon of modern
Egyptian art it sought to produce, were being formulated in these early years. Two key historical
archives are identified as worth mining for inspiration: “Egyptian monuments and relics” and
examples from “the rise of Arab art.”268 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the mid to latenineteeth century saw an increased interest and investment in museological initiatives––of which
projects concerned with the preservation of “Egyptian monuments and relics” and “Arab art”
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were at the forefront––as is evidenced by the establishment of the Egyptian Museum of
Antiquities (1835), the Comité de Conservation des Monuments de l'Art Arabe (1881), and the
Museum of Arab Art (1884). That the school’s administration sees part of its mission as being to
encourage students to look to these historical sites as an entry point for producing a modern
Egyptian art is significant on several levels. We immediately recognize echos of Beaux-Arts
neoclassicism––“which reasserted istelf in West and its colonies toward the end of the
[nineteeth] century”269––in terms of approach; artists would look to Greek, and sometimes
Roman motifs, particularly in architecture, for inspiration. As an aside, it is worth mentioning, as
evidence of the continued connection, that when the Egyptian Museum was moved to its current
location on Tahrir square in 1902, the jury selected a Beaux-Arts neoclassical design, by MarcelLazare Dourgnon (1858-1911), a graduate of the École de Beaux-Arts in Paris.270 Similarily,
Egyptians artists were trained and encouraged to engage in stylistic borrowing as part of their
artistic revival, with both the neo-Pharaonic271 and neo-Islamic styles––“which ironically
reached Egypt first more as European imports than directly from local roots”272––finding
significant success.273
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By identifying “Egyptian monuments and relics” and “Arab art” as sources from which
students are encouraged to draw their “national” inspiration, the school’s administration reveals
the degree of overlap between its own agenda and that of various institutions of preservation. In
other words, by calling on its students to access “a taste for a national art” via these two
historical avenues, the school is demonstrating a commitment to the historical and aesthetic
narrative that has been promoted by these museums (and their supporting networks) for over half
a century, narratives that at the turn of the twentieth century, are becoming increasingly
nationalistic in nature. That is to say, there is an understanding on the part of the school that
these sources hold the key to an authentic, “national art” and that the act of producing a modern
“national art” simulanteously involves inscribing and legitimizing that art into a particular
historical narrative.
It is noteworthy that the “national art” that students were being asked to develop a taste for,
while intended to be “expressive of the modern civilized Egyptian,” was not based on
exclusively “Egyptian” material. That is to say “Arab art” was both recognized for its historical
significance and afforded a place in the expression of “the modern civilized Egyptian.” This
parallels the somewhat fluid movement we have seen––certainly in ‘Abduh’s writings in the
previous chapter––between categories such as “Egyptian,” “Arab,” and “Muslim/Islamic,” that
might otherwise be considered distinct and separate. However, despite the inclusion of Arab art
in the historical repository made available to students, the popularity and hold of “Arab” artistic
production never compared to the “Egyptomania” created both at home and abroad. Reid
specifically compares the two museums and the interest they each generated at the turn of the
century; despite its new premises, the Museum of Arab Art was never able to compete with the
Egyptian Museum as a cultural destination in either Western or Egyptian eyes. The Egyptian
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Museum’s building of 1902 was certainly more impressive, costing over four times as
much as the Museum of Arab Art and Khedivial Library combined. Reid takes the 1908
Baedeker as an example of the travel industry evaluated: twenty-four pages and a fold-out floor
plan are dedicated to the Egyptian Museum while the Museum of Arab Art receives a mere two
and a half pages. In 1913 the former attracted 29,879 visitors, six times as many as the 5,166
who visited the latter.274 The same “relative value” can be said to be true when looking at the
degree of inspired borrowing that occurred on the part of the students; the neo-Pharaonic style
met with a great deal more popularity, and possibly success, producing some of the most well
known Egyptian artworks of the early-twentieth century.275 Although both the revival of
Pharaonic and Arab art was deemed controversial by some,276 the latter, as we shall see toward
the end of the chapter, was considered a great deal more problematic. Also Laplagne himself
voiced a clear preference for the Pharaonic on a number of occasions.277 What we see here in the
school’s catalogue is the marking out of the historical territory that can be used for the
development of a “national art” and the foregrounding of debates to come regarding the choices
for and feasibility of this “national art.”
IX: Conditions for Admission: Regulating Young Artists
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The introduction on the opening page of the catalogue ends by declaring that “the
school is free. All young people can be admitted, regardless of nationality or religion.”278 Despite
this seemingly inclusive declaration, we are then presented with the “conditions for admission.”
Students must be between fifteen and twenty-one at the time of their enrolment and must register
for classes between September 5- 25 for the academic year beginning October 1. They must
graduate before the age of twenty-five if they are painters, sculptors, decorators, or calligraphers,
and twenty-six if they are architects. Other requirements include submitting proof of
identification, being accompanied by a parent or sponsor, or attaining written permission from
them, presenting proof of minimum elementary education as well as undergoing a medical
examination. Through these requirements, we begin to see how the parameters and regulations
were being clearly set for the kind of artist the school wanted to produce.
I would first like to briefly comment on the emphasis on religion not being a barrier
against admission. The inclusion of Muslim and Christian students––there is little mention of
Jewish artists––becomes an important part of the self-image of the school and its founding
narrative. This is not surprising given the rise of an “explicitly secular Egyptian nationalist
movement” during this period, which would eventually take political shape under leadership of
the Wafd, with the “union of the cross and the crescent.”279 One of most popular stories that
appears in much of the writing on the ruwwad generation involves the Muslim Yusuf Kamil and
the Coptic Raghib ‘Ayad. Following their graduation, both artists took teaching jobs in local
schools but continued to produce art consistently. However, following the 1919 revolution, the
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two artists started to feel some urgency that they travel to continue their education. They
therefore came to an arrangement between them known as the “exchange scholarship,” whereby
one of them traveled to Rome to study while the other remained in Cairo and took on his friend’s
teaching position, sending him his salary to support himself during his travels.280 The story of
“scholarship exchange” between these two young artists captured the public imagination so
much so that apparently “when the first session of Parliament opened, Wissa Wasif Pasha stood
up and told the story of these two young men, and called for supporting the arts and establishing
an annual fund for this in Wizarat al-Ma‘arif’s budget,” a proposal that was met with approval
and support.281 I would argue that the story’s continued appeal (and inclusion as part of founding
narrative of the school) is that it not only demonstrates the commitment of these students, and
their willingness to work together to achieve their individual and collective goals, but also that
they as individuals represent the two major religious groups in Egypt, working hand in hand
together. As part of a nationalist narrative, the story gains a lot from this aspect and as such the
school comes to represent a microcosm of the nation.
However, much like the nation itself, despite the seemingly inclusive approach of the
school, we certainly see forms of exclusion taking place in the admissions process. The first
demarcation I want to look at, although it was never made explicit in the guidelines, occurs
perhaps unexpectedly, along gender lines. We know that, like their male counterparts, elite
women had been receiving private art education well before the establishment of the school and
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some of them were known for being quite accomplished.
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Works by female artists were

exhibited in galleries in Cairo and Alexandria and reviewed positively in the local press.
However, despite there being no such stipulation in the guidelines, despite claiming to be open to
“all young people,” women were not permitted to enroll in the school, and this continued to be
the case for decades. The first generations of established female artists such as Tahiya Halim
(1919-2003),283 Inji Aflatun (1924-1989),284 ‘Iffat Nagi (1905-1994),285 and Amy Nimr (190262)286 were therefore either privately educated or studied abroad. (It is worth noting that, given
the parallels mentioned before, due to popular pressure, private lectures were held for women by
women in the Egyptian University starting in 1909.)287 The Egyptian Feminist Union (EFU),
established by Huda Sha‘rawi288 in 1923, campaigned for the admission of women into the
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school on several occasions in the 1930s but to no avail.
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Ultimately, it was seen as

potentially opening the school up to criticism from reactionaries, particularly those who
“condemn the study and reproduction of the nude in schools and exhibitions,” should women
enroll.290 Interestingly, the EFU based their case on a civilizational argument, echoing the
arguments of the school’s founders outlined above, namely that “Just as music sweetens the
habits, so do design, painting, and all the decorative arts open to the woman and her family, new
horizons of beauty, well-being and harmony. To nurture artistic talent in the young woman is not
only to develop her own talent, which may be ignored, but by sharpening her eye permits her to
beautify her home, enriching it with new sensibilities and instilling in all [in the home] a love for
the fine arts without which there can be no real civilization for a people.”291 Once again we find
that “a love for the arts” is a fundamental attribute without which “no real civilization” can exist.
The resistance to admitting women into the school creates, or at least reinforces, two
separate spheres of art education: an informal one, dependant on private tutoring and a formal
one, supported by an institutional structure. The former is available to both men and women but
clearly a luxury afforded to the privileged few. When made available to women, it seems to have
been intended as part of the wider general education of the elite, akin to learning a foreign
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language, rather than as a rigorous training. In contrast to the formal structure of the school
that was intended to train and produce artists, the informal training does not seem to have a
particular vocation in mind. Therefore by unofficially restricting the school’s admission to men,
there is an assumption that the professional artist, the artist that is formally trained and not
merely engaging in a hobby, can only be male. It is not surprising then that when we read
histories of the early decades of modern art in Egypt, the Ruwwad are exclusively male.
The restriction is not strictly based on gender: there is a clear understanding that artists in
the making must be “young.” This is narrowly defined as an age range between fifteen and
twenty-five or twenty-six, depending on the field. This is the age bracket that is deemed the most
appropriate for acquiring the necessary training to pursue a career path as an artist. It is
noteworthy that the students’ time at the school was not restricted to a certain number of years,
i.e. from admission to graduation, but instead the terminal point is defined specifically in terms
of their age. The professional artist (or architect) at the time of his graduation and joining the
workforce must be no older than twenty-five (or twenty-six). Should he exceed this age he will
no longer be allowed to attend the school, even if he was unable to complete his degree. One
cannot help but wonder about the governing logic behind such a restriction; it would seem that
again we are presented with an institution that is primarily interested in offering a vocational
degree to its students, that is training [takhrij] professional artists as “painters, sculptors and
architects, and designer,” following a specific set of criteria, rather than a place offering art
classes to those who might be interested in learning these skills without any greater ambitions.
As Howard Singerman has pointed out in his study of art education in American universities,
“among the tasks of the university program in arts to separate its artists and the art world in
which they will operate from “amateurs” or “Sunday painters,” as well as from a definition of the
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artist grounded in manual skill, tortured genius or recreational pleasure. Moreover, art in the
university must constitute itself as a department and a discipline, separate from “lay” public
practices and equal to other studies on campus.”292 Here we see the way in which the place for
arts on a university campus must parallel the already existing disciplines. Similarily within an
earlier Egyptian context, art education develops along similar lines to other increasingly
institutionalized academic disciplinary fields.
X: Artistic Training and Training Artists
The serious nature of the enterprise is reflected in the rigorous training the students were
required to undergo and the remainder of the school’s catalogue is focused on the details of their
course of study. The school is open daily with the exception of Fridays and Sunday afternoons.
The full daily schedule is outlined in the catalogue as follows.
Drawing …………………………….

From 8-11am
5-730am
Painting……………………..
From 8am to noon
Decoration………………….
From 8am to noon
Sculpture…………………..
From 3 to 6pm
Architecture…………………….
From 3 to 7pm
Mathematics ………………………. From 6 to 7pm
Arabic Calligraphy …………………. From 3 to 5pm
The faculty is listed as follows: Guillaume Laplagne, Director of the School, Sculpture; Paul
Forcella, Drawing and Painting; J.Coulon, Decoration; Henri Pieron, Architecture; Mikail Farag,
Mathematics and Mohammad Effendi Zohdi, Arabic Calligraphy. As has been noted several
times in this chapter, the faculty was predominately European, with the exception of those not
teaching in the “fine arts,” namely mathematics and calligraphy. These faculty members were
expected to be available to guide and advise the students and to “correct the students’ work every
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day.” “Three times a year, on December 1, March 1, and June 1, exams will be held in each
class. Following these reviews, the best students would move on to a higher class.”293 Of all the
“disciplines” the students needed to master, drawing was prioritized above all else and forms the
foundation for their studies: "All students, without exception, must follow each day with the
drawing classes for two hours at least. After they have taken the first five classes of the second
class [level] of drawing, they specialize, according to their taste and their abilities, to follow the
course of painting, decoration, sculpture, or architecture, depending on the purpose that they
propose to achieve.”294
Mitchell has shown that the regime of modern learning instituted in nineteenth century
Egypt “is a process of discipline, inspection and continuous obedience.”295 Although it would be
something of an exaggeration to claim that the SFA was directly modeled on Lancaster school in
its degree of rigidity and strictness, we certainly see that similar processes of “discipline” and
“inspection” in place, and the detailed schedule demonstrates that “every hour of the day has
been marked out, divided into separate activities whose boundaries are given not in the unfolding
of the activity but in the abstract dimensions of hours and minutes.”296 Pioneer artist Yusuf
Kamil tells a story about Prince Yusuf Kamal which, although perhaps anecdotal, reflects this
idea of the importance of time and scheduling: “One day the prince turned up at the school, and
asked the students to draw him…Then he turned to us and asked, “How much time did you
spend on this drawing?” We said we don’t know. He said, “No, you should know the time from
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beginning to end and to have a good appreciation of time for it is one of the crucial factors of
success. He then took out watches from his jacket pocket and gave each one of us a watch as a
present saying, “This is so that you know when you started work and when you finished.”297 I am
less concerned with the veracity of the story but rather the message being instilled in the students
(so as to have them repeat such a story) and being disseminated to the public (through the
repetition and publication of this story) Here we see the school’s patron actively encouraging
students to self-monitor and to be aware of their use of time and to attach a specific value to it.
What is implied is a correlation between the value of their time and their worth as artists and this
seems to be part of their education as “professional” artists.

XI: “The Reflection of a Civilization”
Having looked at the school as an institution and ways in which it claimed or aspired to
function, I would like to turn, in the final pages of this chapter, to a close reading of some of the
reflections on the school and its mission, in the few years after its establishment. I specifically
want to examine a 1911 report to the Egyptian Institute entitled “L’Art en Égypte” [Art in
Egypt],298 by the school’s director, Guillaume Laplagne before turning to a much more critical
report of the school submitted to the university board later in the same year.299 Laplagne’s report,
in which he outlines what he considers to be the long history of Egyptian art and the future he
envisions for it, echoes many of the arguments he made in an earlier piece published in L’Égypte
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and demonstrates much of the director’s thinking about the mission and

direction of the school and its successes and failures thus far.
Here Laplagne uses as his departure point the French critic Hippolyte Taine’s (1828–
1893)301 understanding of art as “the product determined by a physical and moral milieu”302 in
order to read Egyptian art, or as he states more specifically: “it is the philosophy of this art that I
would like to detach from its history to show its source, and explain how this art has maintained
a permanent character under two essential aspects which have been borrowed from various
inspirations. Like all living things, like everything human, a school of art is born, grows and dies.
But art itself does not die, it changes under the influence of the environment in which it evolves:
it is the reflection of a civilization.”303 Laplagne immediately identifies art as something that
“does not die,” as an eternal, “evolving,” “living thing” and he does not hesitate to make the
connection between art and “civilization,” an idea to which he consistently returns to throughout
his report. To understand the art of a society is to understand the society itself, for its art outlives
every other human element.
What is particularly significant for us about Laplagne’s report is that it largely involves a
comparison between Pharaonic and Arab art––the two sources from which the school’s students
were encouraged to draw on for inspiration––and an assessment of the successes and failures of
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each. According to Laplagne, much of the success of ancient Egyptian civilization, and by
extension its artistic production, lies in its understanding of a fundamental lesson: “If Egypt is
the first country to have reached a superior civilization which produced true work of art it is
because it has taken advantage of the two conditions essential to artistic development: wealth and
security. There is indeed no artistic prosperity without well-being and power. If we make a graph
of the economic and social progress of a people and its art, we will see rising lines indicating a
flourishing of art in periods of power and well-being, while falling lines of economic and
political decadence are similarly accompanied by deflections of art.”304 Here Laplagne takes a
social scientific approach to the question, clearly inspired by the positivism of Taine, whereby he
suggests that both the “social progress of a people and their art” can be measured and that with
economic and political development, comes too “a flourishing of art.” The success of the SFA
and its graduates––however one would measure this on a graph––would therefore seem to
indicate something larger and more significant than merely the revival of an art scene; if we were
to follow this logic it would ultimately be indicative of a society’s “wealth and security.”
“Art of the ancient Egyptians, Pharaonic art, is huge and is made to last,” Laplagne
boldly asserts at the beginning of an extended exposition on Pharaonic art, its characteristics and
the reasons for its eventual disappearance, namely its increased “contact” with other art forms.
“Under the first Ptolemies, purely Egyptian art begins to fade in contact with Greek art,” he tells
us. “Towards the first century of the Christian era there was still an Egyptian school, but which
copied more and more the Greek formulas. By the end of third century, Pharaonic art had
disappeared.”305 By contrast however, Arab art has none of this longevity: “After the long
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centuries which saw the flourishing of Pharaonic art, if one considers that Greek art still
inspires Europe, what is the duration of Arab art? It no longer exists, and we could not
resuscitate it without disfiguring it.”306 [By disfiguration, Laplagne specifically means the
introduction of figurative representation.] Time and again, in Laplagne’s assessment, Arab art
fails to compare to its Pharaonic counterpart, for while it “may be prettier, more pleasing, it is
definitely less powerful and less complete than Pharaonic art.”307
Laplagne takes us on this elaborate historical detour by a way of reaching his ultimate
goal of elucidating his vision for modern Egyptian art, naturally vis-à-vis its predecessors. The
obstacle that has recently been overcome is the restriction on figurative and representational art,
making it now possible for Egyptian artists to once again begin producing authentically Egyptian
art, inspired by their unchanged surroundings: “It is the landscape and the study of the nude that
will lead the painter and sculptor to pure Egyptian inspiration: the countryside has hardly
changed and neither did the people. He will see the fellah busy with the same work as the
peasant in ancient bas-reliefs, he will realize that the Egyptian people have kept their anatomic
characteristics in their integrity, and how different they are from the western anomalies. Here is
what will give future artists their manner, what will distinguish them from their fellows of
Europe.”308 We are assured that “the goal of the school is not to make imitators of European art.
The goal is more delicate and more beautiful, to train Egyptian artists,” and in order to do so
artists must search for “pure Egyptian inspiration.” According to Laplagne, this can be found in
the “hardly changed” surroundings; he sees a direct link between the peasant and the land of
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ancient Egypt and the peasant and land of contemporary Egypt, both can provide “pure
Egyptian inspiration” for artists to produce an art that “will distinguish them from their fellows
of Europe.” It seems here that it is the subject matter, the local color as it were, that is the
fundamental quality that makes this artwork distinguishably Egyptian. Laplagne emphasizes this
aspect when discussing how the students are trained: “whenever we can, we make our students
draw life models, picked from natives so they can begin to learn the Egyptian form and
understand its particular characteristics.”309 Through drawing Egyptian “natives” and “forms,”
these young artists will become more adept at producing an Egyptian art, inspired by and
reflective of its surrounding. Throughout his discussion of the school’s vision, Laplagne frames
his argument around what he understands to be ‘more’ Egyptian, that is his preference for the
Pharaonic is connected to his belief that this represents the most “complete” and “powerful”
articulation of Egyptian identity. And this is ultimately the lesson he is teaching his students.

XII: “A Self-Defeating Contradiction”
A very different reading of the direction of Egyptian art can be found in an unsigned
report by the council of the Egyptian University on the SFA, (following the 1911 take over of the
school) puts forward a critical evaluation of the school’s performance up until this point.310 After
309
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offering the usual praise of “the generous founder” and his intentions “to revive the arts that
have made Islamic civilization shine brightly throughout the centuries, and which have
disappeared since the fall of the Mamluks,” he raises the question of the feasibility of such a
project: “But having recognized the indisputable fact [admiration and gratitude of the founder]
we must ask ourselves if this institution, which has emerged two years ago under the name of the
Egyptian School of Fine Arts, can really bring about a renaissance of Arab art. The answer can
only be in the negative.”311 The reasoning behind such an adamant response is clearly stated in
the report: the school is first and foremost built on a fundamental contradiction. “Since its birth,
the school’s very premise carries within it a self-defeating contradiction between the goal of the
school’s founder, which is to revive ancient Islamic art, and the name "School of Fine Arts,"
which suggests that the school’s curriculum are modeled on those of large European art
schools.”312 In other words, there is a flawed logic at work in the expectation that a school
focused on providing students with a Western art education would simultaneously be capable of
“reviv[ing] ancient Islamic art.”
From this problematic departure point, the school then faces a number of obstacles
according to the report, the first being the lack of preparation of students enrolling in classes;
whereas European schools “require a preliminary level of knowledge” in the subjects they are
signing up to study, such a background is not available to their Egyptian counterparts. The result
is that “it is therefore ill-equipped students, or entirely unequipped, who came to the advanced
classes, each one to be granted a limited number of years of study.”313 However the preparation
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the students lack seems to extend beyond the absence of any formal training; they are also
missing “a natural disposition” for the fine arts. Despite their “intelligence and eagerness to
learn” the report reminds us that one “cannot pretend that…they are particularly talented in the
fine arts.” This is mainly due to their unfamiliarity with these art forms, namely “sculpture [and]
figurative and landscape painting.” Since “these arts have never been professed by their
ancestors,” “they have therefore not inherited a natural disposition to see and draw such that we
often find in the West.”
Again we are presented with the historical absence of the fine arts, and artistic production
in general is framed in civilizational terms, as previously discussed and yet the consequences are
seen very differently; whereas the catalogue (and Laplagne himself in his writings) see this
shortcoming as temporary and surmountable, this report frames its argument in much more
permanent terms. The “natural disposition” of the students is something innate and “inherited,”
passed on through their ancestors. They “see” and “draw” differently as a result of their “natural
disposition” thus “sculpture [and] figurative and landscape painting” do not come to them
naturally, nor it seems can they be educated in them easily and successfully. [And if on the offchance they are, and “whenever, through the sheer effort of these unskilled students, they have
reached the perfectionism required, will Egypt ever be the country it needs to be to provide these
young painters and sculptors with their daily bread?”] However, as the following discussion of
Islamic art demonstrates, here altering this “natural disposition” or training students in this
European tradition is not deemed the desirable solution.
The latter half of the report focuses on the question of “reviv[ing] the ancient Islamic
arts” and the incompatibility of such a project with the objectives of the SFA. The author
blatantly asks: “And yet, what has sculpture, figurative, landscape and portrait painting to do
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with the Islamic art [l'Art Musulman] Prince Youssef Kamal Pasha wisely wishes to
resuscitate? There are figurative representations here and there in some monuments of Arab art
[l'art arabe] and especially in some furnishing items, but these are limited to pure ornaments and
do not claim any artistic individuality outside their decorative roles. And it is not because of an
established religious banning that the figurative representations have been neglected by the
architects of our medieval monuments but rather by a sense of tradition and race.”314 (It is
striking that unlike the dominant narrative––and Laplagne’s previous assessment––that frames
the absence of the figurative representation as a crippling loss for Egypt’s artistic production,
here it is posited as “a characteristic of our art” and as a result of “a sense of tradition and race”
rather than “religious banning.”)
It is not the idea of reviving Arab art that this report finds so egregious; that in of itself is
a cause “above all praise and worthy of all the admiration and gratitude of the entire country.”315
What is being contested here is the means through which this is being done, “the violence that
our art would suffer by the establishing of a School of Fine Arts, which does not reclaim our
ancient traditions.”316 “New Arab art” cannot be revived “by imposing any foreign element upon
it” but instead must be allowed to go through “the natural succession of the various styles” much
like Western art has; “the points of culmination and phases of transition are easily recognized in
their progression.”317 Again the argument is framed here in terms of what is “natural” and what
is not; the fundamental problem with the way in which Arab art is being revived by the school is
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that it goes against the “natural succession” involved in the development from one artistic
style to another. Instead what we are faced with is a foreign “imposition,” a violent act that does
not take into account “tradition” and “race.” Art is seen not as something that is produced by a
particular “race” or “tradition” but rather something that is innate to it. Meddling with it is
unnatural and therefore can only have negative results; ultimately “introducing this foreign
element into Arab art, far from reviving it, would irrevocably distort and destroy it.”318 Its
survival seems to depend on an unblemished purity.
The report finally puts forward the following conclusion: “We think to have
demonstrated that the Egyptian School of Fine Arts is a utopia as it is. What our country needs
are classes to perfect the decorative arts which are still in existence on the one hand, such as
carpentry, mosaics and forgery, and the renewal of those which have ceased to exist on the other
hand, such as glass works, pottery, book binding, and many others. A school founded on this
premise could very well be called “The Egyptian School of Decorative Arts.”319 The report calls
for a pragmatic rather than an utopian approach. Instead of “imposing” a fine arts tradition where
none has previously existed, and where students have none of the “natural disposition” nor the
“preliminary level of knowledge,” it is more productive to “perfect the decorative arts” that still
exist and renew those that no longer do. Here “renewal” is understood as being primarily focused
on previously existent traditions rather than the introduction of new or “foreign” elements.
Ultimately the report outlines and reinforces what we have noticed about the school’s
mission from the outset, namely that it is based on two-pronged approach that simultaneously
involves introducing students to a western fine arts tradition while also attempting to revive local
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artistic traditions (defined here primarily as “Arab”). Whether or not this is “a self-defeating
contradiction” as the report adamantly states, remains to be seen. Regardless, what is evident in
both the approach of the School and the report’s critique of it, is that what Egyptian art should
be, in its modern reiteration, depends on an understanding and translation of the past; students
are not merely being educated in a set of skills, but also in how to relate to these skills.

XIII: Conclusion
In this chapter I have been concerned with reexamining the SFA, an institution that is
repeatedly identified as responsible for the development of modern art in Egypt, yet one that has
been severely understudied. Rather than focus on the individual character of the school’s patron
Prince Yusuf Kamal, I have tried to situate this institution within the wider field of cultural
production, arguing that the school and its mandate reflect much of the contestation around
education during the early-twentieth century. Through a close reading the debates surrounding
the school’s establishment, and the evaluation of its successes and failures, we realize that this
was an institution invested in more than educating students in a set of techniques; it was involved
in producing the “artist” as a new social and professional category, while also formulating an
understanding of what constitutes modern Egyptian art. These two aspects of its mission are
closely intertwined; students are educated to become artists who have a taste for their national art
and are consequently encouraged to produce work inspired by it. Much of the tension
surrounding understandings of modern Egyptian art is the result of struggles over defining an
Egyptian past, and an Egyptian art history. Reading the school through these debates situates it
within the prevalent discourses of the Nahda and connects it to the educational history of the
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period. We come to understand that what is being negotiated is a modern national identity
through the delineation of a national past.
Chapter Three
“The Message of Art and Good Taste”: Art Criticism and Sawt el-Fannan
I: Introduction
In his introduction to Fi Ta’rikh al-Funun al-Jamila, Samir Gharib poses a series of
interconnected questions with which he has long grappled, and that eventually prompted the
writing of this book: “When did Arabs discover the writing of the history and criticism of the
fine arts [ta’rikh wa-naqd al-funun al-jamila]?” he asks. “And how? What has the true
relationship between religion in the Arab world and the fine arts been over the years? Who were
the first historians and critics? What was the relationship of a number of the great Egyptian
writers to the fine arts, and what was their opinion of them? What was the effect of this on the
fine arts here, and on Arab culture in general?”320 With this line of questioning in mind, Gharib
presents us with one of the few existent studies in Arabic that directly addresses the development
of art criticism in the Arab world, although the focus ultimately ends up being Egypt rather than
the region at large, a choice that Gharib later justifies. Both in terms of the kinds of questions it
raises and the sources through which it uses to answer them, this study is an illuminating
departure point for thinking about the place of art criticism within the larger field of Egyptian
intellectual history.
Fi Ta’rikh al-Funun al-Jamila opens with a lengthy overview, that begins with a few
examples of false starts in the writing of Arab art history and criticism, before moving on to three
320
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specific regional examples: Iraq, Tunisia, and Egypt. This is then followed by a brief and
rather haphazard detour into a general survey of the development of western, largely French and
Italian, art history. Gharib answers his own questions, or least the first two, fairly quickly; a few
paragraphs into this overview, he promptly and neatly summarizes his evaluation of the Arab
context: “In any case, we can respond to the question by saying, there was no writing of the
history of the arts in the scientific sense [al-ma‘na al-‘ilmi]––not world (western), nor Arab, nor
Islamic [art]––before the twentieth century in the Arab world in Arabic. There was in fact some
kind of conversation [naw‘ min al-hadith] about Islamic arts at different periods but not the
writing of history.”321 Later he reiterates this point and elaborates on his reading, specifically
with regards to the Egyptian case, when he presents us with a narrative that at this point has
become quite familiar:
Egypt preceded the entire world in creating fine and applied arts [fi ibda‘ al-funun
al-jamila wa-l-tatbiqiyya]. . . since the first years of its civilization in a time before
dynasties. But the Egyptian art movement stopped after the Islamic conquest in the most
important fields of art, those being painting [al-taswir], drawing [al-rasm] and sculpture
[al-naht]. Interest shifted to other forms of art.
Then the art movement returned to Egypt––after a cessation that lasted around
thirteen centuries––associated with European modern art in terms of the forms and the
artistic directions, and expressing the Egyptian reality and imagination in terms of the
subject matter, and this as we clarified is since the beginning of the twentieth century.
Therefore Egypt did not know the writing of art history or criticism until after the
beginnings of modern art [al-fann al-hadith] and this was in the twentieth century, not
even the writing of the history and criticism of Egyptian or Arab Islamic arts themselves.
In fact the West began to be interested in the writing of the history of our arts and
studying them before us!! But the fair, objective observation is also that the beginning of
the movement of writing art history and criticism in Egypt was not far behind the
beginnings of the introduction of modern art itself. It was much more prevalent in Egypt
than in other countries in the Arab world that witnessed the beginning of modern art. We
see the publishing of books and a criticism movement in the second half of the twentieth
century that we do not see the likes of [elsewhere]. Therefore, it is natural that we focus
on it [Egypt] in this book.322
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For Gharib, the writing of art history and criticism is a product of the modern period,
a period he identifies as being specifically connected to European colonial presence and
influence. Therefore, any earlier “conversation” about Islamic arts is not considered to be on a
par with “the writing of history of the arts in the scientific sense.”323 There is an emphasis here
on what qualifies as “the writing of art history,” with verbal “conversation about Islamic arts”
begin juxtaposed with the “scientific” approach of western European studies. Thus, it is only
with the advent of “modern art” in the twentieth century, and the return of “the most important
fields of art,” namely “painting, drawing and sculpture,” that art history and criticism begin to
develop regionally, thriving in Egypt in particular.324 That the notion of the “scientific” features
so prominently in Gharib’s understanding of art history and criticism is not coincidental; it is a
configuration which can be traced to the earliest writings on artistic production as will become
evident throughout this chapter. Similarly, the anxiety about the lack of art history and criticism
in the Arab world that prompts Gharib to take on this project is almost a century old.
Following this initial overview, the remainder of Gharib’s book focuses on summaries of
the thoughts of a number of leading Arab (read Egyptian) intellectuals and cultural figures on the
fine arts––ranging from Muhammad ‘Abduh, to Taha Husayn (1889-1973),325 to ‘Abbas al-
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‘Aqqad (1889-1964),
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to Muhammad Nagi––and ends with a collection of primary sources,

a reproduction of a text by each featured author that is considered to be representative of their
writing on the subject.327 Gharib’s selection is noteworthy for several reasons. Firstly, in terms of
the range of contributors it is demonstrative of the broad spectrum of figures, including religious
thinkers, journalists, educators, public intellectuals, and artists who wrote on the fine arts in the
early decades of the twentieth century and reveals something about how (and by whom) art
criticism was being conceptualized during this period. However, also significant is that, with a
couple of exceptions, Gharib restricts his selection to articles from the Egyptian periodical alRisala [The Message]328 which along with al-Thaqafa [Culture]329 was “one of the most
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influential literary journals of 1930s and 1940s”
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but has historically taken quite

conservative, and sometimes even reactionary, positions of the artistic production.331 Given the
literary focus of al-Risala, it is therefore not surprisingly that many of the figures that Gharib
includes as the foremost art historians and critics were for the most part concerned with literary
criticism. With the exception of Nagi, who he was first and foremost an artist,332 none of the
included authors were exclusively or even primarily involved in the fine arts. In fact what we see
all too often is a mere extension of critics’ approach and ideas about literature and/or cultural
history to include the fine arts, as if there were little difference between the two aside from
medium.333 The inclusion of the blind “Dean of Arabic Letters” is perhaps the most telling
example of this approach, and alerts us to a particular understanding of what art criticism was
(and perhaps continues to be) and purposes it was intended to fulfill.334 The piece Gharib
includes by Husayn is on Mukhtar following his death335 and he explains his selection by
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clarifying that here Husayn acts neither “a critic nor an art historian” but instead as someone
who is engaged in a philosophy of art that explores “the relationship between art and the society
it develops in.”336 He further elaborates that because Taha Husayn was who he was, “he “saw” in
the work of art and its creator what the observer (seer) should see: the society’s or nation’s
reflection [in‘ikas al-mujtama‘ aw al-watan] in the artist’s works.”337 Gharib’s observation here
reveals much about his understanding of the focus of art writing and is reflected repeatedly in his
selection; time and again the central concern in the articles he includes is the place and role of art
and the artists in society, with the usual assigned role being that of a “society’s or nation’s
reflection.” In this sense Gharib’s sample is quite representative broader historical trends in
Egyptian art history.
I began this chapter with a discussion of Gharib’s text because, both in scope and content,
it gives us a good sense of the ways in which writing about art has been framed since the earlytwentieth century. In this chapter, I am concerned with a similar set of questions to those raised
by Gharib at the beginning of his study, or rather I am interested in the very posing and framing
of these questions by Gharib and his selected interlocutors. In other words, what were some of
the questions that the writers of Egyptian art history, but more specifically art criticism, trying to
address during the field’s earliest incarnations, and what can these questions tell us about the
imagined place for art criticism, and by extension, its object of study, artistic production, within
Egyptian society. In the first part of this chapter I map out some of the recurring concerns that
come to define the field of art criticism. I use the term “art criticism” [al-naqd al-fanni]
throughout this chapter in keeping with the writings of the “critics” themselves. However I
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would like to suggest, as will become apparent throughout the chapter, that what is being
referred to here is something different than what the term might indicate in a modern or
contemporary Western context. While there is often a pretense in these writings that modern art
[al-fann al-hadith] or the fine arts [al-funun al-jamila] are something very specifically defined,
the range of material included under the rubric of “art criticism” would suggest otherwise.
Instead we find quite an expansive understanding of the field of art history and criticism as
understood by intellectuals in the early decades of the twentieth century. This inclusivity I
suggest is reflective of the understood purpose of the field of study itself. In other words, as
several of the critics clearly state, writing on the fine arts is largely seen as part of the project of
providing Egyptians with a wider education, an essential component in their civilizational
development, rather than a critical engagement with the artistic production or with the artist
him/herself. Despite claims made to the contrary, what critical engagement exists tends to be
framed in terms of an interrogation of the purported “message” of the artwork.
The majority of this chapter is dedicated a particular case study, an examination of the
periodical Sawt el-Fannan,338 a monthly review of the arts that was first established in May 1950
under the editorial supervision and financing of Muhammad Sidqi al-Jabakhanji (1910-1993) and
was in continuous circulation for thirty-three months.339 Despite being somewhat short-lived,
Sawt el-Fannan is consistently referenced by subsequent literature on Egyptian art history as the
first publication of its kind, that is “the first monthly magazine for the fine arts,” a claim the
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I will be focusing in this chapter on the first three volumes of the publication, from May 1950-December 1951,
when it was at its most robust.
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While there was a renewed

interest on the part of the press in writing about the fine arts following the Second World War,
what preceded the publication of Sawt el-Fannan in terms of “art criticism” largely came in the
form of features or reviews either in daily newspapers such as al-Ahram and al-Akhbar, or in
weekly and monthly periodicals such al-Hilal,341 Ruz Yusuf,342 al-Siyasa al-Usbu'iyya,343 alMajalla al-Jadida,344 al-Risala, and al-Thaqafa.345 As we know, writing about the fine arts in the
mainstream press was well in place by the 1950s; as mentioned in the previous chapter, the first
exhibition ‘review’ was published in al-Muqtataf in March 1897. However, there is a difference
between “a general cultural journal” such as the examples listed above and “a magazine for the
arts.” In her study of Egyptian literary journals, Elisabeth Kendall identifies a similar difference
within the literary field, pointing out that “general cultural journals tended to lack a specific
sense of duty within the literary field; their literary content was of the tried and tested nature
340
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rather than experimental, intended to respond to popular demand rather than to provoke
debate.”346 While the parallels between literary and artistic journals are not exact, with Sawt elFannan we see certainly see that “specific sense of duty” to introduce readers to the fine arts
which Kendall highlights as an important difference; there is a conscious shift in focus, indeed
one that is repeatedly voiced by contributors, toward the “fine arts” as a field of “research” and
study, although as previously mentioned, the scope and definition of this field remained quite
loose.
I chose to focus on Sawt el-Fannan in this chapter for a number of reasons: firstly in
claiming to be a specialized journal, it is involved in defining the contours of its field. Through a
close examination of the journal’s editorial vision, we gain a greater sense of the stakes involved
for its contributors. Whereas in the previous chapter, we observed how the Egyptian artist’s
education was envisioned with an interest in producing a particular understanding of Egyptian
past and present, here I consider how public taste, “good taste,” was being shaped through
writings on the fine arts. As Bourdieu reminds us, “the ‘eye’ is a product of history reproduced
through education.”347 Sawt el-Fannan as a clear educational mission; in its pages we find the
most coherent articulation of the overarching investment in art history and criticism as a means
of educating Egyptian eyes, training them to see and appreciate in a specific set of ways. Perhaps
most importantly we are able to read these discussions within the context of a wider class crisis,
one in which an increasingly marginalized and alienated elite is attempting to assert its authority
and relevance through cultural capital. The desire on the part of Sawt el-Fannan’s contributors to
educate and refine Egyptian public taste is ultimately fueled by both a fear and distrust of the
346
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Egyptian public and a need to assert control at a moment when their position of authority is
failing.

II: “The Mission of Art History”
In their history of Egyptian art, Iskandar, al-Malakh, and al-Sharuni dedicate a chapter to
different venues for writing about art. Here they describe art criticism as “the other face to the
visual arts movement for just as the arts progressed, gained an audience and, the number of
artists multiplied so there appeared a need for criticism, the number of critics increased, the
space specializing in publishing about the fine arts increased, and photographs were printed as
examples of them [the fine arts] in the different media outlets. Art and criticism are two sides of
the same coin, exchanging in influence [al-ta’thir] and being influenced [al-ta’athur] and they
move together according to the public’s response to or their refrain from seeing, following and
acquiring works of arts.”348 We are presented here with an interdependent relationship between
art and criticism, in which the latter becomes a means through which the former is popularized
and gains an audience.
Beginning in the early-twentieth century there is much discussion amongst intellectuals
about the place of art in Egyptian society and by extension the role of art critic. We therefore see
many of the leading thinkers from this period extending their general outlook on questions of
how to address the problems facing Egyptian society to encompass the arts so that it becomes
part of their larger civilizational discourse, always framed in teleological terms For example,
Qasim Amin (1865-1908)349 repeatedly asserts Egyptian inferiority vis-à-vis their European
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counterparts; for him there is a different link between progress and morality Egyptians have
failed at both: “Europe is ahead of us in every way” and it may be “comforting to think that
while they are materially better than us we are morally better, but this is not true. The Europeans
are morally more advanced…”350 Amin approaches the question of the fine arts as part of the
broader pattern of deterioration: “It is possible that the biggest reason for the decline of the
Egyptian nation [inhitat al-umma al-misriyya] is its lagging behind in the fine arts, acting,
painting, and music. These arts, with their different themes, all aim for one goal, that is teaching
the soul to love beauty and perfection [tarbiyat al-nafs ‘ala hub al-jamal wa-l-kamal].
Neglecting it [the fine arts] is a deficiency in refining the senses and feelings [tahdhib al-hawass
wa-l-shu‘ur].”351 Similarly, Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid (1872-1963)352––who “mould[ed] the moral
consciousness of the Egyptian nation”353 through his writings in the influential journal, alJarida––wrote at great length on the defects of the Egyptian national character.354 This flawed
national character was partly shaped by the Egyptian disinterest in the fine arts, consequently

al-Mar’a (1899) and al-Mar’a al-Jadida (1900), in which he called for the education of Egyptian women, up to the
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“their minds were way ahead of their tastes because we have not included the fine arts in our
academy”355
Thought many of these writings there is a repeated assertion that an interest in the writing
of art history was indicative of the refinement of a society. According to al-Jabakhanji, “a
concern with the history of art as an organized study has the greatest effect in the progress of art
education and refining artists’ taste, the progressive development of their talents and aptitude [alirtiqa’ bi mawahibhum wa-malakathum] by which they are distinguished in order to be creative,
outstanding artists. This cannot be made possible except by making use of a detailed presentation
life’s developments and knowing the factors that led to its revival and decline and understanding
the efforts that artists made for the sake of this development.”356
Ahmad Musa (1916-92)357 in a September 1948 article in al-Risala defines “the mission
of art history” as “the scientific survey [al-isti‘rad al-‘lmi] of its [art’s] growth, development,
progress and influence and on the basis of general history with the application of basic rules from
other sciences. Since the scientific method in general history is to divide it [history] into the three
known parts, ancient [al-qadim] middle [al-mutawassit] and modern [al-hadith], the history of
art, being as I have mentioned, a survey of the growth of art and its development, defers to the
same principle for the sake of simplicity and to find the firm connection between general history
and art history, considering that artistic production [al-intaj al-fanni] is the true measure of
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Musa presents us with a very teleological approach to history and by

extension, art history; in the same way that art mirrors civilization, or is the “true measure” of it,
so too art history parallels the “general history” of a nation.

III: Education, Science and Art
One of the recurrent concerns surrounding artistic production was an educational one;
much of the art history and criticism produced during this period reflected a preoccupation with
the ways in which the fine arts can be instructive and beneficial on a number of levels, often with
the intention of justifying the continued pursuit of representational art forms. Numerous journal
articles appear on what is meant by “art” [fann] as opposed to science [‘ilm] and where it is that
the two overlap. While the former is repeatedly seen as being connected with emotions and
imagination, the latter is firmly associated with the mind and logic, such a binary is recognized
as being rather limited. Muhammad Husayn Haykal maps out some of the tensions between alfann [art] and al-‘ilm [science] points out in this article entitled “al-Fann wa-l-Fannan” [Art and
the Artist]
People’s discussion about art today differs from the discussions of their predecessors. For
not long ago, people used to talk about the fine arts [al-funun al-jamila] as sculpture [alnaqsh] and painting [al-taswir] and music [al-musiqa]. It did not occur to anyone that
literature [al-adab] or theater [al-tamthil al-masrahi] or political and economic matters
[al-’mur al-siyasiyya wa-l-iqtisadiyya] could be put under the heading of art. But today
people’s outlook has changed and the conversation about art now is opposed to the
conversation about science [‘ilm]. For art is what is not science and science seeks
nothing more than to learn about rules of the universe through observation, comparison
and classification in order to discover these rules. Every work of art that does not have
this goal is placed under the protection of the science of art [‘ilm al-fann] and is
considered art. Those responsible for these works that are not primarily and specifically
intended for the discovering the secret of the universe and its truths, big and small, are the
men of art [rijal al-fann] and its patrons. This is my opinion is a differentiation that
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combines some ambiguity on the one hand and cannot be considered an exhaustive
definition on the other. To show this we should mentioned that among these works there
are those that purely artistic [fanni baht] and those that purely scientific [‘ilmi baht] and
there are those that waver between science and art and those that mix science with art.
The fine arts are of these purely artistic works that people agree on from time of old.
Works of sculpture, painting, and music are all collectively purely artistic except if the
intention is toward a scientific goal such as drawing the human body anatomically for the
benefit of the science of medicine or sculpting a statue for the same purpose. There is in
drawing and sculpture for this purpose a great wealth of art due to the ability of the
painter or sculpture.359”
That art has a useful function, one that serves in the furthering of scientific knowledge, seems to
be crucial here and echoes ‘Abduh’s earlier remarks about art being “one of the best educational
methods.” Such forms of art are in a sense “whole” in that they both have a “purely artistic
effect” and serve a “scientific purpose.”
The whole-ness of such artistic production allows it to form something of a bridge
between itself and “knowledge.” For as Qasim Amin is quoted as saying in an article discussing
the role of women in the arts, “Learning [al-‘ilm] informs us of the truth and this art [painting]
makes it appealing to us because it shows it to us in a more complete form that the creator of the
art imagines, so encouraging our tendency towards perfection.”360

IV: “Don’t Hesitate!”
Upon opening the first issue of Sawt el-Fannan, we are immediately greeted by a large
photograph of a European-looking woman in her mid-twenties sitting at a desk or table,
pensively holding a pen against her cheek with one hand and a sheet of paper in the other,
perhaps poised to write. But instead she tilts her head, lost in thought. In the left-hand corner of
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the photograph, the boxed caption addresses her: “Don’t hesitate! Write to us with the kind of
artistic culture [naw‘ al-thaqafa al-fanniyya] that you want to know about so that we can present
it to you in the next issue.”361
Why are we immediately greeted by this image on the journal’s opening page and how
are we to understand it? What can we learn from this introduction and can it tell us something
about the way in which Sawt el-Fannan thought of its self-image and its (assumed) readership?
Looking more closely at the photograph, we notice specific details that perhaps point to some of
its intended purposes. The woman is young, and what would be considered ‘modern’ looking.
She is wearing a short-sleeved dress. Her hair is combed back, her makeup is simple, her lips are
glossed with a deep, dark lipstick. She is attractive but within the appropriate boundaries of
modesty. Her appearance is that of a professional middle-class woman. If one had to guess her
occupation, one could assume that she is a teacher, secretary, or possibly a housewife. She is
clearly literate, in fact more than literate, she is most probably fairly well educated for she is
someone who is able to make the choice to sit down and write a letter. [It is perhaps worth noting
that after its first anniversary Sawt el-Fannan goes from being produced entirely in Arabic to
becoming a bilingual publication that included translations of its contents into French, a move to
which I will return to later. I mention it here merely to point to the assumed level of literacy and
even bilingualism of at least some of the readership.] If we are to take the young woman’s pose
in the photograph literally, she is thoughtful and is considering putting her thoughts on paper.
She has ideas and opinions that she thinks about sharing with others, and her ideas are clearly
deemed worthwhile by the editors as the caption which hangs above her head, almost like a
speech bubble, indicates. Sawt el-Fannan, she is reassured, is interested in what she thinks, or
361
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more specifically what she wants to learn about, and promises to cater to those interests and
provide her with the knowledge she requires. That she is interested in arts and culture is of
course taken for granted; she is merely being asked to identify the particular areas that appeal to
her.
We are presented here with a portrait of (one of) Sawt el-Fannan’s imagined readers, the
targeted audience: a young, modern, educated woman, interested in the arts and eager to learn.
The choice of a woman is noteworthy, suggesting that while one might expect men to be
educated, cultured and interested in knowing more about the arts, in this day and age, the modern
woman is equally curious and her interests should be supported.362 Moreover, as will become
increasingly apparent, a considerable amount of the content of the journal is targeted toward a
female readership, raising interesting questions about the ways in which specific aspects of taste
were being formulated along gendered terms. It would seem that there is a conscious desire on
the part of the journal to foster a set of aesthetic sensibilities among women, with a repeated
trope being that good taste begins in the home so to speak, something I will explore in greater
detail later in the chapter.363 What is significant here is that the young woman is not presented as
a passive reader of the journal, instead she is invited to be an active participant in the shaping of
its content, to act simultaneously as a producer and consumer by embarking on a collaborative
project with the editors of Sawt el-Fannan. In a way she is being called upon to self-monitor, to
take responsibility for her artistic education, to be aware of the topics that she is interested in and
are not being addressed by the journal and to express these wishes to the editors. [One cannot
362
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help but noticed something of a tension here: this request assumes a degree of prior
knowledge on the part of the reader; she needs to already be aware of “the kind of artistic
culture” she is interested in in order to ask for more information about it. If the claim of Sawt elFannan is that it is the first publication of its kind and as such it is filling a huge void, one
wonders where this reader would have become acquainted with the knowledge she is missing.]
While the journal might be concerned with shaping its readers’ tastes in specific ways, it chooses
to present its mission as an inclusive one in which its audience are fundamental to its formulation
and eventual success.

V: Breaking Ground and Writing Records
This tone and approach is echoed and developed in “Kalimat al-Tahrir” [Editorial Note]
on the opposite page, in which the reader is specifically identified and “hailed” into his/her
subject position and the collaboration is further cemented. The note maps out the relationship
between artist, art critic, and reader as seen by Sawt el-Fannan, identify the role and
responsibility of each. Since it sets the tone for future issues, it is worth examining in its entirety
here.
In the name of God we begin, and to him we turn, and on him we rely, and under
the protection of the magnificent Faruq’s throne we publish the first pages of our fight.
For a long term wish has been realized and the dream has become a tangible reality.
My dear reader, this here between your hands is the first issue of the magazine
Sawt el-Fannan and it is the first magazine of its kind to be published in Egypt or even
the entire Arab East, for it researches [tabhath fi al-funun al-jamila] the fine arts and
those are the figurative arts [al-funun al-shakliyya] which occupy a material existence,
visible and tangible. They [the fine arts] reveal to successive generations what nations
have attained on the road to progress [ruqiy] and perfection [al-kamal]. They immortalize
over time the brilliance of thought [lawami‘ al-fikr] and the sentiments of the soul
[khawalij al-nafs] and what is revealed about the human soul over the long stages of its
history. The topic of conversation about figurative arts [al-funun al-shakliyya]––and they
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are painting [al-taswir], sculpture [al-naht], architecture [al-bina’], and
ornamentation [al-zakhrafa]––is infinite and each has it rules and subdivisions.
The Egyptian artist has been patient for decades, in a constant struggle, waiting
for the publication of these pages to record his activities and to connect him with his
fellow citizens directly. This makes it easier for him to deliver his message, [ada’
risalatahu] which he believes in and strives for, with reassurance and confidence, once
the people [al-sha‘b] become connoisseurs of it [dhawwaqan laha].
Beauty [al-jamal] is one of the characteristics of the arts [al-funun] that effects the
soul [al-nafs] and cultivates in individuals a sincere, pure, national temperament. For
unity in feelings [shu‘ur] and unity in temperament between a nation’s individuals is the
basis of an artistic revival [nahdat al-funun] and the arts are the symbol [ramz] of the
glory of nations and their progress and a reflection of their civilization [mir’at
hadaratha].
Westerners have known that artistic culture does not come to a people except via
journalism that has respectable criticism, sound guidance, ideal goals and purpose. What
puts us Easterners in need of an artistic newspaper at this time, when the East is the
cradle of knowledge and the first source of the arts and sciences [al-funun wa-l-‘ulum]? It
is so that we have assistance in delivering our message, for the sake of a revival
befitting the era of the magnificent Faruq, may God extend his reign and strengthen his
throne.
My dear reader, Sawt el-Fannan is calling to you, so work with us in
supporting the future of an ancient nation in the arts [sha‘b ‘ariq fi al-funun] and know
that it is a step that will be followed by other steps, God willing, and trust that the artist is
always at your service.364
Such “manifesto-like opening editorials” were not unusual beginnings for new journals
during this period; Kendall points to the ways in which they often “revealed certain shared
objectives: to renew culture (tajdid), to enrich it and enlighten readers (tathqif). In introducing
the new (al-jadid), they also show concern to nurture the nation’s roots, whether emphasized as
Egyptian or Islamic-Arab.”365 We certainly see similar objectives echoed in Sawt el-Fannan’s
editorial note particularly the combination of tajdid and tathqif while simultaneously striving to
build on connections with the past. The editorial note for the first issue is on the whole quite
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representative of the tone and content of the notes in the issues that follow, if anything it is
remarkable to the degree to which the same central issues and concerns are repeated and
reiterated from one issue to the next, revealing a continued uneasiness about the place of the
journal.
First and foremost, we are repeatedly reminded throughout the editorial note of both the
urgent need for such a publication and the groundbreaking nature of the project itself. There
seems to be a celebration of Egyptian artistic production and a simultaneous anxiety about its
chances of survival. The editorial note pushes the Sawt el-Fanan’s importance by presenting us
with a narrative consisting of a series of firsts: this is the “first pages” of the “first issue” of the
“first magazine of its kind,” both locally and regionally. Sawt el-Fannan claims to be the first
and only publication dedicated entirely to “fine arts;” rather than merely featuring occasional (or
even regular) articles on the “fine arts” as its predecessors might have done, this journal takes on
the task of “research[ing] the fine arts” and focusing on them exclusively, a responsibility for
which it alone bears the brunt.366
Sawt el-Fannan specifically identifies its subject matter as artistic production that has “a
material existence, visible and tangible” namely “painting, sculpture, architecture and
ornamentation,”367 and as such attempts to mark out a field of study for itself. [Whether the
journal adheres to its stated mission and the parameters it sets remains to be seen; for now I wish
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to examine the contours it initially lays out.] The founding of a journal is seen as essential to
the development of this field of study as well as to the survival and success of the modern
Egyptian art scene at large; there is a symbiotic relationship between the journal, as an apparatus
that documents and evaluates, and the growth and development of this incipient artistic
movement. This assertion is certainly not unique to Egyptian art context, for as educational
historian Roger Geiger points out, “the formation of a national association with its attendant
central journal” is considered to be the “single crucial point in the process of academic
professionalization.”368 While Geiger is thinking here specifically about the structure of the
American academy, his pinpointing of the importance of journals (albeit as specifically
connected to an association) is instructive when understanding the networks and apparatus
needed to bring (clearly defined) fields of study into existence. Here we see that the contributors
to Sawt el-Fannan are placing the same kind of emphasis and importance on the role of the
journal in establishing and legitimizing their field.
The notion of “research” [tabhath] is important in this regard; it places the journal within
a much more academic framework, giving the enterprise a certain weight and gravitas, and
suggesting that it is part of the cataloging of art history in “the scientific sense” [al-ma‘na al‘ilmi], to borrow Gharib’s terminology. It is certainly not the editors alone that appreciate the
importance of this methodological approach; the artist’s anxious need to have someone “record
his activities” would certainly suggest that there is a desire to gather information and archive it in
a particular way, the goal being to collect and produce the material for a written history, in “the
scientific sense,” of this visual (arts) movement. [There is an interesting intersection here
368
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between two kinds of physical “material” bodies of the work, the visual fine arts and the
written text, almost as if the latter grants greater legitimacy to the former, or at least makes it
more accessible to a wider audience.]369 The urgency of the publication, we are told, comes from
the needs of the Egyptian artist himself; after decades of silent but hopeful patience, “in a
constant struggle, waiting for the publishing of these pages,” the time has come for him to finally
be able to have someone “record his activities and to connect him with his fellow citizens.”370 It
is in this notion of the “record[ing]” of the artist’s activities that a distinction, although perhaps
ultimately an artificial and untenable one, appears between the artist and the critic. The
suggestion is made that the artist alone cannot achieve the desired goal of communicating with
his countrymen; instead he needs a publication such as this one to mediate, translate, to make a
connection for him with “his fellow citizens.” In this way Sawt el-Fannan’s first issue represents
the realization of “a long-term wish;” “the dream has become a tangible reality” for both artist
and critic.371

VI: The Sacred Message of Art
Here we begin to get a sense of the dovetailing missions of the artist and the art critic.
The former has a “message” he needs to “deliver” to “his fellow citizens,” and the latter provides
him with “assistance in delivering” this message, “our message” [emphasis added]. However, the
roles are not always as clearly defined as is first suggested, and towards the end of the editorial
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note we notice that the origin and nature of “the message” has shifted from belonging
exclusively to the artist, from being the thing “that he believes in and strives for,” to becoming
the shared message of both the artist and the art critic (and perhaps an even larger community,
including the reader). This gradual distortion of the source of the message is similarly reflected
in the title of the journal; it is never entirely clear whose “voice” we are hearing. On the one
hand, the title would have us believe that the voice comes from the artist himself; it is his words,
that we are reading, his voice that we are hearing on the pages of the journal. If this is the case,
what are we to make of the intervention of the critic, which is presented not merely as desirable
but indeed necessary? For “the Egyptian artist has been patient for decades, in a constant
struggle, waiting for the publication of these pages to record his activities and to connect him
with his fellow citizens directly.”372 In other words, the artist is presented as dependent on the
critic to translate his activities into written records for readers.373 However, it is unclear where
the critic’s voice ends, and the artist’s begins, especially when the two are conflated in a single
“message.” [This is perhaps reflective of the doubling up of artists as critics, as mentioned earlier
and will become more evident shortly when we look at the contents of the journal, making the
patient wait of the artist all the more surprising, since it is ultimately artists that write the history
of art.] Once more the editorial note betrays a sense of anxiety; the artist has not been able to
reach his “fellow citizens,” to make his “message” heard and understood by a greater public. The
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journal and its contributors are intended to bring the artist out of his isolation and connect
him with a wider audience.
One way of doing this seems to be by emphasizing the importance and urgency of the
“message,” as well as its popular appeal and reach. One cannot therefore help but notice the
religious, almost messianic, undertones connected with the choice of the word risala [message]
that appears time and again in reference to the task of art and the artist. The latter’s patient wait
parallels the eager anticipation of a prophetic messenger that is finally answered. For example,
the editorial note in the November 1950 issue explains that as it goes into its second volume,
Sawt el-Fannan has met with great enthusiasm from readers, particularly professors and students
from the art academies, “many [of whom] responded to the call, the call of hearts that believe in
their sacred message [nida’ qulub mu’mina bi risalatiha al-muqadasa], the message of art and
good taste [risalat al-fann wa-l-dhawq al-salim]”374 Certainly the religious qualities of the
message are highlighted here, and one cannot help but feel that the pursuit of “good taste” is an
“sacred” endeavor, one which must be undertaken with faith. Six issues later, we are reminded
again of the “call” from earlier editorial notes, for as we are told “the message of the arts is
eternal [risalat al-funun hiya risala abadiyya].”375 This “message of the arts” seems fairly broad
in scope: “It is a message that talks about everything dyed/tinted with the dyes of art,
characterized by beauty [al-jamal].”376 Beginning with the opening editorial note, Sawt elFannan’s “message” is one that is “sacred” and “eternal” and concerned with the pursuit of
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beauty. It is both timeless and transcendent, capable of bringing people across a broad
spectrum together.

VII: Art, Nation, Civilization
Through looking at the editorial notes we begin to realize the ambitious scale of the task
of the fine arts and its enormous scope. First, “they reveal to successive generations what nations
have attained on the road to progress and perfection. They immortalize over time the brilliance of
thought and the sentiments of the soul and what has been revealed about the human soul over the
long stages of its history.”377 The fine arts it would seem act as a register of the intellectual and
spiritual achievements of a society. They are the barometer of “progress” and “perfection” that
can be read by “successive generations” as an indicator of their predecessors achievements. The
editorial note the marking the six-month issue of Sawt el-Fannan states this notion even more
clearly: “the arts are the “thermometer” of the nation’s civilization [hadarat al-sha‘b] and artistic
culture [al-thaqafa al-fanniyya] is the nourishment of the mind and the stimulus for thought and
contemplation.”378 The second task for the fine arts is equally imposing for we are told that
through their “beauty,” “they effect[s] the soul and cultivate[s] in individuals a sincere, pure,
national temperament.”379 The fine arts are presented here as both having the power to change
people (seemingly for the better) and to generate national sentiment and connection among them.
The assumption here seems to be that a shared aesthetic experience and sensibility will translate
into a shared nationalist sentiment, or that there is something of a symbiotic relationship between
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the two. On the one hand, the “unity in feelings…and temperament” between a nation’s
citizens inspires “an artistic revival” while on the other, this “artistic revival” represents national
“glory” and “progress.” The role of both the artist and the art critic is to generate and nurture this
at times fragile “artistic revival,” which in turn will foster national pride and unity. The artist and
the art critic are therefore situated at the center of this crucial process of connecting Egyptians to
each other, making them indispensable to the processes of national and civilizational progress,
for as we informed in another editorial note, “conversations about art are conversations about
intellectual and social development.”380
Throughout the editorial notes, we begin to see a great deal of overlap between the artist
and the art critic, however there are some differences in their roles. The former, through
producing his work, creates an object, an artwork, around which this desired “unity in
feelings…and temperament” can focus, while the rest is the responsibility of the critic; he must
create the atmosphere in which “artistic culture” can not only survive but thrive. He does so
namely through “respectable criticism, sound guidance, ideal goal and purpose,” which are
presented as the cornerstones of “artistic culture” and hence civilizational development,
something long recognized by Westerns.381 Through “research[ing] the fine arts” and
“record[ing] the activities,” the critic works to popularize art and make “the people become
connoisseurs.”382 Both work together, but from different angles, to shape and unify the taste of
the audience, “the people.” However the artist and the critic are not alone in this mission; “the
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people” themselves have a role to play. Much like the caption accompanying the photograph
on the first page, the artist and the art critic invite their reader to join them, to heed to their “call”
and embark with them on this arduous endeavor. “Sawt el-Fannan is calling to you,” they tell
their readers, calling them to take part in a project that bridges gaps, gaps between the artist and
“his fellow citizens,” between the past with “the future” by helping “an ancient nation” realize its
dream, and revive its arts. And so a triangle is formed between the three––artist, critic, reader––
in which each has a critical role to play––production, dissemination, appreciation. Each must
play their role in order for the revival to succeed and in a fashion “fitting for the era of the
magnificent Faruq.”383

VIII: The Voices behind Sawt el-Fannan
This reference to King Faruq at the end of the first editorial note is clearly significant; it
signals the sociopolitical space that the journal occupies and where it chooses to situate itself
within the cultural arena of the period. Taking a closer look at the regular contributors further
clarifies the Sawt el-Fannan’s position. The real force or “voice” behind the journal was alJabakhanji, who continued to serve as its editor and publisher throughout its three-year life span.
Iskandar, al-Malakh, and al-Sharuni comment that he invested a great deal of personal finances
and energy in this project384 A look at al-Jabakhanji’s personal trajectory is indicative of his
interests prior to establishing this publication and some of the ideas that maybe have informed its
outlook and editorial policy. Educated in Rome (1931) and Florence (1932-1939), al-Jabakhanji
began exhibiting his work as a painter in 1938. He continued to exhibit regularly throughout his
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life, but never focused exclusively on being an artist. Instead he held a number of teaching
and administrative positions; he was a professor of Art History at the Royal College for Applied
Arts and later at the College of Fine Arts in Alexandria.385 His career as an art critic began in
1933 with his contributions to daily and weekly newspapers and magazines in and he quickly
became one of the most active and prolific critics of his generation, writing about both Egyptian
and Western art in al-Hilal, al-Jihad, Kawkab al-Sharq [Star of the East, 1924-39], and alBalagh al-Usub‘i [The Weekly Report]. Following his tenure as editor of Sawt el-Fannan, alJabakhanji wrote for al-Akhbar newspaper before becoming the art critic first for al-Sha‘b then
al-Jumhuriyya (1956-74). He authored numerous publications, including a history of
Renaissance art entitled al-Taswir wa-l Naht fi al-Qarn al-Khamis ‘Ashr bi Italiya [Painting and
Drawing in 15th Century in Italy, 1939] and two translations of Italian art history (an interest
clearly shaped by his own art education), al-Hass al-Jamali [The Aesthetic Sense, 1979], Tarikh
al-Haraka al-Fanniyya fi Misr ila ‘am 1945 (1987); and ‘Ashu li-l-Fann [They Lived for Art,
1981]. He also translated the catalogue for the Muhammad Mahmud Khalil Museum386 from
French into Arabic.
As this brief biography illustrates al-Jabakhanji was well placed in academic artistic
circles in Egypt, and simultaneously wore several hats, that of artist, critic, professor, and
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administrator. He was by no means unique in this respect: we need only look at the table of
contents for the first issue of Sawt el-Fannan to see a pattern emerging; many of the contributors
occupy similar positions to al-Jabakhanji. For example, Muhammad Hassan, a painter, was part
of the School of Fine Arts’ first graduating class in 1910 and went on to teach in various art
establishments. He was also the Dean of the School of Applied Arts (1937) and the Higher
Institute of Fine Arts (1938-1941). As his byline states, in 1950 he served as a General
Supervisor for the Fine Arts in the Ministry of Education/Cultural Affairs.387 Ahmad Ahmad
Yusuf (1900-67) studied at Madrasat al-Sina‘at al-Zakhrafiyya [the School of Ornamental
Crafts, 1924) as well as the School of Fine Arts (1928). He taught at the School of Applied Arts
where he was also Dean for almost two decades (1937-54). He served as the Inspector for the
Fine Arts [Muraqib al-Funun al-Jamila] then General Supervisor [Mudir ‘Am] for the arts
(1955-61). He co-authored several books on the fine arts. Zaki Muhammad Hassan was the Dean
of the School of Arts in the Fu’ad I University. Other regular writers included Sa‘id al-Sadr
(1909–86), the pioneer ceramicist, whose contributions were second only to al-Jabakhanji. AlSadr had been student at the School of Fine Arts and then traveled to England to study painting
and ceramics.388 Upon returning he introduced ceramics studies to the School of Applied Arts as
well as establishing a ceramics center in Fustat to train potters. He also wrote extensively on
ceramics in Egypt while continuing to work as an artist, exhibiting regularly and his work was in
fact reviewed on several occasions in Sawt el-Fannan. Sawt el-Fannan’s noteworthy female
387
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contributor was Kawkab Yusuf (1909-2009), one of the first women to teach at al-Ma‘had
al-‘ali li Mu‘alimat al-Funun [the Higher Institute for Art Teachers] after studying painting and
drawing in London.389
As this list illustrates Sawt el-Fannan is reflective of a certain network of institutional
structures––including art schools, exhibition spaces, and museum collections––that had
developed over the previous half century, was well in place by the early 1950s and was
connected by a core group of artists who simultaneously acted as critics, administrators, and
teachers. Sawt el-Fannan becomes an additional branch in this network, and is very much linked
to the political as well as the art establishment.390 As mentioned above, the first editorial note
ends with much praise for King Faruq for his support and love of the arts. This is followed by the
first full-length article entitled “Al-Faruq kama ‘Araftahu” [King Faruq as I Knew Him] by
Ahmad Shafiq Zahir,391 the General Secretary of Fu’ad I University, and is primarily made up of
a series of anecdotes based on the author’s experiences with the King, beginning with their first
encounter in 1928, when he was still a prince, and intended to demonstrate the King’s positive
qualities, including his humility, piety, and his love for his people.392 Given the King’s
increasing unpopularity over the course of the 1940s––beginning with his capitulation to the
British ultimatum in February 1942, followed by the defeat of the Egyptian army in Palestine,
and further compounded by his consistent displays of debauchery and corruption––Sawt el389
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In their history of Egypt’s working class and the

development of the labor movement during the British occupation, Joel Beinin and Zachary
Lockman highlight the period following the Palestine war as one of “crisis” for the coalition of
class forces that ruled the country since the end of the First World War.394 They comment on the
shared positions of both the large landowners and the industrial bourgeois, specifically regarding
their same social conservatism and fear of the uncontrollable masses, be they peasants or
workers.395 Moreover, in its final years in power, the Wafd showed more respect for the
monarchy than any of its previous administrations, largely because they recognized that the
regime was in “deep crisis” and did not want to bring about its collapse.396 What we see with
Sawt el-Fannan is not only a clear articulation of class affiliation but more importantly there is a
consistent, underlying anxiety about the security and relevance of the political establishment and
by extension its associated cultural institutions.397
Time and again we see individuals from the political elite praised for their interest and
involvement in the cultural field, as a means of demonstrating their commitment to the larger
good. For example, again in the inaugural issue, directly following the article on Faruq, there is a
short note entitled “The Artist’s Tribute to Prince Yusuf Kamal” [Tahiyat al-Fannan ila al-Amir
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Yusuf Kamal] in which we are told that “every canvas and every statue that comes from
between an Egyptian artist’s hands” as well as “the appearance of this magazine that carries the
name Sawt el-Fannan” to name but a few, are all thanks to the generosity of the Prince, who did
not stop at the founding of the School and the establishment of scholarships but also continued to
personally fund the School until its position was secure.398 However the praise is by no means
unidirectional; the second issue begins with “Tarhib wa Ta’yid,” a note of praise for Sawt alFannan by Muhammad Mahmud Khalil and addressed to “the sons of our great nation.”399 He
concludes by expressing his “pride at the publication of Sawt el-Fannan and [his] hope that it
will have sustained progress in the service of the arts and spreading them [the arts] between
classes of people.”400 Here we see the mutual appreciation exchanged between the contributors to
Sawt el-Fannan and important figures within the cultural and political establishment. We also
notice a shared vision with regards to the importance of art and their relationship to it; this
creates the sense of an expanding community, supported and supporting the journal.
Similarly, Sawt el-Fannan’s news column, “Akhbar al-Fann,” would feature updates on
developments within the art establishment and the comings and goings of key figures––many of
whom are contributors to the journal––and some times going as far as including details of their
travels. For example, news in the June 1950 issue includes a donation of sixty oil paintings by
Muhammad Mahmud Khalil to the Museum of Modern Art, Muhammad Hasan Bey’s trip to
Italy to oversee the making of several bronze statues. Other announcements would include
information about forthcoming content in the journal itself. This was one of the many ways in
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which Sawt el-Fannan’s content was self referential, as a way of reiterating its importance
and desperately trying to establish its relevance within a local and more global context. [The
repeated emphasis on travel and the latter inclusion of a French language section in the journal
speak to an interest in a more international presence.] It a way the journal creates a scene, that it
deems as important and places itself at the heart of it.

IX: Inside Sawt el-Fannan
I would like to turn here to look at the broader content of the journal; while each issue
varied slightly, the material contained in Sawt el-Fannan can be loosely grouped into a number
of different categories, each with a particular educational bent. One quite distinct set of articles
are those concerned with the artist’s craft, that is focused on fostering certain technical skills
amongst readers results in a series of articles that are instructive in nature such as “al-Wajh
Muftah al-Nafs” [The Face is the Key to the Soul], “Kayfa Tarsum” [How to Draw] and “Kayfa
Tasnu‘ Suwra Zaytiyya” [How to Create an Oil Painting]. Each series explores a different aspect
of drawing or painting, and through these articles, often accompanied by images, encourage the
reader to not only to be an observer, a consumer of art, but to also train him or herself to be a
producer of art. It is not entirely clear who the audience for such training is––there is mention in
one editorial note about art students and teachers being appreciative readers of the journal––but
we certainly see a very specific and detailed approach to producing certain artworks. The stepby-step approach mirrors other in content in its rather formulaic approach. The writings on home
decoration, which I will discuss later come to mind.
Perhaps the most significant and substantial components of the journal are those focusing
on the history of art. It is worth emphasizing here that despite its earlier claims of dealing with
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the “fine arts,” the scope of the content of Sawt el-Fannan often blurs the boundaries of
categorizations. For example the dividing line between “fine arts” and “applied arts” often ceases
to exist in the hope of giving the readership the greatest wealth of information possible. This is
not to say that there is no hierarchy, discrepancies, or shortcomings in the selection process but
only to suggest that traditional disciplinary boundaries were often crossed in the name of what
was seen to be the larger goal of the magazine: educating the readership in “good taste” [aldhawq al-salim]
Where the boundaries remain quite rigid is in the geographical sense. Of the numerous
articles which can be categorized as providing the reader with an art history education can be
sub-divided beginning with those that feature “The Masterpieces,” mainly consisting of a
European canon, and often coming in the form of translated pieces such as the series “Min Qisas
‘Abaqirat al-Fann” [Stories from the Geniuses of Art]. These sections encompassed paintings,
literature, architecture, and even music. Another series traces different artistic movements
including expressionism, abstraction, and surrealism. It is here that we notice a consciously
separate grouping of “world art” in which art from non-Western contexts is explored, with a
particular interest in classical and contemporary art from India.401 Finally, there are numerous
articles on Egypt such as the regular feature “Tarikh al-Funun,” written by al-Jabakhanji, which
traces Egyptian art history in detail beginning with the Pharaohs, in a conscious effort to prove
that art is not “foreign” to Egyptians but instead is an integral part of their history. This seems to
be a crucial component of Sawt el-Fannan’s mission. Al-Jabakhanji states in his first installment
of “Tarikh al-Funun:” The East found out from the West in this modern age that the arts are the
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most accurate gauge to measure the progress of nations, and that in its study is the means to
knowing the psyche of these people and finding out what they look towards as their higher
example and that the East was ahead of the West thousands of years ago in their practice of the
arts.402 This emphasis on art as a scale by which to measure societies’ worth permeates every
aspect of the editorial vision behind Sawt el-Fannan; a central aspect of being a member of a
progressive nation and modern civilization is having a love and appreciation of the arts.

X: Useful Art and Domestic Bliss
This is evidenced by many of the articles that pertain to the applied arts. “Khitabat
Nafi’a” [Useful Notes], a series by Sa‘id al-Sadr examines different forms of applied art, ranging
from ceramics, to furniture, to fine china, each time illustrating the importance of such artistic
production, not merely for decorative purposes or creative merit, but as somehow reflecting a
greater moral worth. The title is certainly noteworthy as it reminds of us of ‘Abduh’s focus on art
as a beneficial thing. In article in the November 1950 issue entitled “Fann al-Sajjad fi Iran waMisr” [The Art of Carpets in Iran and Egypt], al-Sadr strives to create a place for Egypt in the
tradition of carpet-making for what is at stake here is “good taste.” The article opens by stating
that “there are people who God has endowed with good taste so we see them choosing correctly
the beautiful and useful things and they know its true worth. Carpets are one of these things that
deserve our attention…”403 “Beauty” and utility are both identified as markers of “good taste.”
Perhaps one of the most acute and specific articulations of the connections envisioned
between aesthetics, taste, and civilizational development can be seen in the series “al-Bayt al402
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Mithali” [The Ideal Home] by Kawkab Yusuf in which the author lays out some of the
fundamental characteristics of the modern home. The first installment in the July 1950 issue
begins by explaining that “the home is like a theater for the family that lives there; the home’s
structure and furniture create an atmosphere that is suitable for the family’s culture [thaqafat alusra], its morals [akhlaquha] and its social standing [halatuha al-ijtima‘yya]” much like the
clothes that one wears.404 However, the decisions we make do not effect us alone; parents are
warned about the impact their choices can have on their children: “a family’s taste depends to a
large extent on things chosen by the head of the household, and children that are raised within an
environment with a high level of art gain from its refined taste and the beauty of the harmony of
many things.”405 Yusuf strongly emphasizes that we are judged on the things we chose to own
and should therefore be aware of the extent to which they tell a great deal about us; “our homes,
our clothes, our pictures, our books, our furniture, all publicly reveal and indicate our cultural
level [mustawana al-thaqafi], demonstrate the aspects of our activities [wujuh nashatuna], and
clarify if we have a strong imagination or if we have been deprived of it.”406 Here consumer
consumption has moral connotations and a great deal is at stake in the choices we make. It is
therefore imperative that we do not take these decisions lightly, but instead we must rely on
“attention” [wa‘y] “taste” [dhawq] and “seek guidance” [istishara], presumably by reading
articles such as this one.407 Yusuf’s role is thus crucial in guiding and shaping the reader’s taste
but also his/her patterns of spending and bourgeois consumption.
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Throughout the article, Yusuf develops this connection between moral standing and
domestic furnishings, and offers a very direct and literal interpretation of the relationship
between the two. We see the application of “the principle of a ‘pure’ aesthetic to the most
everyday choices of everyday life.”408 In other words, for Yusuf bad taste is more than just bad
taste; it is constitutive and is ultimately reflected in our moral fiber and being, and has the
potential to severely limit our potential for becoming noble, virtuous individuals. To demonstrate
just how serious the moral implications are she uses the example of wallpaper: “Since our
possessions have a great deal of influence in shaping our morals [takwin akhlaquna], it is
difficult for us to be endowed with what is true [haq] and honorable [jalil] if what surrounds us is
deceptive [khadi‘an] and disguised (I mean here the wall paper that resembles precious,
embroidered fabric, or illustrations colored in a way to look like marble or a rare kind of wood
etc.)”409 “Deceptive” wallpaper leads to “deceptive” residents for it is impossible for one to be
morally sound if their decorative choices are based on lies. Returning again to the theater
metaphor, Yusuf suggests that each reader ask him or herself, if their homes were to be exhibited
onstage and evaluated, what would these homes say about them and their character? She offers
readers a guide to the key aspects one should pay attention to: furniture, pictures, vases and
antiques, the placement of these objects, and finally whether or not books and cultural magazines
can be found in the room.410 In the closing paragraph, Yusuf reminds us what is really at stake
here, emphasizing that is it not a case a fixed rules but instead it is about “revealing the taste of
every family––we, the children of the twentieth century––in our own way and through our
408
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artistic taste [dhawquna al-fanni] that is guide by with the spirit of the age. There is no other
way to create a happy home in which is reflected the life that you should live.”411
Following this general overview, Yusuf’s articles focus on specific aspects of home
decoration. The September/October 1950 issue contains the second installment in this series
which the subtitle “al-Suwar ‘Unsur Asasi fi Tajmil al-Bayt” [Paintings are an Essential Factor in
Beautifying the Home] in which she focuses on artworks ability to bring a room together.412 Of
particular importance is the coordination between the colors in the piece and the color scheme of
the room in which it is hung. Quality is another factor that must be taken into consideration:
“When choosing a painting, it is better than it be a known artist so that we can be assured of the
precision of its workmanship [diqqat san‘uha] and the beauty of its art [jamal fannuha] and the
veracity of its expression [sidq ta‘biruha] of the environment that we live in.”413 Of course Yusuf
understands that not every reader can afford to make such a purchase, in which case one is better
off buying a print of a work by a master than gambling with an original by an unknown artist,
which mostly likely lacks in both quality and artistic merit. Egyptians homes, she tells us, are
plagued by the problem of cheap art that is poor in quality but easy to understand. “For refined
art [al-fann al-rafi‘] gains only the admiration of a small segment of people and is only
appreciated by those with elevated intellect and culture [ashab al-‘uqul wa-l-thaqafa al‘aliya].”414 Yusuf is particularly critical of the continued attachment to realism as a style and the
conflation of paintings and photographs as one in the same thing. She therefore encourages her
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readers to make “multiple visits to art museums and exhibitions” in order to “elevate our
tastes” [tasmu bi adhwaquna] and increase their self confidence when it comes to being able to
select appropriate art and to recognize the difference between “a work of art [al-‘amal al-fanni]
and cheap commercial work [al-‘amal al-tujari al-rakhis].”415

XI: Conclusion
In Yusuf’s pieces we notice a blurring of the private and public space, that is to say,
homes are put on display as a reflection of the owner’s public self. The choices made are
important first and foremost because of what they say about the person making them, about
his/her taste. Thus Yusuf tries to use her column in Sawt el-Fannan to educate the reader, to train
them to better appreciate fine art. This is very much in line with the larger mission of the journal:
to make its readers better versed in what constitutes good taste. This goal is particularly
interesting if we consider the sociopolitical context in which Sawt el-Fannan was produced.
With an unpopular monarchy on the brink of collapse, the contributors to the journal represent an
elite desperately trying to assert its continued relevance. From the opening pages of the journal,
we notice an emphasis on the need to connect with the Egyptian people; while this is presented
as the artist’s dilemma, we suspect that the anxiety and sense of increasing isolation might be
more pervasive than that. By creating a “national” taste for art, the hope seems be that this will
spur a “unity in feelings” amongst Egyptians. In appreciating the importance of art, perhaps the
public will similarly come to appreciate those who have worked to nurture and promote it for the
good of all Egyptians. The training of taste seems to be primarily a project of reforming the
unruly Egyptian masses into more civilized and less threatened bourgeois citizens.
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Chapter Four
In Defense of Art: The Conflicting Missions of Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriya
1) Protecting the freedom of art and culture
2) Publishing modern writings, giving lectures and writing brief accounts about great
thinkers of the modern age
3) Informing Egyptian youth of literary, artistic and social movements
internationally
Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriya
I: Introduction
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These three points outline the mission of Jama‘at al-Fann wa-l- Hurriyya Hurriyya, a
Cairo-based interdisciplinary artists’ collective, sometimes referred to as “literary Trotskyists,”
that had been established a year earlier by Egyptian poet and essayist Georges Henein.
Collectively these points demonstrate that al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya had both a political and an
artistic agenda, while the second and third clauses highlight an articulation of this agenda in
specifically educational terms. It is this educational mission––one which has a ubiquitous
presence across the pages of the group’s monthly Arabic journal al-Tatawwur––on which I am
particularly interested in. From al-Tatawwur’s opening article (one that would become the first
in a series entitled “This Eternal Poverty” in which the diseases that plague Egyptian societypoverty, ignorance, inequality- are seen as consequences of a lack of education) to a
contributor’s demand in a later issue that the state provide each child with “a bite to eat, and a
pen to write with,” education appears and reappears, a constant thread that can serve as a way to
read the relationship between the artistic and the political missions of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya. In
other words, their almost militant educational agenda is part of a political mission. It is meant to
reform Egypt and bring about progress. It takes responsibility for the circulation of aesthetic
ideas, the teaching of youth, and the involvement of Egyptian intellectuals at a scale that is at
once national and social. Art is being mobilized here, and perhaps compromised, as an
educational medium through which a larger political goal maybe realized.
On an immediate level, this agenda demonstrates al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya’s commitment to
certain ideas that stemmed largely from the surrealist movement and had been gaining
international traction since the mid-1920s. Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya was formed, and named in
fact, in direct response to the call by André Breton and Diego Rivera, issues on July 25, 1938, to
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defend artistic production in the face of the fascism that was sweeping Europe and the Soviet
Union.416 The “Manifesto for an Independent Revolutionary Art” emphasized the need to
preserve a space for independent art, for
Artistic opposition is right now one of the forces that can effectively help to discredit and
overthrow regimes that are stifling the right of the exploited class to aspire to a better world
along with all sense of human greatness or even dignity. The communist revolution is not
afraid of art. It has learned from the study of the development of the artistic calling in the
collapsing capitalist society that this calling can only be the result of a clash between the
individual and various social forms that are inimical to him. This situation alone, even if he
has not become fully aware of it, makes the artist the natural ally of the revolution.417
The manifesto ultimately called for "the independence of art for the revolution; the revolution
for the liberation of art once and for all."418 The first clause of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya’s
declaration is therefore a direct invocation of Breton/Rivera.
Embedded in these three clauses is a reduced formulation of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya’s
understanding of certain notions fundamental to their larger vision. The 1930s and 1940s present
us with an important moment in Egyptian cultural and intellectual history, one in which we
witness a shift from the kind of nationalist discourses that had dominated conversations
surrounding artistic production during the earlier decades of the twentieth century. That is to say
that the concern with an interaction between the national and the international implicit in the
three clauses collectively is by no means new, but instead is prevalent throughout the history of
modern Egyptian art. However, here the terms of the interaction are being negotiated differently,
416
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and these differences are indicative of a way of looking out/looking in unlike what we have
seen in the discourses of earlier generations of Egyptian artists and art critics, perhaps due to alFann wa-l-Hurriyya Trotskyist internationalist inflections. Similarly, the delineation of the space
of the political and the artistic (and that which exists in between) is being defined within a very
particular agenda. The position of literary/artistic production in conversations about (Egyptian)
society, its progress and development reveals an expectation that the former is central to the
reformation of the latter. The articulation of both sets of dynamics emphasizes that there is an
essentially educational aspect involved in al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya’s mission, one connected to
their role in the circulation of ideas, informing youth, and expanding the involvement of
Egyptian intellectuals in a wider moment.
This chapter engages in a close examination of these relations and questions as
articulated throughout the pages of al-Tatawwur. Concerned primarily with the way in which the
journal formulates and understands its relationship to its audience, I argue that it does so first and
foremost through a fluid and constantly shifting dynamic between the artistic and the political.
Several factors contributed to this choice namely that despite its brief lifespan, al-Tatawwur was
(and continues to be) an important and influential publication in Egyptian cultural and
intellectual history. Al-Tatawwur brought together some of the most exciting and innovative
thinkers of the period, and contains some of the most engaging writings not only in the field of
artistic or literary criticism, but also in terms of sociopolitical and economic critique. I am
particularly interested in al-Tatawwur as representing a marginal voice during this period; it is
considered by many to be Egypt’s first Arabic language socialist paper. The 1996 collating and
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In his

introduction to the 1996 edition, editor and publisher Hisham Qishta states that the republishing
of this journal, more than fifty years after its initial publication, is a testament to an “appreciation
by us of the great role that al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya played and emphasizes the continuation of the
intellectual and creative principles that the founders of this group defended in the Egyptian life
and culture forever.”420 However, despite this “appreciation” I would argue that al-Tatawwur
remains a fairly understudied body of work. Studies on al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya tend to focus
largely on the movement, its individual members, and their artistic output.421 There is little work
that focuses on a close reading of the contents of al-Tatawwur so as to reveal some of the
complex, nuanced and perhaps problematic relationships that were developing between artists
and their audiences during this period.
This chapter begins by tracing some of the roots of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya, placing it both
within a wider Egyptian cultural context and within a broader network of international
organizations. After discussing the general development of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya (a movement
that included surrealists but was not exclusively so) and some of the key figures involved, I then
focus on the contents of al-Tatawwur, first examining its general and broad interests, before
discussing the development of particular concerns and patterns within its contents. In doing so, a
number of themes become apparent, and are of particular interest to the question of audience
production and education. The title of the journal begs a reading of the ways in which notions of
419
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time, the passage of time, and movement in general are articulated. It is therefore fitting to
start by examining some of these ideas, before considering how three interrelated themes play
out in the journal: disease, youth, and education. Any distinct separation of these three concerns
is difficult, and there is constant, if not intentional, bleeding of one into other. However, by
tracing these three overlapping ideas, I suggest that there is much that we can learn about the
way in which the relationship to a readership was imagined. This chapter ends with a discussion
of format and layout, of the relationship between content and form, in other words between the
real physical space occupied by the text and imagined political or social space occupied by the
journal and its readership.

II: A Narrative of Stagnation
Before attempting to understand the specific discourses of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya it is
important to situate them within the broader context, both on a national and international level,
as an engagement with a wider artistic movement but also as a reaction to a particular economic
and political moment. This allows us to better identify the ways in which this group differed
from its predecessors, and how their approach does or does not mark a change in the artistic and
cultural discourse of the period. It is therefore worth briefly mapping the Egyptian cultural
landscape of the period and the relationship of this landscape to the larger national and global
context.
The narrative of Egyptian art history tends to look at the late 1920s and early 1930s as a
time of terrible stagnation. This is true both of writings from the period and more recent
historiography. This stagnation is contrasted to the previous ‘golden age’ of the 1910s and early
1920s, a period of extreme activity following the establishment of School of Fine Arts and
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‘production’ of what was known as the Ruwwad of Egyptian art. Throughout this period
there was something of a courtship between the nationalist movement led by Sa‘d Zaghlul (18591927) and the Wafd party and the artistic producers. Art with a national/ist dimension was in
great demand, as exemplified by works by Mukhtar and Muhammad Naji. This romance begins
to dampen in the mid-1920s as the failures of the 1919 revolution become increasingly apparent,
and is all but extinguished by the resolution of the nationalist struggle with the Anglo-Egyptian
Treaty of 1936.422 This is the narrative proposed by Subhi al-Sharuni, who identifies the
premature death of Mukhtar as having had a dramatic effect on the fine arts, for in its aftermath
there was “a muffling of the voice of the fine art movement.”423 What follows is a period marked
by the “shrinking of the revolutionary trend in thought and art” and “with this the nationalist
flame in the fine arts that Mukhtar had lit was extinguished.”424 Al-Sharuni continues that the
arts were consequently transformed into a cause taken up and supported by official institutions,
including an academy that lacked any interest in innovation. Work produced was a result largely
comprised of commissioned portraits of the wealthy and decorative pieces for their homes.
Another contemporary art critic writing on this period, ‘Izz al-Din Najib, similarly approaches
1919 as a watershed moment, the beginning of a period of decline. For Najib, the transformation
is fundamentally connected to a change in the background of the artists themselves and their
interests. In other words, in the early generations, artists of modest backgrounds (and even those
422
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who were not) were engaged with the lower classes and their concerns through their subject
matter- the field, the alley, popular traditions- whereas when the “nationalist flame” was
extinguished so too was this connection with the ‘street.’425
This narrative is by no means specific to readings of the development of the fine arts, but
is prevalent in discussions of the intellectual milieu at large. The 1930s are often referred to as
the age of a “crisis of orientation,”426 “in which Egyptian intellectuals retreated from the liberal
values that they had espoused and turned to a neotraditional and reactionary romanticism rooted
in the glorification of Arabo-Islamic heritage.”427 Literary critic Luwis ‘Awad presents a similar
reading of the literary field which over the course of the mid-1920s to early 1930s loses many of
its including leading liberal thinkers such poets Hafez Ibrahim (1872-1932), Ahmad Shawqi
(1868-1932), and Mustafa Lutfi al-Manfaluti (1876-1924).428 The fragmentation of the poetry
group Apollo after 1936 further threatens the possibilities for innovation in poetry.429 Again 1919
is seen as the beginning of this decline, in which a generation that had been ‘enlightened’
becomes conservative and institutionalized.430 The controversy surrounding Taha Husayn’s Fi
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al-Shi‘r al-Jahili [On Pre-Islamic Poetry] in 1926, and the lack of institutional support he
received is often taken as a case in point of the beginnings of such increased conservatism.
This dominant account is obviously problematic on multiple levels. An investment in this
narrative involves not only the privileging of a particular moment as a watershed moment, but
also ascribing to the 1919 era the status of a golden age, an unexamined position it has
comfortably occupied, and continues to occupy, within the dominant discourse on Egyptian
history.431 Within such a framework it becomes possible to consider the art works being
produced by the Ruwwad generation as revolutionary without critically examining the limitations
of an alliance between the liberal Wafd, never particularly radical in its socioeconomic or
political agenda, and the artists it produced. Such a narrative is questionable at best for much of
the work of this first generation was limited to a very particular imagining of progress and
national building, one that adhered to the Wadisft vision, as well as to its understanding of the
role and relationship of the artist to society at large. Critiques centered on the subject matter of
the work, like those proposed by Najib, are also questionable in that since it is unclear that a
representation of poverty is in and of itself radical or revolutionary, and many of the
representations clearly fall short of such designations.

III: Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya and a Struggling Left
However while readings of the progressiveness of the 1910s and 1920s may vary, there is
little doubt that the 1930s ushered in a period of increased conservatism, politically and
431
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economically if nothing else. With the onset of worldwide depression, wages coupled with
fast rising prices and consistent food shortages led to an increased dissatisfaction with the
government; demonstrations and violence were par for the course throughout the 1930s. With the
declining prominence of the Wafd, opposition groups cropped up in the form of the Muslim
Brotherhood, lead by Hassan al-Bana, and Misr al-Fatat [Young Egypt], an para-military fascist
organization influenced by Mussolini’s models. This culminated in the suspension of parliament
under the premiership of Isma‘il Pasha Sidqi in 1937 which consequently ushered in what is
widely acknowledged as “the most repressive period of government Egypt had known,” the
implications of which were felt by leftist and communist movements.432
The contents of al-Tatawwur were very much reflective of both the political climate at
the time and the position of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya within it. Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya was
certainly connected with the communist movement in Egypt, largely through several of the
group’s members’ relationship to Henri Curiel (1914-1978), the son of a wealthy Jewish banker,
and the founder of the Egyptian Movement for National Liberation (EMNL) in 1943, later to
become the Democratic Movement for National Liberation (DMNL) in 1947.433 Curiel founded
the French weekly publication Don Quichotte in December 1939 which was to last for 17 issues
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and to which many of the members of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya were contributors including
Henein and al-Tilmissani.434
Certainly the political persuasions of contributors to al-Tatawwur quickly drew the
attention of the authorities. After the first three issues of al-Tatawwur, editor Anwar Kamil
(1913-1991) began to receive warnings about the content of the journal which was seen as too
provocative.435 In Qishta’s 1996 introduction, Kamil is quoted explaining the factors that led to
the closing down of the journal after 7 issues:
Starting from the fourth issue of the journal al-Tatawwur that appeared in April 1940 the
journal did not begin reducing its number of pages by half of its own accord but it was
forced to do so due to extreme pressure from the authorities. I remember that Hassan
Rif‘at Pasha, undersecretary of state for the Ministry of Interior at the time, invited me to
his office and asked me to ease the sharpness of our provocative writings so that the
government would not be forced to confiscate the journal and close it down. He said
verbatim “write what you want but put it under a cold shower before publishing it.” He
then handed me over to Doctor Mahmud ‘Azmi, the head of censorship, who told me that
numerous parties are calling for the banning of the journal. Of these parties according to
him was the British embassy, the Palace, and the Azhar. He said to me verbatim “you
know that I am one of the defenders of freedom of thought and expression but you know
that given my job I cannot protect what you write except to the extent of what comes out
from under the shower that Rif‘at Pasha spoke to you about.” And we tried to put our
writings under a lukewarm shower so that they would come out warm, not cold, or
boiling. But it was impossible to that we put them under a cold or freezing shower.436
This passage provides us with a fascinating insight into the workings of censorship at this
time, as well as an understanding of the different seats of power that were united in their
displeasure with a publication like al-Tatawwur. The “lukewarm shower” does not seem to have
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had enough of a cooling effect; consequently the April and May issues were heavily and
indiscriminately censored, and the final two issues (August and September) appeared in a
slimmer newspaper edition, before the publication disappeared altogether.437
It is worth mentioning here that both art critic Samir Gharib and historian of the Egyptian
left Rif‘at al-Sa‘id, propose different explanations of why the journal shrank and lasted less than
a year. The former suggests that the problem was one of funding; al-Tatawwur was only able to
generate one advertisement (for iced tea) during its entire run.438 Al-Sa‘id disagrees with this
reading, and instead proposes that the reason behind the shrinking, and eventually disappearance
of al-Tatawwur, was related to Henein’s fear of losing control of the publication to the
Stalinists.439 While both explanations are plausible, it is interesting to note that both Gharib and
al-Sa‘id neglect to consider the pressures of censorship amongst the reasons given the earlier
extended quotation from Kamil.

IV: Literary Trotskyists
Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya is often referenced as representing what little there was of a “selfidentified” Trotskyite presence in Egypt. In her history of the rise of Egyptian communism,
Selma Botman is skeptical of the significance of the movement, which she sees as being
“confined to a small intellectual circle of young Egyptians,” namely al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya .440
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In reality, Trotskyism as a political and ideological movement was barely visible in
Egyptian society. Although the leaders identified themselves as Trotskyite sympathizers
and considered themselves a separate and homogenous Egyptian group, with no
foreigners in the top ranks of the organization and no equals amongst the intellectuals of
the left, the group accomplished very little. The label of “Trotskyism,” it seems, was little
more than a convenient device used to distinguish the organization from the mainstream
leftist thought and action in Egypt and to separate it from the cosmopolitan elite, whose
methods of direct action and whose support for pro-Soviet platforms were
unacceptable…perhaps the major cause of collapse was the group’s organizational
inexperience and theoretical ambiguity. Behind the lofty slogans, the organization was a
hollow shell which never developed a concrete program and never captured the spirit of
more than a handful of people. In essence, it existed as a clique of independent, isolated
socialists, estranged from the communist movement in Egypt and incapable of
contributing in any significant way to either the nationalist movement or leftist politics.
441
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He also points to the development of the organization throughout

the 1940s, from al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya to al-Khubiz wa-l-Hurriyya (Pain et Liberté, June 1940)
to the Socialist Front (1944-45) to the Egyptian Section of the Fourth International (1945-46).444
Essentially the organization survives, in one form or another, until the government mass
crackdowns in the summer of 1946. However, later mutations of the group reflect a clear shift in
outlook and emphasis; while there was still an interest in art and culture, there was much more of
an effort to reach out to the working classes, and to be involved in labor related issues.445
While it may be true that that al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya held a somewhat more marginalized
position within Egyptian leftist politics, the group’s members and their publication were
certainly deemed dangerous by the authorities and targeted accordingly throughout the 1940s. In
1942, sixteen members of al-Khubiz wa-l-Hurriyya were arrested and held for a year.446
Following the dissolution of al-Tatawwur, artist and critic Ramsis Yunan (1913-1966) went on
to a two-year stint as editor of al-Majalah al-Jadidah [The New Journal, 1929-31, 1933-44], an
influential cultural journal set up by the leading leftist intellectual Salama Musa (1887-1958).
Under Yunan’s leadership al-Majalah al-Jadidah followed a similar agenda to that of alTatawwur, and was eventually shut down by the government in May 1944. The group, now the
Socialist Front, took part in the 1944-45 elections in which Fathi al-Ramli stood for the Cairo
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constituency of Mahkamet al-Sayidah, then held by Ahmad Hussayn, the leader of Misr alFatat.447 Increased leftist activity during this period was met by sever state repression: a
Supreme Court of Security was set up, and by December 1945 forty-five people had been
arrested, including Kamil, Musa and Yunan.448 Despite their release, the crackdowns continued,
particularly following the February 1946 demonstrations against the Egyptian government’s
negotiations with the British Army. In July 1946 Yunan, along with other leading leftist
intellectuals, was imprisoned by Sidqi after being accused of planning a communist coup
d'état.449 The activity of the Trotskyist group slowly dissipates in the following months as
leading figures in the organization leave Egypt.

V: A Generation of Rebels450
The career of an artist like Ramsis Yunan, one of the key figures in al-Fann wa-lHurriyya, and the artist and critic often credit with fathering abstract art in Egypt- along with
Fu’ad Kamil (1919-73) and Kamil al-Talamsani (1917-72)- reflects the implications of all of this
for the artistic movement and this generation of artists.451 Yunan attended the School of Fine
Arts in 1929, only to drop out in 1933 before graduating. Instead he went on to earn a national
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He then taught art in schools in Tanta, Zigazig, and Port Said

until 1941.453 This career choice is in some ways typical of the rift that had started to develop
within the art academy during the 1930s between two main factions. The first was comprised of
graduates of the School of Fine Arts who were largely trained in Beaux-arts and seeped in a neoclassical academism. The second group was centered around the art education movement,
pioneered by the London-trained Habib Jurji (1892-1964), in which allowing students a greater
freedom of expression was encouraged.454 Changes in the art education movement in Egypt had
begun in 1920, when the first group of educators, including Habib Jurji and Shafi’ Zahir, were
sent to study in England. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the British interest in the field of art
education is often seen as a reaction to the already existing French (and to a lesser extent Italian)
dominance over the field of art practice. New approaches in art education were then put into
place beginning in 1925, and the methods advocated by Jurji influenced an entire generation
including his son-in-law, architect and patron of the village arts, Ramsis Wisa-Wasif (19911974), as well as Hamid Sa‘id (1908-2006), Husayn Bikar (1913-2002) and Salah Tahir (19112008).455
There was a definite feeling during this period amongst younger artists, especially during
their years in the School of Fine Arts, that there was a monopoly of a certain kind of artistic
production that had become prominent and accepted, despite changes that had taken place in the
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art theory and practice since the turn of the century. A neo-classical academic approach still
commanded much authority, and was demanded of students by their professors. Many of the
problems that Yunan had with the existing art establishment were centered on its attachment to
certain forms of artistic expression without paying a great of attention to developments that had
occurred within the international art world.
Much of this comes across in Yunan’s first and greatly celebrated essay, “Ghayat alFannan al-Mu‘asir” [The Goals of the Contemporary Painter], which was published in 1938 by
Jurji’s group Jam‘at al-Da‘aya al-Fanniyya.456 In this essay, Yunan outlines the twentieth century
developments in modern art, focusing on the move away from realism or classicism to abstract
art and surrealism. He focuses particularly on a Freudian understanding of the role or function of
art, and the relationship between symbols/signs in an artwork and our subconscious desires.
“And based on this,” Yunan states, “we are able to understand the role of the artist as reconciling
lines and colors- symbolizing conflicting internal desires and meanings- and innovating a unified
form(alism) from it, harmonious in its elements, contradictory in its parts.”457 Throughout the
essay, Yunan addresses several issues that plague the art world, and are problematic for the artist
to resolve. One of these is the relationship between the outside world or external realities, and a
more internal subjective world. For Yunan, the two are anything but separate for the “outside
world” is in constant interaction with our “psyche.”458 He is certainly critical of the tendencies
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within cubism to disengage from social and political concerns, and sees their interests as
“purely aesthetic” forgetting that “these very problems are what decide our general tendencies
toward life and our positions toward the world and that through struggle with these problems,
these deep internal conflicts are born that we expect a great artist to address with his magical
imagination.”459 In other words, what Yunan is grappling with here is the relationship between
aesthetics and politics within different artistic movements. The role of the artist then is to attempt
to resolve some of these tensions through his work. For Yunan, the move away from realism as a
style should not mean a move away from reality, or concerns with the every day per se. Quite the
contrary, for it is in surrealism that he sees the greatest potential for the explorations mentioned
above, for “at the very core of the surrealist school, even before being an artistic movement, is a
call for social and moral revolution.”460
Similar concerns were voiced by fellow artist and critic Kamil al-Tilmissani in his article
“Nahw al-Fann al-Hur” [Towards a Free Art] in the first issue of al-Tatawwur.461 Throughout
this essay, al-Tilmissani attempts to explain what he means by al-fann al-hur [free art] and the
role it plays in understanding the current condition of the modern subject. Al-Tilmissani sees art
as being crucial in deconstructing the presumptions that make up contemporary society: “By free
art I mean that which expresses our desires and rights to unrestricted emancipated dreams and
imagination, without restriction to place and time…”462 He is particularly critical of the historical
role that the monopoly of the Church- particularly resulting from the Italian Renaissance- has
459
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played in limiting artists’ freedom and creating a repetitiveness or “the boring singleness” of
the art that fills the European museum.463 Egyptian artists, particularly of the two previous
generations traveled to these museums and became influenced by these artistic traditions to the
extent that they had become “slaves” to them, “captives of the museums and churches, prisoners
of the church ‘academism.’”464
Al-Tilmissani heavily relies on a Freudian understanding of the role of the artist as a
means of approaching the ways in which tapping into the unconscious can be a means of
liberating the imagination. Surrealism is the most apparent example of the interpretation of
Freudian ideas into artistic production, and here he draws on the Belgium surrealist painter, Paul
Delvaux, as an example.465 In this article, it is perhaps noteworthy that Herbert Read (18931968) serves as al-Tilmissani’s access point into Freudian understandings of the artist. This is
particularly interesting given the anarchist art critic’s later role in art education, and the
importance of his book Education Through Art (1943) in which Read’s basis thesis is that “art
should be the basis of education…The aim of education is the creation of artists- of people
efficient in the various modes of expression.”466 In Read we find a very specific yet broad
definition of the artist, and subsequently of the relationship between art and education; to be
artistic is to be “efficient in various modes of expression,” to be fluent and articulate in a range
of languages. Such a definition places art at the center of any educational project and by
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extension any political one. Its appeal and usefulness to al-Tilmissani and al-Fann wa-lHurriyya is therefore evident.
Both Yunan’s and al-Tilmissani’s essays are important here in that they demonstrate
several crucial things for us. First, they begin to familiarize us with some of the common
concerns of artists/critics of this particular generation, namely how to move past the limitations
of a certain school of artistic production that had become dominant, and how to produce art that
strives to be independent of state-sponsorship. Similarly, both articles are examples of how
questions around art criticism were being formulated during this period and the range of sources
and conversations their authors were engaged with. They help us situate al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya
both in terms of ideology and theoretical approach. It is worth mentioning that these interests
very much overlapped with the concerns of surrealists, and indeed artists and critics elsewhere.
Such preoccupations were by no means unique; if anything they illustrate the artists engagement
with wider transnational conversation about the relationship between the aesthetic and the
political. Indeed it is around the same time that Georg Lukacs and Ernst Bloch are involved in a
rigorous exchange surrounding the validity of Expressionism and Surrealism as Marxist
tactics,467 and that Trotsky published his “Art and Politics in our Epoch” in which he squarely
places art a the heart of, indeed it is inseparable from, any form of political change:
The artistic schools of the last few decades – cubism, futurism, dadaism, surrealism –
follow each other without reaching a complete development. Art, which is the most
complex part of culture, the most sensitive and at the same time the least protected,
suffers most from the decline and decay of bourgeois society.
To find a solution to this impasse through art itself is impossible. It is a crisis
which concerns all culture, beginning at its economic base and ending in the highest
spheres of ideology. Art can neither escape the crisis nor partition itself off. Art cannot
save itself. It will rot away inevitably – as Grecian art rotted beneath the ruins of a culture
467
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founded on slavery – unless present-day society is able to rebuild itself. This task is
essentially revolutionary in character. For these reasons the function of art in our epoch is
determined by its relation to the revolution.468
Trotsky’s concern about the vulnerability of art, “the most complex part of culture,” in a
decaying bourgeois society, and the inevitable relationship, indeed interdependence between art
and the revolution, is certainly a echoed throughout the writings of members of Fann wa-lHurriyya. Here we are reminded of al-Tilmissani assertion about the transformative and
liberatory potential of a “free art” in his review of the first exhibition organized by Fann wa-lHurriyya: “Returning freedom to the imprisoned imagination once more and returning desire
with all of its strength, and returning retuning madness with its deadly power to things. . . All of
this cannot be called negative work. Youth…the time has come to move towards fertile horizons,
and there we move together towards all the real treasures that belong to us.”469

VI: Henein’s Surrealism
This background helps us better understand the transnational and local context in which a
group al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya came into being, why the group viewed its formation with a sense
of urgency, and how as a result it imagined the audience it was addressing. Much of the impetus
of the Egyptian surrealist movement that eventually led to the formation of al-Fann wa-lHurriyya was the Francophone poet Henein.470 Henein was the son of a Coptic diplomat Sadiq
Henein Pasha and a mother of Italian origin Marie Zanelli. He was home schooled until the age
of twelve. In 1924, following Sadiq Pasha’s ambassadorial reassignment as Egypt’s ambassador
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to Spain, the family relocated to Madrid for two years, followed by four years in Rome. At
the age of 16, Henein moved to France with his mother where he earned his baccalauréat, before
going on to study law. He eventually earned two other degrees from the Sorbonne in literature
and history.471 Throughout his education, Henein maintained an avid interest in literature,
beginning with his attendance to literary salons in Paris, and by the time he returned to Cairo at
the age of twenty, he had published a comedy entitled Suite et fin. This marks the beginning of
Henein’s long and established career as a poet and essayist, writing mainly in French, and often
translating his work into Arabic.472 Upon returning to Cairo he joined a group called les Essayists
(the Attempters), headed by Gabriel Boctor and began writing for their monthly journal Un
Effort.473
In 1935 Henein published his first manifesto De l’Irréalisme, a work that shows his
increased affiliation with the surrealist movement. In it he writes “Nothing is as useless as the
real. Why seek truth where it is not, the outside, when interior resources are not even explored?
The only real world is that we create within us, the only world that is sincere is that which we
create against the others. . . Forward to the unrealistic, artificial compared to the real, true in
relation to self, to the extreme self. Write anything that either happened to you internally, which
was not caused by an external cause and that you can not carry or use in the outside world.”474
Direct references to Breton’s ideas run throughout the above passage and the manifesto at large.
In 1928 Breton published Le Surrealism et la peinture, in which he outlines a future for painting.
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In it “he urged painters no longer to draw their inspiration from reality, even from a
transfigured reality:
Because they believed that man is able only to reproduce a more or less felicitous image
of the object which concerns him, painters have been far too conciliatory in their choice
of models. Their mistake has been to believe either that a model could be derived only
from the exterior world, or that it could be derived from there at all. . . This is an
unforgivable abdication. . . if the plastic arts are to meet the need for a complete revision
of real values, a need on which all minds today are agreed, they must therefore either
seek a purely interior model or cease to exist.475
Here Breton emphasizes the limitations of the “exterior world” as a model for painters and insists
on the pursuit of a “purely interior model” if painting or indeed the plastic arts are to survive and
continue to be relevant to the greater revolutionary cause. The potential of a “purely interior
model” is echoed by Henein, who sees in “interior resources” the only means to accessing any
kind of reality or truth.
Henein’s intellectual camaraderie with Breton began during his student years in Paris and
continued to influence him long after his return to Cairo. Shortly after writing his first manifesto,
Henein writes his first letter to Breton from Cairo, seeking his advice with regards to establishing
a surrealist group in Egypt and when Henein eventually founded al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya,
F.I.A.R.I (Fédération Internationale de l’Art Révolutionnaire Indépendant) printed an
announcement of the news in the February 1939 issue of its journal, Clé (Key).476
The Egyptian surrealist movement was clearly international and political in outlook from the
start. However, the tensions in the relationship between the artistic and the political was always
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present for Henein, as it was for the surrealist movement at large. As the French surrealist
philosopher and critic, Sarane Alexandrian points out
From its very beginning, surrealism resisted all attempts to turn into a doctrine. Instead of
teaching a system, the surrealists set out, by means of appropriate actions and
productions, to create new demands on reality. They set out to liberate the workings of
the subconscious, disrupting conscious thought processes by the use of irrationality and
enigma, and exploiting the artistic possibilities of terror and eroticism. In this way they
created a new form of sensibility which had a profound influence on modern art, and
which was able to meet an enormous range of personal requirements and to find
expression in the great possible variety of creative processes.477
Certainly these ideas are prevalent in Henein’s own writings as he attempts to elucidate the role
of the artist vis-à-vis the political. “A literary work is not an election poster. That does not mean
that literature is apolitical. Nothing is less true. What should be asked, is that the literature retains
the right to contact all the elements of life, so with politics, since it is one of those elements,
same as sport, science or industry. But where things go wrong is when the writer does not turn to
politics, and does not observe social life, to the benefit of one party and a program.”478
Disengaging from the political seemed all but impossible during this period, particularly
given the increased encroachment on artistic freedom. Henein’s awareness of such threats and
his engagement with international developments is reflected in his December 1938 petition,
“Yahya al-Fann al-Munhat” [Long Live Degenerate Art], that was signed by thirty one
intellectuals- namely artists, writers, journalists, and lawyers- and directly addressed recent
policies toward artistic production in Nazi Germany.479 The Entartete Kunst (Degenerate Art)
exhibit- a show consisting of 650 paintings, sculptures, prints, and books from the collections of
thirty two German museums- had been mounted in Munich by the Nazis in July 1937, following
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a month of confiscations of artwork from museums across the Reich. This exhibition toured
eleven cities in Germany and Austria, and was intended to inflame public opinion against
modernism, presented as a movement against decency. In his petition, Henein immediately
identifies the labeling of art as “degenerate” as an attempt to repress the freedom of artists, and
instead calls for an appropriation of the label: “Men of literature, and men of art, let us stand
together and face the challenge. We must stand with this degenerate art for in it are the hopes of
the future.”480 Henein concludes that in fact “free art” and “degenerate art” are one in the same
thing and that both need to be embraced and defended.
This statement, and the founding of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya the following month, caused
something of an outcry in within Egyptian artistic circles, or at least within certain conservative
elements within it. “A group of artists has been formed in Egypt that calls itself the “Degenerate
Art Group,”” ‘Aziz Ahmad Fahmi, the cultural editor of al-Risala, announces to his readers in
the July 10, 1939 issue.481 Fahmi is appalled by the oxymoron that lies at the heart of this group’s
project: “This “degenerate art” that this group calls for cannot really be said to be degenerate at
all if there are still those who call it art. Art cannot be art and degenerate at the same time unless
it is dishonest. Art is the product of senses not of thoughts. When it is honest, it is sublime and
elevated.”482 In this short article Fahmi repeatedly places honesty at the center of art’s project
and insists that if the members of this group are genuine in their intentions, there is no way that
their art can be “degenerate.” This misnomer must be some kind of “modesty” on their part.483
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What is interesting here is the assumption and insistence that art involves some kind of truth
telling as well as a certain moral integrity on which it can be judged.
Fahmi’s article launches a debate that takes place in the pages of al-Risala for the next
few months between contributors to the publication and members of Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya that
exemplifies many of the tensions surrounding the role and function of artistic production. Kamil
responds to Fahmi’s initial article, with a letter to the editor, “on behalf of the permanent
committee of Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya,” and attempts to correct the errors put forward by Fahmi.
Kamil explains that the group is in fact called Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya and outlines its vision.
Here he references the three clauses that opened this chapter and were to later appear in the first
issue of al-Tatawwur.484 This clarification did not suffice, and in the following issue of alRisalah Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya is accused of not understanding “freedom except as chaos
without an officer or laws.”485 These accusations garner a defensive response from Kamil in the
following issue, in which he clearly states that “Jama‘at al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya is a social
movement in as far as it is not an artistic movement that works for art for art’s sake, and
Egyptian movement,” that is “not influenced by foreign movements.”486 He then goes to outline
some the ideas that become central to al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya’s mission, and recur throughout the
pages of al-Tatawwur, namely the state of Egyptian society as “diseased,” and identifies the
“youth” as the group who see the “disintegration” of the “elements of power” within Egyptian
society and wishes to remedy this.487 Other members of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya contribute to this
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conversation through longer articles, namely al-Tilmissani on “degenerate art” and Yunan on
surrealism.
This exchange in al-Risala is important for several reasons. First, it provides a clear
example of some of the tensions that existed within the Egyptian cultural scene at the time and
the negative reactions that the establishment of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya garnered. Second, it
demonstrates one of the first instances of al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya public representation of itself
and the ways in which Kamil (and later al-Tilmissani and Yunan) go about introducing a
readership to their mission. Kamil’s July 31st letter encompasses many of the fundamental
aspects of group’s vision on itself and its imagining of its audience. By identifying al-Fann wa-lHurriyya as a “youth” group, and insisting on their involvement in a “social movement,” Kamil
is introducing the central framework of the group as one that views art as fundamentally different
from its predecessors, and clearly from the contributors of al-Risala. Kamil’s responses
demonstrate that he imagines an audience that should be engaged in both an artistic and a
political conversation simultaneously, for both were central to the possibility of societal reform
to which al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya committed, as becomes apparent in the articles of al-Tatawwur.

VII: Onward to Change
The choice to publish al-Tatawwur exclusively in Arabic cannot be underestimated both
in relation to an artistic and a political mission and is central to the question of imagining
audiences. Prior to al-Tatawuur al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya had produced two bulletins, the first in
French and the second in French and Arabic. The move to an Arabic only publication was clearly
a conscious one, and part of the group’s evolving vision of itself and its audience. It is worth
noting that the cultural scene in Egypt at this time conducted itself almost entirely in a bilingual
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manner, and certainly continued to do so until well after the 1952 revolution. In terms of
political discourse, it has been previously noted that al-Tatawwur is considered to the first
Arabic-language socialist journal. By opting for Arabic the contributors to al-Tatawwur were
attempting to move beyond the previous linguistic barriers and to reach out to a different kind of
readership. As Botman alluded earlier, al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya sought to differentiate itself from
other leftist organizations, and perhaps the choice of language was one of the ways in which it
tried to gain legitimacy with a wider readership.
The first issue al-Tatawwur opens with an article that would become the first in a series
entitled “This Eternal Poverty,” that centers on a critique of a long statement by Ahmad
Hassanayn Pasha, King Faruq’s former tutor, and an powerful figure in the Egyptian
government. This article very much sets the tone of the critique to come in al-Tatawwur,
demonstrating why it was seen as potentially dangerous. An issue of al-Tatawwur typically
began with a series of lengthier articles focusing on social, political and economic issues. These
dealt with a range of subjects, from poverty, to prostitution, to failures of the current education
system.
The latter half of the journal focused much more on the “artistic” mission of the group,
including articles on art, both European and Egyptian with a tendency to have a focus on
understanding the potential role/function of art in what was constantly referred to as a “free
society.” The success of a free society desperately depended on the existence of free art, art that
allowed the individual to free his mind from rigid expectations. Illustrative examples of this free
art were included in the journal in the form of short stories, poems- often by francophone
Egyptian writers such as Henein or Albert Qosari, and translated into Arabic- and drawings,
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illustrations, and cartoons, all in line with the group’s stated goal of exposing readers to
developments within the realm of cultural production.
What is important to recognize here is that these two sections of the journal were by no
means two separate or isolated halves but that instead al-Tatawwur saw its mission as
simultaneously an artistic and a political one, with no separation between the two. Similarly,
there was a constant cross fertilization between image and text, between poetry and art; poems
and drawings with the same name would often run side by side, encouraging readers to abandon
divisions between forms of artistic expression and instead explore the possibilities of an
unrestrained movement. This blurring of boundaries, on multiple levels, between categories that
might have otherwise been separated in fact is central to the way in which contributors viewed
themselves and their project; al-Tatawwur was ultimately an attempt against specialization and
categorization, against a separation of the artistic and the political. Audiences are encouraged to
see the two as inextricably linked, interchangeable almost.
In taking a closer look at the articles in al-Tatawwur, there are a number of notable
themes that recur and are central to our understanding of the audience production. Many of these
become immediately apparent when looking at the opening page of the journal.
A New Direction
We believe in eternal development and continuous change.
We resist myths and superstition and struggle against inherited values that are in place for
exploitation of the strengths of the individual in his material and spiritual life.
We believe that Egyptian society in its current condition is a sick society, lacking in
balance. Its natural standards are defective and its social and economic mores are
deficient. The sign of this deficiency we see clearly in the symptoms of disintegration
spreading through its elements of strength; the educated youth on the one hand spend
their time in sick dreams as a result of what they suffer from in terms of the repression of
their inclination and tendencies and the masses on the other hand live in the atrocious
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conditions of poverty and misery and disease as a result of the absence of a spirit of
justice in the systems to which they defer.
We in publishing this journal clear a way for the latent drives in the psyche of this
generation, creating a feeling in the society in which we live of a new stage in the stages
of intellectual struggle and a free movement that resists the superstitions and myths and
struggles against the inherited values that are in place for exploitation of the strengths of
the individual in his material and spiritual life.
For it was inevitable for this society that a new intellectual movement would rise like the
movement that we are calling for. If we are not offering to people a particular program
for solving their different problems we have cleared a suitable space for the rising youth,
the sons of this generation, to share their free ideas and reformist inclinations so that they
can grow and mature to pave the way for the development of this country.488
This is the opening text from the first issue of al-Tatawwur, in which the journal introduces itself
to its readership, and outlines its interests and concerns. In other words, it draws the parameters
of its mission for an audience that up until now is largely unfamiliar with al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya,
and its activities. From the very beginning the concerns I highlighted at the beginning of the
chapter, namely the themes of movement, youth, education, diseases are present and prevalent
throughout these opening remarks.
The title of the journal, al-Tatawwur, directs us almost immediately to consider
understandings of development and evolution, and the ways in which they are informed by
certain notions of time, the passage of time, and movement in general. The title has embedded in
it this sense of motion or movement, at once a new beginning, a continuation and a turning over.
Beginning with the title of this text, “A New Direction,” guides the reader towards a particular
route or path which s/he are being encouraged to follow, a route that is being cleared for us by
Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya. This path is one that has been cleared of superstitions and myths, and
leads to a new and open space in which much is promised and is seemingly possible. The novelty
of this “direction” encompasses ideas of birth and rebirth, that are also echoed in the notions of
488
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“eternal development and continuous change.” The movement suggested here is not merely
unidirectional, i.e. a movement forward, but there is an understanding of a kind of cyclicality.
There is certainly a “forwardness” to it, a progression, but the motion appears more complicated.
This is suggested by the contrast with the movement of “inherited values” which proceed in a
linear fashion, through generations, with little change. Obviously, this is a very simplistic
reading of so-called “inherited values” but serves the purpose of the larger argument alTatawwur, in which tradition is something that is stagnate, unchanging, against which their
“eternal development and continuous change” is set up. The space of “myths and superstition”
feels cramped and dark, a place where the “individual” is “exploited,” a place of “misery” and
disease, whereas the space we are encouraged to move towards, the space we are directed
towards, the space that has been cleared for us, the space provided in fact by the pages of the
journal is open, where a “new intellectual movement” can thrive, a place where growth, and
maturity are possible, where “free ideas and reformist inclinations” can thrive.
Reponses to the first issue of al-Tatawwur, varied and the editorial entitled “The
Transversal of Stages” by Henein at the beginning of the second issue addresses some of these
reactions. Again, there is an ever-present sense of movement, one that is strongly connected with
time, either moving with it or against it. The title of the editorial directs us to this; the stages
involved are a nod to the developmental or evolutionary discourse that is fundamental to alTatawwur. There is a progress narrative in place that is influenced by Marxist/Hegelian notions
of time, as well as a Freudian understanding of particularly civilization development. Praise for
the journal that Henein cites includes a comment from an unnamed Egyptian political figure that
“al-Tatawwur journal is ahead of the present mindset in Egypt by twenty years.” It seems that in
this way al-Tatawwur situates itself simultaneously in the present, that is the new present it is
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actively creating, and in the future that it occupies through the ideas it is introducing. This
tension between a present and a future does raise the question of the position of the readership;
are they confined to the present, or are they too able transverse the twenty-year gap and occupy
the same moment as the contributors of al-Tatawwur? There is clearly an “us” and “them” being
set up, with the assumed readership having a somewhat unfixed position.
At a time when those who hold regressive beliefs work hard to stop the progressive
current and for returning society to the morals and order of past generations- and what
that means in terms of ignorance and subjugation,- at such a time the youth’s obligation is
concentrated on paving the way for a better life which is the life of tomorrow.
The history of the peoples does not change in a even way, in the same way that it does
not flow like the calm water of a river in its course. But instead it is filled with
continuous jumps. The youth should not shy away from taking a new leap that helps them
get rid of the heavy restrictions of the past.489
Again movement here is crucial; the nature of the movement, and its relationship to time. This
change that needs to happen, this move forward is placed within a larger context of the
development of “the history of the peoples” that is, by nature, a turbulent process but a somehow
natural one. The image of a river, even if in contrast, emphasizes this process as being age-old,
and entrenched in the order of things, a process that must be gone through, one that is being
resisted by the those within society that hold on to regressive beliefs. There is a tension, a
struggle, between the movement forward, and those who are trying to impose a kind of returning,
or turning back. The latter is seem as unnatural, as going against the flow. The movement of
change is active, assertive, a struggle; once again there is an image of the way that needs to be
cleared of obstacles, with an emphasis on the complicated nature of progress.

VIII: A Sick Society in Need of a Cure
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The prevalence of the three interrelated themes- disease, education and youth- is
immediately apparent in these excerpts. From the opening lines of al-Tatawwur, the condition of
Egyptian society is made clear: we are dealing here with a society that is infected on every level,
“a sick society, lacking in balance. Its natural standards are defective and its social and economic
mores are deficient.”490 This infection is constantly spreading, contaminating even the strongest
elements in society, namely the youth, the educated youth to be more precise. From these
opening lines, a trajectory is established that continues to appear through the pages of alTatawwur, namely one that sees Egyptian society as contaminated, the cure for which is
education and the youth present the possibility of recovery. This equation is fundamental to the
general outlook of much of the content of al-Tatawwur. Henein clearly points to this in his
editorial in second issue; the youth are placed at the center of his vision for change for it is they
who will carry out “the rescue plans.”491
Whether the discussion is relating to prostitution, poverty, or sexual culture, disease
infects the writings of al-Tatawwur, and the need for a cure is of constant concern. In an article
on the economy behind prostitution, Yunan sees the presence of prostitution within Egyptian
society as symptomatic of “a society that is sick, infected in its blood,” indicative of the
corruption of the society, morally and economically.492
Ignorance is repeatedly held responsible for the Egyptian’s society’s susceptibility to
diseases. Therefore education is placed at the forefront of the mission to reform or “cure”
Egyptian society. In an extended article on education in Egypt, ‘Abdel Ghani Sa‘id outlines the
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What is needed is an

improvement in the quality of basic education rather than aspiring to provide free college
education to all. However, it is unclear what form this education would take, for on the one hand
there is a push for educational policy that focuses on freeing the students’ minds, allowing them
greater space to think for themselves, while on the other hand there is an interest in “civilizing”
them, a tension that is ever present and never addressed.494
Another tension that exists is between what are seen as “conservative” educational
institutions, namely the Azhar, and the “new mentality” as represented by the university.495 It is
feared that these two different approaches to educational, being so radical opposed, will cause
division amongst the youth.496 It is important to remember that this focus on education was
central to much discourse surrounding progress and development in Egypt at the time. This is
particularly true following the publication of Taha Husayn’s Mustaqbal al-Thaqafah fi Misr
(1938) in which Husayn outlines his vision for cultural reform, primarily through changes to the
educational system.497 This is to say that ideas about “development” being something that was
done directly to people, rather than merely to society, was becoming much more prevalent and
the concerns of the contributors of al-Tatawwur certainly reflect this.498
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IX: Oh comrade!
As we have seen al-Tatawwur, by addressing the topics above, manages to create a
particular, assumed, although often times unstable/fluid, audience. Aside from the style and tone
of the articles that often address the reader directly, al-Tatawwur expands this engagement in
several specific strategies that are more directly concerned with form rather than merely content.
Each issue of al-Tatawwur includes a page dedicated to a set of questions addressed to the reader
under the title “An Invitation to Consider the Condition of Egyptian Society.”499 This page
follows the same consistent format, two extended questions that invite readers to partake in the
discussion, to contribute actively by voicing their opinions on a range of subjects including
poverty, disease, ignorance, wages, unemployment, relations between the sex, marriage,
prostitution to name but a few. These talking points clearly mirror the concerns that fill the
articles of al-Tatawwur. “What do you think of the current system for the distribution of wealth
in Egypt and the ways of increasing this wealth? What do you think of ways in which poverty,
disease and unemployment are tackled? What do you think of the system of taxation?” readers
are asked and their responses anticipated.500 The posing of the questions in this direct manner,
and the expectation of responses illustrates several things about the way in which al-Tatawwur
imagines and engages with its audience. There is an obvious assumption of a particular kind of
audience out there, an audience that is not only buying and reading the journal, but that also
shares the same set of socioeconomic and political concerns as the contributors themselves. In
other words, it is not just a readership, but a community engaged in the larger cause of al-Fann
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wa-l-Hurriyya, similarly invested in bringing about change and development to Egyptian
society. Furthermore, by posing these questions repeatedly in every issue, al-Tatawwur is not
imagining a passive audience, one that merely consumes the information that it is presented with,
but instead it conceives of an active readership, one that is capable of contributing to the
discussion, one whose contribution is in fact seriously solicited, and required as part of the
solution to thinking through the numerous problems outlined.501 This approach to the audience
extends to the ways in which the articles create a notion of a community as we have seen above,
an ‘us’ that is distinguished from the whole, from the “diseased society,” an ‘us’ that is involved
in the constant push forward.
Similarly, the self-referential strategy of al-Tatawwur contributes to the consolidation of
this fashioned audience. Articles throughout an issue and across issues often quote each other as
a way of constantly reinforcing, through repetition, a body of scholarship and a set of ideas. With
each quote there is a reactivation of the original source as a circulating set of ideas, as well as the
forging of linkages between the issues as a cohesive program for change. However, for this selfreferencing to be most effective as a device, it is dependent on an element of recognition on the
part of the reader. In other words, once again there is an assumption of an audience, a sustained
audience, a community, that is constantly engaging with al-Tatawwur to the extent that it is able
to forge links between the articles, and read then collectively.
Another technique used by al-Tatawwur is the inclusion throughout each issue of a
number of boxes containing short 10-15 word statements, statements that appear in highlighted
spaces after articles. Some of these are lift-out quotes from articles while others are succinct
501
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summaries of the ideological position of Al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya on a range of issues.
Examples include:
Al-Tatawwur magazine fights regression and revolts against the old, defends the rights of
the individual, and calls for the rights of women for freedom and life502
A woman that serves a man, and a man that serves the leader, both of them are from the
same class: the enslaved class503
A woman should claim her own freedom and not wait for someone to grant her this
freedom504
We are not free as long as there are prisons505
Every individual in the country has the right to live free 24 hours of every day506
Read together, these pull outs function like an ongoing manifesto, one that runs through the
spaces between the articles, weaving itself through the fixed content, constantly drawing the
readers’ attention to the foundational concerns of the movement. What is interesting about these
boxes, in terms of format, is the way in which they attempt to open up spaces between the
articles, liminal spaces where a different set of relationships can begin to take place between the
journal and its readership.
This becomes all the more evident in the pull-outs that directly address the audience. The
back page of the first issue reads as follows:
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Do you wish to kill free art and literature in Egypt and to put an end to the reforms
and the renewal that society calls for? In that case do not buy this magazine. You will
save 2 piasters.507
Here we not only see the tangible link that is made between “free art and literature” and “the
renewal” of society, but also the role that the reader can play is clearly articulated. Stripped of
any pretense of a neutral distance between the writer and the reader, texts such as these create a
different kind of conversation with audiences, drawing attention to the artificiality of the act of
writing, and pointing to its inevitable involvement with and dependence on a market economy.
Moreover, by addressing the reader directly s/he is implicated in the success or failure of the
journal, but more importantly, in the larger possibilities of change.
We will be stronger tomorrow, and you?508
We do not want you to follow us but we instead we want to carve out the way with us.509
Oh comrade, take part in al-Tatawwur, you take part in liberating the people.510
Oh comrade do not forget to leave this magazine somewhere so that someone else can
read it. 511
The last example is particularly interesting for it demonstrates a keen engagement with ideas of
circulation, and the imagined travel of the journal via its readership. It speaks directly to the
limitations of an economy of ideas, in a very literal sense, meaning the economic obstacles that
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prevent certain ideas from circulating- in this case the possibly prohibitive cost of the
journal- and ways of overcoming such obstacles.512 Along similar lines:
Oh comrade remember that the life of al-Tatawwur depends on the amount you give to it
in assistance. And remember that each penny you spend on al-Tatawwur it will use in
realization of social justice in this country.513
The device of addressing the reader directly, interpellating us into a subject position is central to
imagining and producing an audience that exists on numerous levels, economically, as
contributors to the cause, politically as the subjects of the cause, as supporters.

X: Conclusion
Throughout the pages of al-Tatawwur, contributors are engaged in various strategies of
interpellation through which they imagine an audience and readership. As we have seen from
both the content and form, al-Tatawwur is involved in creating a particular kind of conversation,
this way of addressing of the audiences. This incitement of the readership to take part in the
production and dissemination of the publication, to be active participants in change, these
attempts to make more fluid the relationships between the different roles artists, critics and
readers, make al-Tatawwur worrying to an establishment that relies on a distinction between
roles and a separation between writer and reader, between ruler and ruled. However, there is a
prevalent didactic tone throughout the journal, especially when it comes to understanding the
role and place of art. The critique of art for art’s sake is prevalent throughout the pages of alTatawwur and is often offered as an example of the misuse of art in society. In a diseased society
such as the one we find ourselves in today, where education is the only cure, the role of the true
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artist or writer is “stay true to the people,” acting as “the leader of conscious.” The extent to
which al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya’s approach to artistic and cultural production is seeped in a larger
educational (and sometimes moral) mission, presents us with something of a tension between the
artistic and political agendas of the group. The commitment to “free art” seems to contingent on
this art playing a particular educational function in society. While “free art” is essential to “the
true purpose of education which is to correct the minds of the students and to teach them to think
for themselves,” understandings of art are consistently being restricted to educational parameters.
Returning to the opening clauses briefly, I would like to suggest that the commitment to the
protection of art and culture stated in the first clause is almost entirely restricted to educational
articulations. However, one is left wondering to what extent artistic production is afforded a
space, or protected
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Conclusion
In the wake of the 2011 uprisings in Egypt, we have seen a renewed interest in artistic
production, both locally and internationally. One cannot help but notice the return of the “nahda”
as a prevalent cultural and political concept in the last two years; the very coining of the term
“Arab Spring” is a celebration the Arab world’s rise from a long sleepy winter, from decades of
dictatorial slumber with a new democratic consciousness and fervor that evokes the century-old
Nahda narrative in which the Arab world awoke, after centuries of Ottoman oppression, to find
itself ill-equipped to deal with the demands of the modern world. Such a narrative is as equally
limiting and problematic now as it was then.514 Within the cultural and artistic field, the focus
has been on the “emergence” of artistic movements and a questioning of the role and place of the
artist in helping us capture, understand, and commemorate these historic events; the category of
fann al-thawra has much currency in contemporary Egypt. Repeatedly we find a retroactive
appropriation of nationalist tropes from the early-twentieth century, the resilience of which is
instructive, and makes understanding the formative years of the modern Egyptian art all the more
urgent. The instrumentaliziation of art has a long and well-documented history in Egypt but one
that has largely been written in tones of unequivocal celebration.
In prevalent narrative of Egyptian art history, the 1910s and 1920s are highlighted as the
golden age when the first and second generation of modern artists were able to produce their
most important works. The success of these works is often measured against their nationalist
content, their ability to represent Egyptian identity, with all of its complexities. Experiments in
514
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defining this identity are usually presented in progressive stages, parallel to the presumed
linear development of Egyptian nationalism, usually beginning with the Pharaonic and
transitioning toward a more pan-Arab identity. Throughout this dissertation I have sought to
produce a narrative that simultaneously accounts for and encompasses the dominant discourse,
while also pushing against it and disrupting its seamless consistency. I have therefore focused on
moments that are traditionally celebrated as success stories, as unquestionable markers of
progress and suggested that what we in fact see here are moments of crisis and doubt, moments
in which the field of artistic production is being renegotiated and redefined.
In Chapter One I reread ‘Abduh fatwa on the fine arts as part of the imam’s writings as he
travels through southern Italy in search of the past glories of the Arabs. Abduh’s trip is
embedded in an anxiety about the present state of the Arab world, about the multiple instances of
lack and failure he witnesses. It is impossible to read his fatwa apart from these larger concerns;
for Abduh pictorial representation as a means through which Egyptians can begin account for
shortcomings, a method more effective than language, a tool they can use to document, preserve,
and ultimately educate themselves and others about the past and the present. Chapter Two
similarly reexamined a definitive moment, the establishment of the School of Fine Arts. Here I
considered the importance of the school for the local elite, following a series of economic and
political crises, as an opportunity to reassert their presence within the field of cultural production.
The artistic education of young Egyptians both involves the creation of the artist as a social agent
and defines the terms of his creative labor. The institution is responsible with providing its
students with a skill set, but also with instilling in them an understanding of how modern Egypt
needs to be interpreted visually. Chapters Three and Four examined the relationship between
artists and critics, and the reading public through the medium of art journals. Both journals
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imagine and produce a particular reader, hail them into being and recruit them for their larger
mission. Contributors to Sawt el-Fannan and al-Tatawwur use the pages of their respective
journals to establish their authority, define their particular understanding of artistic practice, and
forward their larger agenda. In the case of the former, we see an established intellectual elite
attempt to popularize their understandings of taste to a wider audience. The struggle for good
taste is also a struggle for cultural authority at a moment when, in the months leading up to the
1952 military coup, their political authority is severely threatened. In the latter case, members of
al-Fann wa-l-Hurriyya, an alienated intellectual class, strive to connect their political and artistic
missions through a prescriptive role for the artistic production. As they call for a move away
from previous artistic traditions, and a “freeing” of art, they also restrict the nature of that art in a
moment reminiscent of ‘Abduh’s intervention to in defense of pictorial representation; the lines
between liberation and regulate quickly become blurred.
All four case studies demonstrate moments of tension and identities in flux. In other
words, artistic production becomes a site of contestation where anxieties about modernity,
identity, and authority are played out. If anything, the vying over the nature of modern art in
Egypt reflects unresolved questions; at each of these historical junctures the author’ anxieties
betray a range of complexities. For example, the debates that rage in Chapter Two regarding the
most appropriate source of tradition on which modern artistic production should be based,
questions the prevalent progressive teleology that traces Egyptian cultural production seamlessly
Each of the chapters demonstrates the ways in which the field of artistic production is “a field of
struggles” and that the stakes are high for those “forces” involved in these struggles.
Emphasizing these moments of “struggle” and negotiation disrupts the cohesive narrative of
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celebration existent in much of the literature of the field and helps understand continued
contestations within a larger historical framework.
Throughout this dissertation I have attempted a critical reevaluation of the role that art
played in the construction of modern Egyptian society in the early-twentieth century. I have
suggested that rather than relegating the study of artistic practices to a separate and contained
field, there is much to be gained from an interdisciplinary approach that traces the intersection of
art with numerous aspects of sociopolitical life. Such an approach also mirrors the reality of the
debates, that is to say, intellectuals and cultural commentators certainly did not adhere to
disciplinary categorizations or separations. Reading conversations about the development of
modern art in Egypt alongside debates about education, literature, Egyptology, archaeology, and
the social science situates art practices within the wider Nahda discourses, both allowing us to
identify parallel preoccupations, while encouraging us to consider the place of the visual within
these debates. By recognizing certain recurrent concerns on the part of artists, critics, and
historians (both in the early-twentieth century and the contemporary context) we are able to see
the ways in which artistic production has been saddled with a number of tasks, most of them tied
to a larger educational mission. At a time with Egyptian intellectuals were grappling with the
question of developing a modern society, art was identified as an important marker of progress
and development. In fact, in over a century of writing we are repeatedly reminded that a
country’s artistic output is a measure of its civilizational development. That such a crucial role be
assigned to the production and consumption of art surely indicates that this is a subject worthy of
closer examination within the broader context of intellectual history and cultural studies. The
pervasiveness of this discourse and its consistency within a contemporary context, as highlighted
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above, point to larger set of concerns connected with the cultural field in Egypt. In moments
of political or economic crisis, we notice a specific importance placed on the role of art.
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Appendix I
“Al-Suwwar wa-l-Tamathil wa-Fawa’iduha wa-Hukmuha,” al-Manar, March 18, 1904, 36-9.
These people have a strange desire for the preservation [hifz] of pictures [suwwar] drawn
on paper or woven fabric. In the museums [of antiquities] in the larger communities you come
across what you cannot find in the smaller communities like the Sicilians, for example. They
ascertain the date of its [the picture’s] drawing and the hand that drew it. They have a strange
rivalry over the acquiring these [pictures] to the extent that one piece of Raphael’s painting
[rasm] for example might be worth two hundred thousand in some museums. It is not important
to know the exact value; what is important is the rivalry over nations’ acquisition of these
paintings [nuqush] and assessing what has been collected from the best of what was left behind
by the ancestor [al-mutaqaddim] for the successor [al-muta’akkir]. The same is the case with
statues [al-tamathil]; the older the heritage [al-matruk], the more valuable its worth and the more
people desire it more. Do you know why?
If you know the reason for your ancestors’ preservation [hifz] of poetry, rendering it
precisely in divans, and going to great lengths to record it, especially pre-Islamic poetry, and
what trouble the forefathers [may they rest in peace] went through collecting and organizing it,
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then you are able to recognize the reason for a people’s preservation [hifz] of these objects
such as pictures [al-rusum] and statues [al-tamathil]. Drawing [al-rasm] is the kind of poetry that
is seen but not heard, and poetry is a kind of drawing [al-rasm] that is heard and not seen. These
pictures [al-rusum] and statues [al-tamathil] have preserved [hafazat] much about people’s
conditions in different ranks and communities’ conditions in different places, what is worthy of
being called ‘the divan of mankind’s societies and conditions’. They depict [yusawuru] the
human or animal in a state of joy [al-farah], contentment [al-rida], serenity [al-tuma’ninah] and
submission [al-taslim]. The meanings contained in these terms are close together; it is not easy
for you to differentiate them from each other. But when you look at the different images [rusum]
you see the difference, dazzlingly clear. They [the images] depict it [the human or animal] for
example in a state of anxiety [al-jaza‘], panic [al-faza‘], fear [al-khawf] and apprehension [alkhashiya]. Anxiety [al-jaza‘] and panic [al-faza‘] are different in meaning and I am not bringing
them together here out of a desire to bring together two letter ‘ain in the same line, but because
they are indeed different. However, when you squeeze your mind to find the difference between
the two, and between fear [al-khawf] and apprehension [al-khashiya], it is not easy for you to
recognize when it is fear and when it is panic, and what appearance a person has in this state or
another. But if you look at drawing [al-rasm]- which is that silent poetry- you will find the truth
marked for you, for you to enjoy, just as your senses would delight in looking at it. If you long
for the realization of the obvious metaphor in your remark: I saw a lion- you have in mind a
brave man- look at the image of the Sphinx by the large pyramid, and you will find the man a
lion and the lion a man. The preservation [hifz] of these monuments [al-athar] is in fact a
preservation of knowledge [hifz l-il-‘ilm] and an acknowledgment of the craftsman for excelling
in it [shukr l-sahib al-san‘ah ‘ala al-ibda‘ fiha]. If you understood anything from this, that was
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my hope. But if you did not, I do not have the time to explain to you in any greater length
than this. Make use of one of the linguists, painters, poets to clarify what was difficult for you to
comprehend, if it is in his ability to do so.
Maybe you were confronted with a question while reading these words: what is the
[legal] judgment [al-hukm] of these pictures [suwwar] in Islamic law if their purpose is, as
mentioned, depicting [taswwir] human forms in their emotional reactions [infi‘alatahum alnafsiyya] or physical postures. Is this forbidden [haram] or permitted [ja’iz] or reprehensible
[makruh] or deplorable [mandub] or obligatory [wajib]? I would say to you that the painter [alrasim] painted [rasm] and the benefit [al-fa’ida] is unquestionable, undisputed. The idea of
worship or the exaltation of pictures or statues [ta‘zim al-suwwar wa-l-tamathil] has been wiped
from [people’s] minds. Either you understand the judgment [al-hukm] yourself after the case
became clear, or you raise a question to the mufti. He will respond to you verbally/orally. If you
bring him the hadith: “those people who will be the most tortured on judgment day are the
painters” and the like of which is said in the sahih, he will probably say to you that this hadith
came during the days of paganism [ayam al-wathaniyya]. Images [al-suwwar] were taken up
during this time for two reasons: the first was distraction and the second was to seek blessing
from the image of whichever of the righteous ones is depicted; the first [reason] of which
religion detests and the second which Islam came to wipe out. The painter [al-musawwir] in both
cases is a distraction from God and a facilitator of polytheism [mumahhad li-l-ishrak bih]. If
these two obstacles are removed and the benefit [al-fa’ida] pursued then depicting people
[taswwir al-ashkhas] is the same as the depiction [taswwir] of plants and trees or objects. This
was done on the margins of copies of the Quran and at the beginning of the suras and none of the
theologians have prohibited this despite the fact that the benefit [al-fa’ida] of engraving [naqsh]
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copies of the Quran is a disputed subject, whereas the benefit of images [fa’idat al-suwwar]
in the manner that has been mentioned is undisputed. However, if you intend on committing a
number of sins in a place that has images [suwwar] in it, hoping that the two angel scribes or the
recorder of sins at the very least would not enter a place that has images [suwwar], as is
mentioned,515 be careful not to assume that this will save you from the counting of your actions,
for God is watchful of you, observing you, even in the house that has images [suwwar]. I do not
think the angel will hesitate in accompanying you if you are intent on entering the house because
it has images [suwwar] in it. And it is not possible for you to respond to the mufti that the image
[al-sura] is at any rate the mostly likely place for worship of idols [mazinnat al-‘ibada]. I think
he would say to you that your tongue is also the most likely place for deceit so should we knot it
even though it is just as conceivable that it will tell the truth as lies.
In general, it is seems to me that Islamic law is far from prohibiting one of the best tools
for learning [wasila min afdal wasa’il al-‘ilm] after it has been established that it is not a threat to
religion either from with respect to doctrine or practice. Nevertheless Muslims do not inquire
except about that for which benefit [fa’ida] has become evident, so as to deprive themselves of it.
Otherwise why is it that they do not ask about visiting the graves of the saints or what some of
them call saints, some of which nothing is known about their biography and no one has suddenly
come upon a secret about them. They do not ask for a religious ruling for what they do there
from a variety of requests and supplications, and what they offer to them in the form of money
and objects. They fear them as they fear God and more. And they ask them for what they would
be afraid that God would not grant them. And they think that they are faster in responding to
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them than God Almighty. There is no doubt that they cannot couple this belief with the belief
in the unity of God but they can combine monotheism and the drawing of images of people and
animals [rasm suwwar al-insan wa-l-hayawan] for the fulfillment of scientific purposes [alma‘ani al-‘limiyya] and the depiction of mental images [tamthil al-suwwar al-dhihniyya].
Have you heard that we have preserved [hafzna] anything even other than paintings
[suwwar] and drawings [rusum] despite our severe need to preserve [hifz] a lot of the things our
ancestors had? If we preserved [hafzna] the dirham or the dinar that was used to estimate the
minimum amount of property liable to zakah tax, and is still estimated using it today would it not
be easier for us to estimate the nisab in pounds and francs and so on as long as the first example
is between our hands? And if we had preserved the sa‘ [a cubic measure of varying magnitudes]
and the mudd [a dry measure] and other kinds of measures would this not have made it easier for
us to know what is expended in zakat al-fitr and what must be given in zakah from the crop yield
after the changing of measures. All we would have had to do is to gauge our measures against
the preserved measures [al-makayil al-mahfuzah] to get to the truth of the matter without dispute.
I think you would agree with me that if we preserved [hafzna] a dirham, dinar, sa‘ and mudd for
every period why would there be this dispute that is ongoing between fiqh experts [al-fuqaha’]
which they inherit from generation to generation; each of them estimated the measures and
weights in a different way to the other until Ahmad al-Husayn Bey came on Judgment Day to
accuse some of being mistaken, and to reconcile the statements of a few others, without having
between his hands a sa‘ or a mudd from these as‘ or these amdad. How difficult it is to find fault
with or adjust if evidence is not what differentiates between one faction and the other.
If you look what religion obligates us to take care of [nihafaz] you would find them
innumerable and we do not preserve [nahfaz] any of them. We neglect them like those before us
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have neglected them. And what do you say about books and depositories of knowledge?
Have we preserved [hafazanaha] them as we ought to, or did we neglect them as they ought not
be neglected? The books of learning/knowledge [kutub al-‘ilm] were lost and its objects of value
have left our libraries. If you want to look for a rare book or outstanding author, an important
writer or a beneficial literary work, go to the libraries in European countries and you will find
these. As for our countries you will barely find anything there except what the Europeans have
left behind and did not pay attention to in terms of precious history, literature and scientific
books. You would find some copies of a book in the Egyptian National Library for example and
other copies in the library in Cambridge in England. If I wished to detail for you all that they
have preserved [hafazu] and that we have lost in terms of registers of information [dafatir al‘ilm], I should have written a book on this for you that would lost like others have been lost, and
you find it after some time in the hand of a European in France or another one of those European
countries.
We do not take an interest in preserving [hifz] anything so we can retain its benefits
[naf‘hu] for those who have not yet come. If it occurs to one of us to leave behind something for
whomever is after him, he who comes after him is the least grateful person for this and goes
about losing what previous one struggled to preserve for him. The gift of preservation [malakat
al-hifz] is not a part of what we inherit, instead what is inherited are the gifts of malice and
resentment, which are passed on from fathers to sons until they corrupt men and ruin countries.
And those who posses these gifts will encounter them on the edge of hell in the hereafter.
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Appendix II
“Bab al-Su’al wa-l-Fatwa,” al-Manar, 3 February, 1904, 860-1.
Question 6: This photography [taswir] with a special machine has become widespread in our
time and we are required by our Russian government to be photographed with this machine in
some circumstances to prove our identities. One aspect of this is that he among us who wants to
be an imam in a mosque is required to present his picture to a legal association in Ufa when he
goes there to complete a test to prove who he is. Does shari‘a law permit this or not, and what is
the meaning of the hadiths that are mentioned in prohibiting [al-nahy] this?
Answer: We have previously explained in al-Manar the reason for the prohibition of pictorial
representation [al-nahy ‘an al-taswir] and taking pictures in a way that indicates exaltation [alta‘zim].516 And it is that people had adopted paganism [al-wathaniyya] and the Ka‘ba was during
pre-Islamic times decorated with pictures that people had faith in, some of which were pictures
of the prophets. God wanted to make them forget this kind of pagan worship [al-‘ibada alwathaniyya] which they had be accustomed to for many centuries and which their souls took
comfort in. So he [the prophet Muhammad] prohibited them from pictorial representation [altaswir] and the exaltation of images [ta‘zim al-suwar] just as he prohibited them from exalting
[tashrif] graves, and making mosques on them, lighting lamps there, visiting them in the first
place, or making his grave into a site of idolatry or celebration. He insisted on the matter of the
graves much more than he insisted on the matter of the images. He would even curse those who
made them into sites of prayer on his deathbed. But Muslims for the most part continued to avoid
pictorial representation [al-taswir] and taking pictures [ittikhad al-suwar] even after the reason
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It is not clear exactly which explanation is being referred to. As far as I can tell, this question had not been raised
a reader and exclusively addressed prior to this. However the issue may have been discussed within the more
general context.
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for the prohibition had been removed completely. It does not occur to a Muslim now to
worship an image [sura] or a statue [timthal]. We see they have glorified the thing that they were
prohibited from in the case of the graves, making them into mosques, lighting lamps and candles
there, and donating awqaf money to them, even though the meaning of the prohibition is
established and certain. Instead, Muslims, in their actions, exceed others in what is prohibited to
them. This is one of the wonders of the transformations of the rules of religion.
There is no harm in taking pictures [ittikhad al-suwar] and carrying them so that the
person can identify himself to an office as his government requires of him because it has nothing
to do with pagan tendencies. These pictures only remind [us] of their worship. Instead, adding to
the lack of grounds for the prohibition of representation [al-taswir] and making pictures [ittikhad
al-suwar] is that the fiqh experts [al-fuqaha’], that Muslims imitate, have now permitted this. In
fact some of them have said that there is no harm in taking pictures without exaltation and they
inferred this from ‘Aisha’s hadith in the sahih [al-Bukhari] that the Prophet [pbuh] ordered her to
tear apart the curtain that had images on it since it was hanging like the images that are
worshipped. She made a cushion from it and the prophet [pbuh] used it and it had images on it.
Some of them have said that there is no harm in taking pictures of non-living things. Most of the
photographs that are taken are for identifying individuals whose are not sacred to you. It is
neither taqlid nor ijtihad, the matter is wider than that.
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